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FOREWORD 

i The Constitution lays down that ,"the State shall promote with special care the 
educa'tional and economic interest of the weaker sections of the people and in particular 
of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and shall protect them from social injustice 
and all forms of exploitation". 

To assist States in fulfilling their responsibility in this regard, the 1961 Census 
provided a series of special tabulations of the social and economic data on Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes. 

The lists of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes are notified by the President 
under the Constitution and the Parliament is empowered to include in or exdude from 
the lists, any caste or tribe. During the Census Operations, the enumerators frequently 
face the problem of identifying the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. In the 
President's Notification, though in some cases, the names of the sub-castes and sub-tribes 
and synonyms are given, there are many cases where such names have not been provided 
in the list. The Census enumerators, therefore, require guidance about the acceptance or 
rejection of claims that they cdme across during the operations of some communities to be 
treated as sub-castes or sub-tribes of the notified Scheduled Castes 'or Scheduled Tribes. 
For this purpose, the Census organisation has thought it wise to undertake, detailed 
ethnographic studies in respect of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes of India. This 
is also in conformity with the past Census tradition of presenting authentic ethnographic 
account of Indian communities. 

For conducting the ethnographic studies, a number of ancillary operations are 
undertaken by the Social Studies Unit of the Office of the Registrar General, India as 
well as the staff of the Directors of Census Operations in the various States. These 
ancillflry operations include; (i) compilation of available information on each Scheduled 
Caste and Scheduled Tribe and preparation of bibliography in respect of them; (ii) 
preparation and interpretation of maps showing distribution of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes over time and space; and (iii) special studies on cultural, technological 
and economic changes taki.ng place among the various tribal c"Ommunities. 

Dr. B. K. Roy Burman, Depuw Registrar General, Handicrafts and Social Studies 
Unit, assisted by Shri N. G. Nag, Officer on Special Duty, and Shri A. M. Kurup, Research 
Officer, is coord ina ting all these studies at the Central level. At the State level, the 
Director of Census Operations and his Staff are collaborating in conducting the field 
investigations and preparing the report. Shri P.S.R. Avadhany, Deputy Director, supervised 
the study at the State level and Shri B. Satyanarayana and Shri V. Radhakrishna 
carried out the field investigation and prepared the draft on these communities. 
Smt. P. Lalita revised the drafts. I avail of this opportunity to extend my warm thanks 
to all my colleagues who have undertaken ·various studies on different aspects of the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes of India. 

A. CHANDRA SEKHAR, 
Registrar General, India 
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PREFACE 

As an adjunct of 1961 Census, preparation of ethnographic monographs on a 
number 'of selected Sch~duled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and ethnic groups with special 
status arid (:thnographic glossaries on all Seheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes have 
been taken up by the Census Organisation. /' 

I ' i 

In Ind\a the Census Organisation has a long tradition of undertaking ethnographic 
studies. ! Besides, there are certain reasons why, for its own operational purposes, it is 
necessary for the Census Organisation to take up such studies. During Census Operation, 
the Census Org~nisation is required to m~ke a complete enumeration of all the Scheduled 
Castes aJild Sch duled Tribes in the country. The ethnographic studies are required 

I 

to establish the identity of the various communities including their segments. The social 
boundari~s of various communities are not always rigid, they are in a state of flux. 
Ethnographic studies are required to keep track of these changes as well, otherwise 
comparison of consecutive census figures would give altogether wrong picture in respect 
of them. There is another aspect of study in respect of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes in which the Census 'Organisation, as well as the welfare and planning agencies 
are jnterested-it is ethno-denl:ography. In 1961 Census, separate tables were prepared 
in respect of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes on the following items :-

i) industrial classification of persons at work and non-workers by sex, 

ii) age and marital status, 

iii) education, 

:iv) religion, 

v) persons not at work classified by sex and type of activity for Scheduled Castes, 

vi) persons not at work classified by sex and type of activity for Scheduled Tribes, 

vii) mother tongue and bilingualism for Scheduled Tribes. 

The data available in these tables are to be analysed in respect of each Schedqled 
Caste and Scheduled Tribe, so that the historical and cultural factors responsible for 
the demographic pattern can be identified and the impact of the emergent demographic 
pattern on the social structure can be determined. 

The insight gained by the Census Organisation, through ethnographic studies of 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes wiil be useful for interpretation of the 
demographic pattern for the country as a whole. Recent studies show that in India, even 
now, it is difficult to correctly appreciate the various social and economic processes without 
reference to caste. On the other hand, in the interest of ultimate national goal, caste 
is not being recorded in Census, except in case of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. 
The insight gained through ethno-demographic studies of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes is, therefore, of invaluable help for Census. 
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At the same time, such study is very much useful for planning of development 
activities among the castes or tribes concerned. For instance, if the Census shows that 
great deal of diversification of occupation has taken place among the Parayans of Kerala, 
it is important for the planners to know whether the community consists of a number o( 
disconnected segments or whether it means that a great deal of individual mobilty is 
taking place where the main focus of community is other than traditional occupation. 
Again when among the Bauris of Orissa, it is found that a very high proportion of the 
population is engaged in agricultural labour and next to them a high proportion is 
found in cultivation and also that there is considerable diversification of occupation, 
the following questions of sociological and practical importance arise:-

(a) What is the historical relation between the agricultural labourers and the 
cultivators among the Bauris of Orissa? The Census data suggests one of the two possible 
developments, namely (1) bulk of the Bauris were cultivators and by a process of 
degeneration of their economy have become agricultural labourers, (2)on the other hand, 
it is also possible that the bulk of them were agricultural labourers and through a process 
of improvement of their economic condition, many of them have become cultivators. 

(b) The fact that a considerable diversification of occupation has t~ken place, 
suggests that the economy has not remained in stagnant condition. Here, it is to be 
examined whether the diversification is the result of upward mobilty, or.· downward 
mobility, or even horizontal mobility, and what is the actual process by which the 
di versification has taken place. 

(c) That Social dimensions corresponding to the diversification in eccnomic life 
have to be examined. It is also to be examined whether inspite of qiversification of 
occupation, the ethos of a particular occupation, for instance agriculture, continues to be· 
dominant· In that case, diversification might have created problems of adjustment in 
values and attitudes. 

Instances can be multiplied, but it is not necessary. What have been stated above 
are enough to bring out the significance of ethno-demographic studies for planners. 

The above dimensions of ethno-demographic studies have evolved throuh stages. In 
1960, at the instance of Shri Mitra, the then Registrar General ofIndia, a questionna\re for 
collection of ethnographic data was circulated among the Census Directors. In October, 
1961, the Handicrafts and Social Studies Unit was set up in the office of the Registrar 
General of India, to coordinate the ethnographic studies and a few other ancillary 
studies, like village surveys, handicraft surveys etc. In December, 1961 a study camp 
was organised in Delhi, where the personnel engaged in ethnographic stlldies, handicrafts 
studies and other social investigations in toe offices of the Census Directors, participated. 
In the Study Camp, it was considered that the ethnographic notes would mainly aim at 
making an objective assessment of the state of development of the different Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes in the context of the changes taking place in technology, 
economic organisation and total culture pattern of the country. It was further suggested 
that the primary focus of the study should not be on the exotic elements of the cultures 
of the different castes and tribes. It should be on the efforts of the communities 
concerned, to adjust to the modern conditions of life. In the light of the above decisions 
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of the, Study'Camp, rapid ethnogoaphic studies have been carried on by the staff of the 
Directors of Census Operations as well as by the Handicrafts and ,Social Studies Unit of 
the Office of the Registrar General of,India. in different parts of the country. These 
rapid susveys have brought out a number of methodological ,and operational problems. 
In May and June, 1966. two Ethnographic Study Camps were held at Kurseong and 
Hyderabad. where personnel from the Office of the Registrar General of India as well as 
from the offices of the Census Directors participa ted. In the Study Camp at Kurseong, 
the Secretary, Tribal Welfare, West Bengal, and Director, Tribal Welfare, West Bengal 
also participated. In these Study Camps, ian intergrated frame, for preparation of 
ethnograpni~ notes was discussed and adopted. ' A copy of the same 'may be seen at 
Annexure I. 1n addition to the studies in respect of each Scheduled Cast~ and Scheduled 
Tribe separately, a number of subsidiary studies were undertaken by the Handicrafts, and 
Social Studies Unit of the Office of the Registrar General of India, for gaining insight 
into a number of problems ofgeneral nature, which have bearing on the different 
aspects of the lives of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes of the country. These 
su bsidiary studies are as follows:-

1. Shifting cultivation in Santal Parganas of Bihar and Garo Hills of Assam. 

2. Pattern of Rehabilitation of displaced tribals of Rourkela. 

3. Socio-economic Survey of the Scheduled areas of Rajasthan. 

4. Socio-economic developments among the hillmen of North-East India. 

5. Social structure and cultural orientation of Christians converted from 
Scheduled Castes. 

6. Traditional rights of scavenging as claimed by scavengers in urban areas. 

7. Grouping of castes and tribes with reference to occupation and inter-group 
and intra-group comparative study on the basis of the data available in 
earlier censuses· 

8. Social mobility movements among the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. 

On the basis of each of the subsidiary studies indicated above, a separate mono
graph is under preparation. It is also proposed to prepare separate monographs on a few 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and ethnic groups with special status in each 
State. Besides, ethnographic glossaries are proposed to be prepared in respect of all 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. For this purpose about one lakh references 
have been indexed. 

The present Ethnographic Notes on Dorn, Dombara, Paidi or Pano, Ghasi, Haddi, 
or Relli chachandi, Chachati, Relli and Sapru and Matangi (Scheduled castes) are the 
monographs brought out by the Census Organisation in this Volume. Field investigation 
on these communities was undertaken by Shri B. Satyanarayana and ,.Shri V. Radha
krishna) of the Office of the Director of Census Operations, Andhra Pradesh. 
The preliminary reports prepared by Shri B. Satyanarayana have been revised by Smt. 
P. Lalitha of the Office of the Director of CeI?-~su~ Operations. Andhra Pradesh. It was 
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finally edited by the Editoral Board consisting ofShri P. S. R. Avadhany, Deputy Director 
of Census Operations, Andhra Pradesh, Shri A. M. Kurup, Research Officer and myself. 

I take this opportunity to express my thanks to all the colleagues who collaborated 
in this ,project. 

Shri H. L. Harit, Investigator, who is looking after the compilation of information 
from published sources in respect of all Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and other 
special ethnic groups of India deserves mention. 

Shri A. Mitra, the Registrar General of India for 1961 Census, whose farsighted 
initiative is responsible for social investigation in a large number of fields including 
ethnography, deserves thank3 of all students of Indology. I have been beI;lefited not 
only by his inspiration, but also by his valuable suggestions in connection \ with the 
ethnographic studies as well as the other studies, conducted by the Handicrafts and 
Social Studies Unit. 

The tradition built by Shri Mitra, has been continued by Shri A. Chandra Sekhar, 
the present Registrar General of India. Under his guidance, the scope 'of the Social 
Studies by the Census Organisation has been further expanded. In spite of his other 
preoccupations, he has gone through the final drafts of the ethnographic notes and 
given a number of valuable suggestions. I avail of this opportunity ,ito express my 
gratefulness to him. 

B. K. Roy BURMAN 
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(Scheduled Caste) 





DOM, DOMBARA. PAIDI OR PANO 

Name. Identity, Origin and History 

Dom Dombara, Paidi or Pano is a Scheduh d 
Caste pri'ncipally inhabiting the Agency tracts of 
Srikaku1am and Visakhapatnam districts according 
to the President's Modification Order of 1956. 
Though it is recorded as 'Dom' in the Presid('nt~s 
Order, the form in vogue among the caste people IS 
'Domb' and the caste is referred to as 'Domb' 
throughout this report. 

The statutory position of Dombs since the 19:) 1 
Census is as follows. This community was returneo 
under Primitive Tribes and Depressed Cla.s(s in cer
tain areas as per the 1931 Census. Dombo WdS 
considered as <l Scheduled Caste according to 
Government of Ind ia Srhr:duled Caste Order. 
1936, in the areas which cover the present 
districts of Anantapur, Chittoor, Cuddapah, E,lst 

Goda\ari, Guntur, Krishna, Kurnool, Nellore. Sri
kalml2m, Vihakhapatnam and West Godavari except 
in any special constituency constituted under the 

Goverr.ment of India Act, 1935, for H'e election of a 
representative of backward areas and backward tnbes 
to the Legislative A'sembly. In the Constitution 
(Scl->eduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes) Order, 
1950, Dom, Dombara, Paidi or Pano had been decla
red as a Scheduled Caste in the above districts. 

Dom or Domb with slight variations in spelling 
are scheduled in many other States as for example in 
Uttar Pradesh, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Delhi, 
Rajasthan, Madras and West Benga 1; their status ancl 
other particulars are discusled by various authors. 
Dom, Domra also known as Chandala is a Dravi
dian menial caste of Bengal, Bihar and North West 
Provinces (Risely, 189-204). Dom is a very low caste 
whose occupation and duties are similar to those of 
the Dhers (Sherring, p. 158). On the Doms of 
North West Provinces, Crooke says : 

.. A Dravidian m~nial cast~ found ,eattered thro1'ahout 
these Provinees. A Dom is nquired to live outside the 
town like the Chandal!, to eat his food in broken ves
sels, to wear the clothes of the dead, to be rxcluded 
from all the intercourse with other tribes; h~ can pos
sess no olh~r prop~rty than asses and dogs and his only 
office is to act as public ex~cution~r or to carry out th~ 
orders of those who die without kindred." 

In Bombay, Dam is a sub-division of M3h~'s 
(Enthoven, Vol. J, p.341). In the Central Pf(lv:r,res 

Doms are one of the Hindu sections of 1vlebtars. 
Their occupation is chiefly to do sweerer's work. 
Dumar is a synonymous of Doms (Rus<el and Hira 
L:lI, Vol. IV. p. 126). 

"Doms are a Depressed Cla~s in the Central India 
A geney tracls'·. 

(Venkatachar, Census of India, 1931, V( 1. XX 
P. 216). 

Accord j ng to Aiyappan (Report rn the Socio
Economic conditions of the Aboriginal Tribt's ofthe 
P[ov;nc~ of Madras) they are kno'An as Dombo. 
Census of India 1881 Tepcrts that the S2me man 
is cailed Paidi by the Teluglls, Dombo by the Sava
ras ar.d Pano by the Khonds. This information 
given ill th~ Census Rep')rt of 1881 indicates that the 
different synonyms are used in different au·as. 
However, Tllllnton had recorded that Dombo. Pdno 
and Paidi are zlmost the ,ame people. He has dealt 
with them diffeJently in his "Castes and Tribes of 
Southern India". 

As a part of lhe 1961 CemUb OperatiOl.s the 
caste Domb has bun studied twice. It was first 
studied durirg the SUI vcy of a village named 
Kondiba in Srungavarapukota taluk of Visakha
patnam district in 1960 and 1963 as r- an of the 
village survty ~tudjes. It Wi S "Iso studIed florn the 
ethnographic point of vie'A in October-November, 
1964. The villages Pcddavalasa and Seethampeta 
of Sa luI' and PdJakonda taluks respectively of Sri
kakulam district are selected for ethn0graphic stu
dies. The Village Survey Monograph on Kondiba 
bears ffe~h and authentic informaticn and it is refer
red to in the preparation of this ethnographic note. 
During the preparation of this note, min~te difff'r
ences in social customs are observed between lLe 
Village Survey and Ethnographic Survey which (an 
purely be due to regional variation and not because 
of any other reason. 

In the President's List Dom, Dombara, Paidi or 
Pano are the names given to the people of the same 
stock who are by tradition, weavers, musicians anel 

labourers. Though there is a mention of the name 
Dombara in the President's List, the informants dur
ing the investigation {'xpres~(d their ignorance 
:::l-out the existence of Ihis name. Th~ same caste is 
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spelt with a slight variation by different authors. 
Thurston records it as Domb whereas the Ma.dras 
Census Report of [901 and Aiyappan spelt it as 
Dombo. In the Gazetteer of Vlzagapatam it is 
written as D.:>mbu8, Dombos or Dombs. The present 
usage among the caste people is Domb. It is stated 
in the Gazetteer of Vizagapatam that Dombus, 
Dombos or Domb, are synonymous names applied to 

a class of b~ggars, weavers. musicians; and Paidis are 
also considered to be identical with Dombus 
(Madras District Glzette'~rs, Vizagapatam, V01 I, 
pp.88-89). 

Thurston records thlt Dombs are akin to the 
Panos and Paidis (E. Thurston, Vol. II, p. 175). It is 
stated in Aiyappan's Report that Dombo is the Oriya 
imitation of the Paidi, Valmiki or Pano. (Aiyappan, 
p. 86). However, the Village Survey Monograph on 
Kondiba goes to show that Paidis or Dombs are the 
descendants of Valmiki, the compiler of Ramayana, 
and hence they are known as Valmikis also. The 
origin of D.)mbs as rep::>rted in the VilLtge Survey 
Monograph on Kondiba is quoted below: 

"The Paidis in the south and west of the Visakba
patnam district claim descent from Valmiki, the com
piler of Ramayana. Sri Naraji Ghasi, the Barik. of 
the village, a well informed elderly penon belonging 
to the Domb caste narrated in the following way how 
they (Dombs) could claim descent from Valmiki, 
tbe first poet (Adi kavi) and the author of Ramayana. 
Valmiki, the ancestor of Dombs was a highway robber 
and a leader of a gang of daclits before he became 
Valmiki. He used to molest the pilgrims, th~ traders 
and any pa5Sers-by in the forest and deprive them of 
their belongings. Innumerable victims of his way 
lying depredations prayed for help from divine source. 
The story goes that God, in order to put an end to 
these inhuman activities, a!S11med the form of a 
beautiful woman and wearing valuable ornaments was 
pas ling along the WJ.Y frequented by tile robber chief. 
The sight of this beautiful woman created desire not 
only to rob her of her belongings but also to molest 
her. At first he demanded jewels from the woman 
wbo readily gave away her ornaments. Astonished at 
the quick, cool and calm demeanour with which she 
gave away her ornaments, he went a step further in his 
demands and asked her to he his wife. The woman 
told him that she would accede to his request if only 
he would answer her q ueotions satisfactoril y. 1 he 
robber readily agreed to her request aod she addressed 
him in the following way: .......... 'Well gentleman, 
for whose sake have you indulged yourself in way
robbing'? He replied that he took to his activity to 
maintain his wife and children. Then she suggested. 
'Well, you say your wife and children enjoy the fruits 
of your plundering. You enquire your wife whether 
she is also willing to ahare the ain that is entailed to 
:you through plundering'. The robber hesitated for a 

moment and went home, however, and put the same 
question to his wife. His wife readily replied him 
that as wife she is entitled to share only his good acts 
and not the sins c()mmitted through his barbarous acts 
and that it is his responsibtlity to bring up the family. 
WhereUpotl, he was seized with a frightening fear that 
he alone would h,we to bear the cumulative burden of 
all the sins SO far committed by him. He asked th~ 
woman to show him the way of getting himself absol
ved of all sins. Pleased that he had realised his past 
misdeeds and had begun to repent for the same, tbe 
(;od in tho:: form of the woman directed him to take to 
penance until he listened to a sound from above. The 
robber did the penance. After many years of penance, 
he heard the sound of & crying woman. He then got 
up. went to tbe woman and consoled her by enquiring 
,_'[ her difficulties. That woman was no other than 
Sit •• the wife of Ra.ma the hero of the great epic. 
Ramayana. He I istened to the story of Rama and 
Sita. From this time onwards, he devoted his time 
and energies in depietins the great epic, Ramayana 
and completed the same. The robber who t~rned into 
a sage after long yean of penance emerged out of an 
atlt-bill which in Telugu means putta or valmikam 
when en lightenment dawned upon him and from that 
time onwards he assumed the name Valmiki. Hence, 
his discendants called themselves as Valmikis". (Mono
graph on Kondiba, pp.6-7). 

But according to the enquiries made during the 
case studies conducted at Peddavalasa village of Salur 
taluk and Seethampet village of Palakonda taluk of 
Srikakuiarn district, Valmikis are different from 
Domb, Pa.idi or Pano. It was found during the investi. 
gation that the same caste is called by different names 
by different sections of the society. The same is 
recorded in a not'! on Dombo in the Census Report 
of 138t, CA. Aiyappan, Vol. II, p. 87) that the same 
person i5 called Paidi by the Telugu people Dombo 
by the Savaras and Pano by the Khonds. 

111 the Madras Census Report, 1901, (V 01. XV. 
Madras, Part I Report, pp. 152, 17l and 173) 
Dombs and Panos h:we been described as hill 
weavers and Paidis, as an Oriya. caste of agricultural 
lab::mrers and weavers. It has also been stated: 

"The Khond synonym for this word i$ Domboloki, 
which helps tQ confirm the connection pointed out in 
the 1891 Census Report between this caste and Dombs 
of Vizagapatam". 

Hence we c:m conclude that Dombos, Paidis and 
Pano~ belong to the same stock of people. 

The following information is ~athered from the 
informants r('garding the ongm of the name. 
Originally· the community was very much notorious 
for thieving and hence termed as Domb or Dombo 
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which is derived from the Oriya word dllmba 
meaning devil. This is in conformity with the 
obstIvat:ons made by Thunton on Domb (E. Thur
ston, Vol. II, p. 173). The informants do not know 
<Illy othtcr story about the origin of the caste. 

Thurston has given the following account of 
Dombs, which is not known to the informants: 

"The Dombas, Mr. H.A. Stuart writes, are a 
Dravidian Caste of weavers and menials, found in the 
hill tracts of Vizagapatam. This caste appears to be an 
off-shoot of the Dom Caste of Bengal, Behar, and the 
North-western Provinces" (p. 173-174). 

Thurston further quotes : 

"The Dombs, Mr. F. ,Fawcett writes, 'are an out
cast jungle people, who inhabit the forests on the high 
lands fi~ty to eighty or a lIundred miles from the east 
coast, about Vizagapatam. Being outcast. they al'e 
never allowed to live within a village, but have their 
own little hamlet adjoining a village proper. inhabited 
by people of various superior castes." (p, 174). 

I t has been observed during the field investiga
tion that the above practice is still continuing except 
in rare cases. 

Family. Clan, Kinship and other Analogous 
Divisions 

The family is patriarchal and the rule of descent 
is patrilineal. The Domb caste is divided into sub
divisions and each sub-division is divided into 
clans. Each clan is again divided into lineages or 
intiperlu which are akin to totemistic groups. 

According to case studies, only onesub-d:vision, 
Odiya, is found to be existing among them_ This is 
one of the sub-divisions mentioned in the Madras 
Census Report, 1891 (pp. 18,74,75 and 79) according 

to which the different sections among Dombs are Ko
hara, Mandiri, Mirgam and Onomia and the sub
divisions are Andiniya. Kobbiriya, Mandiri, Miri
gani, Odiya and Sodabisiya. The names 0 f the tote
mistic divisions among Odiya as observed by 
Thurston (pp. 176-177) viZ., Bhag (tige;-), Balli (bear), 
Nag (cobra), Ham.man (the m(nkey gcd), Kochcip(J 
(tortoise), Bengl'i (frog), Kukra (d-.g), Surya (sun), 
ltfats)a (fish) amI Jaokonda (lizard) are k!l(;wn to the 
informants. But they are not in a po~ition to ;den
tify themselves with the above totemistic diviSions. 
In the Caste Index of the 1891 Madras Ct"nsus 
Report, Mangali is mentioned as a wb-division 
among Dombs. However, the inf')flll<lIl'S during 
the field study, denied the existence uf such a sub
division; there are Mangali Dombs among them who 
are an occupational group of barbers to Dombs. 

They have got the family names locally known 
as intiperlu which play an essential role in fixing up 
the marriage alliances. The following four intiperlu 
have b~en noticed during the field study: Kalligotl1, 
Biddiki, Nimmala and Vimala. 

Ditsributioo' and Population Trends 

Dom, Dombara, Paidi or Pano is declared as a 
Scheduled Caste throughout the State except in 
Hyderabad, Mahbubnagar, Adilabad, Nizamabad, 
Medak, Karimnagar, Warangal, Khammam and 
Nalgonda districts. This caste is concentrated in 
Srikakulam district. 

Statemen t I gives the di~trictwise population 
of the community as p~T the 1961 Cemus as well as 
the population figures for the 1901, 1921 and ]931 
Censuses as indicated In the concerned Madras 
Census Reports 

Statement I 

Districts 

(1) 

Madras Census Reports 

1. t1901 Dombo 
I'aidi 
Pano 

'2. *1921 Dombo 
Paidi 
Pano 

POPULATION OF DOMB, DOMBARA, PAIDI OR P<!"NO 

Persons 

(2) 

58.100 
49.015 
61.200 

70.316 
37.550 
80.824 

Males 

(2) 

34,391 
18.6.7 
38.578 

Females 

(") 

35,1125 
18,903 
42.246 
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Statement I-(Contd) 
3. ;t.19.H Dombo 

Total 108,760 54,757 54,003 
Ganjam Plains except ChicacQle, 1 

Parlakimedi and Tekkali, (- 3,011 1,275 1,736 
Chicac;)le J 

Parlakimedi 1,281 636 645 
Tekkali 
Ganjam Agency 1,449 689 760 
Salur, Srungavarapukota, 

1 Viravilli, Palakonda, f- 800 411 389 
Gudem and Golgonda ta!uks ) 

Vizagapatam Agency 10~,219 51,7~6 50,473 

Pano 

Total 71,599 35,106 36,493 
Ganjam Plains except Chicacole, ) 

6,128 Parlakimedi and Tekkali J 10,803 4.675 
Chicacole 
Parlakimedi 2,750 1,322 1,428 
Tekkali 28 4 24 
Ganjam Ageucy 57,202 28,719 28,483 
SaluT, Srungavarapukota, Viravilli, , 

. Palakonda, Gudem and Golgonda taluks ! 
Vizagapatam Agency 816 386 430 

4. 1961 

Grand Total Total 15,043 6,950 8,093 
Rural 13,845 6,403 7,442 
Urban 1,198 547 651 

Srikakulam Total 12,011 5,528 6,483 
Rural 11,690 5,340 6,350 
Urban 321 188 133 

Visakbapatnam Total 1,508 739 769 
'R'.ural 1,508 739 769 
Urban 

East Godavari Total 59 29 30 
Rural 59 29 ~o 

Urban 

West Godavari Total 192 79 113 
Rural 38 14 24 
Urban 154 65 89 

Krishna Total 124 53 71 
Rural 42 16 26 
Urban 82 37 45 

Guntur Total 308 124 184 
Rural 9 9 
Urban 299 115 184 

Nellore Total 185 85 100 
Rural 28 16 12 
Urban 157 69 88 

Chittoor Total 130 82 48 
Rural 120 79 41 
Urban 10 3 7 

t Census of India, 1901, Volume XV, Madras, Part I, Report, pp. 152, 171, and 172 
• Census of India. 1921, Volume XIII, Madras. Part II, pp. I II and 115 

:;I: Census of India, 1931, Volume XIV, Madras, Part I, pp 350 a"d 355 
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Statement I-(Contd.) 

Cuddapab Total 
Rural 
Urban 

Anantapur Total 
RIJral 
Urban 

Kurnool Total 
Rural 
Urban 

During the 1951 Census all the four names of 
'the caste viz., Dom, Dombara, Paidi or Pano are 
-classified as one caste while in the past they were 
separately classified. 1 n 1901 there were 58,100 
Dombs, 49,015 Paidis and 61,200 Panos; the sex-wise 
distribution is not available. In 1921 Census, 70,316 
Dombos were found, of whom 48.91 % were males and 
51.09% were females. Under Paidis, 49.66% males 
-and 50.34% females, totalling 37,550 persons were 
returned. There were 80,824 Panos of whom 47.73% 
were males and 52.27% were fem:lles. According to 
the 1931 Census Report, Dombs numbered 108,760 
persons compnsmg 50.35% males and 49.65% 
females. There were also 71,599 persons of Pano 
caste, of whom 49.03% were males and 50.97% were 
females. The castes were mostly concentrated in 
-Ganjam Plains, Ganjam Agency and Vizagapatam 
Agency. There is a sudden decline from 1931 to 
1961 in the popUlation of Dombs which is due to the 
transfer of Ganjam and Koraput districts to Ori! sa 
State at the time of its formation in 1936. 

The total popUlation of these castes in 1961 is 
-only 15,043 persons comprising 46.2% males and 
53.8% females. They constitute only 0.30% of the 
total Scheduled Caste population and 0.04% of the 
total p:>pulation of Andhra Pradesh. 7.96% of the 
Dombs popUlation inhabit the urban areas as against 
the corresponding figure of 11.1 % for all Scheduled 
'Castes taken together. 

79.84% of Domb's population (79.54% of males 
'and 80.11% of females) are inhabiting Srikakulam 
-district. 10.02"4 0 f th~ t')t:ll population made up of 
10.63% of the males and 9.50% of the females are 
'found in Visakhapatnam district. In other districts 
,their concentration is as foHows: 2.05% in Guntur, 
1.38% in Anantapur, 1.28% in West Godavari, 
1.23% in Nellore, 1.08% in Cuddapah, and 1.04% in 
Kurnool, of the total. In Chictoor, Krishna and 
East Godavari they constitute only 0.86%, 0.83% 
and 0.39% of the total popUlation re~pectively. 

162 69 93 
38 22 16 

124 47 77 

208 90 118 
192 82 110 

16 8 8 

156 72 84 
121 57 64 

35 IS 20 

Statement II 
VARIATION IN POPULATION FROM 1891 TO 1921 

Name of Persons (in thou5ands) Percentage of variation 
Caste 1 nerease ( + ) 

Decreas: (_) 
".---__ .. __ -L ______ -.., r-w ___ .. _-l.. ____ ...., 

1921 1911 1901 1891 1911 1901 1891 
to to to 

1921 1911 1901 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Dombo 70 63 58 74 +11,7 + 8,4 -21.7 

Pano 11 71 61 46 +13.3 +16.5 +32.9 

Source: Census of India. 1921. Vol. XIII. Madras-Part-I, 
Report (Madras: 1922). pp 161-162. 

Statement II gives the variation in population 
of Dombos and Panos from 1891 to 1921. During 
this period the population of Panos increased from 
decade to decade whereas th It of Dombos had gone 
down by 21. 7% in the first decade, i e., in 1891 to 
1901, but increased in the remaining two decades. 

Sex ratio 

Considering the total population of Dombs 
during 1961 Census there are -1,164- females for every 
1,000 males. Other Scheduled Castes where th'! 
female populati')ll exceeds the male population are 
Mang Garodi and Bavuri. There are 1,365 and 1,240 
females for every 1,000 ml.les among Mang Garodi 
and Bavuri castes respectively. Th'! sex ratio of 
Dombs far exceeds the average ratio of the total 
Scheduled Castes population i:.1 the State among 
whom there are 980 femides for every 1,000 males. 

Physical Characteristics 

As no information has been collected on the 
physical characteristics of the community during the 
investigations in the absence of scientific operators, 
the particulars recorded by Thurston are furnished 
below: 

"The average of the more important of the 
measurements are as follows : 
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Stature 161.9 ems. 

Cephalic length 188 ems. 

Cephalic breadlh 14.3 ems. 

Cephalic Index 75.6 ems. 

Nasal Index 86.5 ems. 

It is noted by the missionary Gloyer that the 

colour of the skin of the Dombs varies from dark to 

yellow and their height froIn that of an Aryan to the 

.hort stature of an abor;ginaJ and there is a correspon

ding variation in facial type." (Thurston. Vol. II. 

p. 115). 

Dwellings, Food, Dress and Ornaments 

Dornbo Sai is the usual name given to the Domb's 
colony which would usually be in a corner of the 
village. The settlement pattern is composite and 
all these cas te men live in one area; 

While selecting th'e sile for house construction, 
the owner marks the an'a with lime powder and 

places three gnUns.of rice at each of the four corne~s. 
These three grains are placed in a particular way. 

The two grains which are placed first should suppor.t 

the third one which will be placed upon them. The 

arrangement will be covered by stones and mud. 

After a week, they take out the covering of stones 

and mud and if the top grain is still found to be on 

the two grains at all the four corners, then the site is 
considered to be lucky. If not, they go in for some 
other site. The above practice finds mention in 
the Vizagapatam G~zettcer (p.89) and Thurston's 
(p.l79) work .. 

In the Village Survey MOD0graph (page 8) on 
Kondiba a different practice is mentioned to be in 
existence among Dombs. The house site proposed is 
cleaned and nine grains arc arranged in three rows 
with three grains in each row. These three rows are 
covered by an inverted earthen saucer and the 
border of the saucer which is joined with the ground 
is pasted with mud, in order to keep the rows of 
grain undisturbed. They pray Bhoomatha (mother 
earth) to keep the grairs undisturbed and on the 
following day they remove the earthen saucer and 
clleckup whether the grains are undi~turbed or not. 
H they are [(.und to be undisturbed the site is con~ 
sidered to be good; otherwise it is not considered 
as ,good. 

After selecting the site, they fix up a day in con
sultation with the elderly people of the caste and 

commence the construction. The usual months that 
are good fOl construction are Karthika (October
November) and Margasira (November-December) 
aLd the auspicious days are Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday. At the time of commencement, a cen· 
tral pole is fixed in a pit dug by the head of the 
household and a coconut is broken, pieces of which 
are distributed among the people who gather there. 

The most prevalent types of housts are middillu 
(Fig. I) and purillu (Fig 2). The essential difference 
between a middillu end purillu is that the former con
tains a mudroof below the thatched roof and the 
latter has thatched roof only. ' Unlike purillu, middillu 
is not so easily susceptible to fire accidents. The 
ground plan and other arrangements are similar in 
both cases. There are only two divisions in the house 
the one part enclosed on all the sides while the other 
is kept open at the front side, like a verandah; these 
two portions are connected by a door. The single 
room is used for all purposes whereas the verandah 
is used for chit-chatting and sometimes for sleeping. 

There is only one door connecting the room and 
verandah and neither windows nor ventilators are 
fixed. The floor of the house is elevated to a height 
of 3' to 4' above the ground level. Usually the door is 
either to the south or to the n~rth. The hind wall is 
raised to a height of 12 feet while the front wall is of 
7 feet height. There is no wall in the entrance as the 
front portion (verandah) is kept open.. The side 
walls connecting the hind and fron~ walls are ex
tended upto the edge oUbe yerandah so as to en
close the verandah on three sides. The walls are 
generally not built with brick or mud but are made 
with a cove.ring of red soil to the frame work of 
country wood, which is fixed in the floor to a depth 
of 3 to 4 feet. Walls are decorated by drawing 
designs locally known as muggulu with lime 
powder. Bamboos are spread in an inclined plane 
resting on the hind and front wall and projecting 
beyond the front wall to cover the verandah also. 
Bamboo pieces are arranged horizontally cn bamboos 
spread in an inclined plane. On this frame work is. 
spread a kind of grass locally knl')wn as dharbha 
gaddi. This completes the construction of the 
house. Usually the grass spread on the roof is. 
c.hanged once in two years. The floor is plastered 
with cowduIJg once in a fortnight. Usually they 
~pend Rs. 100 to Rs. 150 for the house construction. 
Both family labour and hired labour are made to 
use of. The housing pattern has not changed and 
the old system is still continuing. Those who keep, 
'cattle have separate cattle sheds. No hOllse has a. 



Fig. 1 Middillu 
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Fig. 2 Pu,illu 



Fig. 3 Domestic utensils 
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'separate well for its exclusive use and all the house
holds fetch water from a common well. The higher 
£astes do not object to their drawing water from the 
common well. However, it may be mentioned that 
apart from the common well there is no other well 
in the surveyed areas. 

Housewarming Ceremony 

Housewarming ceremony locally known as 
grvhapravesam is c-:lebrared on vVedneoday or Fri
day in any of the months of Vaisakha (April-May), 
Karthika (October-November) or Phalguna (Febru
ary-March). On that day, the family G.->d is wor
shipped and milk is boiled. A fowl or g'lat is ~a',;ri
ficed and a feast is given to the community people. 
The house builder himself presides over the function. 

Food 

Dombs eat rice, wheat, ragi (finger millet) 
sama (little millet) and korra (Italian millet) as 
staple food. Generally they take the meal thrice in 
a day. Usually the left-overs 0 f the previous night 
are eaten in the morning; in the afternoon they take 
the food prepared out of ragi flour; and in the night 
they take rice with some curry. Their economic 
inability forces them to sleep with half satisfied or 
almost empty stomaches at certain times. All kinds 
of grains and vegetables are consumed by them. 
They also eat roots like seemapendalam (tapioca), 
etc. Among birds, the flesh of fowls and doves are 
consumed. Very often they take beef and pork in 
addition to the flesh of goat and sheep. They very 
much relish all kinds of fish. They do not hesitate 
to consume the flesh of dead animals and birds. 
They are fond of a kind of gruel known as tunku. 
For preparing it they preserve the mango nnts called 
tenkatu. These tenkalu are broken, the kernel in
side the nut is removed and is pounded into flour. 
The flour is firmly fastened in a cloth and is kept in 
a nearby running stream for one night to wash off 
the bit1ernes~. The resulting substance is taken and 
boiled with water. To this liquid is added chilli 
powder and salt and the same is consumed. 

Most of the utensils they possess are made of 
'earth. Only a few aluminium vessels are used 
(Fig, 3). The local names given to the various uten

'sils and the different purposes for which they are 
used are as follows: 

Cooking : Earthern pots of diffrent sizes are 
~sed ~or cooking rice, curry and ragi gruel. Bathandi, 

Jodandt and pajandi are the local names given 

to the pots with which the rice, curry and ragi gr\lel 
are cooked respectively (Fig. -1). 

Eating : G:rman silver plates or aluminium 
plates are u5ed. 

Drinking : Aluminium tumbler locally known 
as mUlltha is used. 

Fetching and storing- WoLter : Bindelu (brass 
vessels) are med for fetching and storing water. 

Serving water: Onaka prepared out of bottle 
gourd (lagenaria /eucantlza) is used for serving water. 

Serving food : A long wooden spoon used to 
serve food is locally known as chatte. 

Storing the grains: Earthen pots are used for this 
purpose. 

Generaily each household possesses rolu and 
rokali (stone mortar and wooden pestle respectively) 
for pounding the paddy and a grind stone is used to 
grind the ragi (finger millet) into flour. 

Fuel is collected from the forests once in two 
or three days both by m.lles and fem'l.les. Kerosene 
lamp is used for lighting which is usually purchased 
from the nearest urban centres, viz" Salur or Pala
konda. The average expenditure towards lighting 
is 6 paise per day. 

Dress 

T!le dress of the males generally consists of a 
narrow cloth bound round the loins with its ends 
hanging down in front and behind; and a coarse long 
cloth is wrapped round the upper portion of the 
body when the weather is chill. But some of the 
males also me dhotis and shirts. 

The female dress consists of a saree of seven or 
eight yards in length. They do not wear blouses. 
The mOHly preferred colours are red, blue and 
white. The girls wear petticoats and btouses. The 
boys wear a shirt to cover the upper portion of the 
body while a cloth is b.->und round the loins. As 
they cmnot afford to have new c1O\hes for all festive 
occasions, they use the washed clothes on such 
occasions. Most of them go in for new clothes 
invariably for Sankranti (January) festival. 

Ornaments 

There are several ornaments for women. The 
important among them are andelu and kadiyalu 
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(brass or silver anklets); jamdar, Ilakupuda and 
hulaki (brass ornament) to the nose), khaddas 
(German silver b ,ng ks:. khagadas \.a silver orna
ment worn around the fJ(ck), nagulu (a snake shaped 
brass ornament for eal' lODe) and kamma (a brass 
ornament for ear lob!') and cflpper rings worn to the 
fingers. Seme of the C'rnaments can be seen in 
Fig. 5. 

Almost all women ill married status wear ver
milion on the forehedd. Tattuoing is mostly found 
among all the women which is locally known as 
pachchabottu. In som~ caSes tattoo marks with 
different designs such as a vertical line on the fore
head, dots on the chin, cheek and on the sides of 
eye brows are also found. 

Hygienic Habits 

Generally they take bth often preferably during 
the evenings. They df) not use soaps. Smoking 
chewing and consuming intoxicants are in practice. 
Once or twice in a month they go in for liquor but 
every day they spend a t least 12 paise for chulta 
(leaf pipe). They are not habItuated to drinking 
coffee. Whenever they have no 'work they ,leep 
during the day time also. 

Language and Education 

The mother tongue of this caste is Paid i dialect 
which is a corrupt form of Oriya and does not have 
a fcript. According to Grierson's classification of 
languages, the language 'Dom' is found under un
classified languages. They alfo speak Telugu, 
Savara, etc., with neighbours, a s they move about 
from village to village fin their trn!e. 

The following aff" sarre of the common words 
of Paidi dialects '" jlh thflr corresponding EngliSh 
equivalents. 

Paidi 

K'I1kkuda 

Mokoda 

GUJa.ra 

Tui 

Mi 
Ba 

ra 
Ammo. 

BJyine 

So mid! 

Batto 

Mama 

Bowni 
To nam kjana? 

KUlltera ao so fusi? 

ToUa biva holane ? 

Tuikethelo mypu ? 

Tui mOle bate aslhisa ? 

English equivalent 

Cock 

Monkey 

Pig 

You 

1· .. 
Father 

Mother 

Elder sister 

Younger sister 

Brother-in-law 
(called by a female) 

Brother-in-law 
(called by a male) 

Father.in-Iaw 

Sister-in-law 

What is your name? 

Wher~ from are you com
lUg? 

Are you married 

How many wives are you 
having? 

Will you come with me ?' 

As found from the field sturly, very few people 
send their children to schools. Because of their 
poor economic background, they are not in <t posi
tbn to pay much attention towards education. 
There ae no adult school~ at the places 'where case 
studies are conducted <lnd lhey do not have the 
inclination to learn ewn jf such schools are 
Qpen(d. 

StaUm( nt III sets cut the litf'f3cy stardards of 
Dam, Dombara, Paidi or PallO according to the 
196! Cemus i1nd the case stud ies. 

Statement III 

Educational Le\'e 1 

(I) 

II Ii ter a tes 

LITERACY AMONG DOME, DOMBARA PAIDI OR PANO, 

Total 
Rural 
Urban 

(2) 

Persons 

(3) 

]\fa les 

(4) 

According to 1961 C~nsus 

Total 
Rural 
Urban 

14,029 
13,013 
1,016 

6.119 
5,717 

402 

Females 

(5) 

7,910 
7,296 

614 

Persons Males Females 

(6) (8) 

ACCORDING TO CASE STUDIES AT 
PEDDAVAtASA AND SEETlIAMPETA. 
YILLAGES. 

23 
23 

6 
6 

17 
17 



/ 
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NAGULA 

KHADDA 

Fig. 5 Ornaments 



Fig. 6 Telanga }fangor 
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Statement II-(Contd.) 
(J) 

Literates (without educational 
levels) 

(2) 
Total 
Rural 
Urban 

(3) 
750 
641 
109 

Primary or Junior Basic Total 258 

Matriculation or Higher 
Secondary 

Rural 
Urban 

Total 
Rural 
Urban 

189 
69 

6 
2 
4 

Total 15,043 
Rural 13,845 
Urban 1,198 

93.26% of the total popUlation, 88.03% among 
males and 97.25% among females are illiterates. 
4.99% of the totar population are literates without 
educational levels (8.60% among the males and 
1.88% among the females). 1.71% of the total consist
ing of 3.29% of the total males and 0.37~~ of the 
IOtal females have the Primary or Junior Basic stan
dardofedllcation. OnlyO.04~~ofthe total popula
tion consisting of ().07()~ of the total males and only 
one female, possess the ~1atriculat1on qualification. 
6.0 I % of the rural population an d J 5.19% of the 
u,ban population are literates. The literacy standards 
of the total population (fthe State, total population 
of Scheduled Castes in the State and of the castes 
Dom, Dombara, Paidi or Pano are given below: 

PERCENTAGES OF LITERACY 

Percentage of literates 
r---.. ---...J.._--, ... -----._ 

S. No. 

(1) 

Details Total Males Females 

(2) (3) (4) (5) 

l. State Total population 21. 20 30.20 J200 

2. All Scheduled Castes 8.47 13.43 3 40 

3. Dom, Dombara, Paidi or Pano 6.74 11.96 2.25 

According to the field study it is observed that 
82.14% of them are illiterates while literates without 
education3l standards and those having the Prim~ry 
or Junior Basic qualifications form 14.29 01" and 3 .'17% 
re~pectively, of the communities. Howeyer, as 0~11y 
5 households were studied, it may be assumed r;ghtly 
that the Census figures represent the pOfition of lite
racy amon~ these communities better than the find
ings of the cas~ studies. 

Economic Life 

The members of this community follow a variety 
of occupations; some of them work as labourers, 

(4) 
598 
516 
82 

228 
168 

60 

5 
2 
3 

6,950 
6,403 

547 

(5) 
i52 
125 
27 

30 
21 

9 

8,093 
7,442 

651 

(6) 
4 
4 

28 
28 

(7) 
3 
3 

10 
10 

(8) 
1 
1 

18 
18 

Some as village servants, locally known as Barikis*; 
some of them~are engaged in the trading of pots, 
clothes, skins, horns, etc., and some of them are 
. weavers .. A few of them are also engaged in podu 
cultivation. The traditional occupation of this caste 
is weaving and serving as musicians during the marri
ages of variou, castes. In Thurston's work it is 
recorded that they were genera 11y .wea vel'S but in 
tracts of Jaipur they are employed as horse-keepers, 
tom-tom ·beaters and scavengers (E. Thurston, 
Vol. II, p. 174). All this holds good even today. It 
is found from the field study that Dombs were forced 
to give up weaving because they could not invest the 
required amount for maintaining this cottage indus
try. Their economic status is too bad to procure the 
yarn, etc., for weaving. 

In the Census Report of 1901 Panos are descri
bed as brokers, pedlars, sycophants and cheats 
(E. Thurston, Vol. VI, p. 72). But the present 
studv reveals that they are not engaged now as 
sycophants and cheats, but are occupied as brokers 
and pedhrs. However, the informants accepted the 
fact that their ancestors used to be arrant cheats but 

that subsequenth they had fompleteh~ given up nIch 
criminal tendencies. 

It is mentioned in Aiyappan's (p.88) report: 

"A vast mdjority of them are rvots under the 
Maharaja of Jeypore and each pays a rent of half a 
rupee irrespective of extent of land he holds." 

But this practice is not in vogue now. 

Even though they are well experience(l ill culti
vation they do not reap much benefit because many 
among them neither possess adequate lands nor the 
material equipment. A few people are doing p()du 

*Bariki is an occupational group and any caste member can take up the wvrk of village Bariki 
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cultivation and some are cultivating the lands on 
tenancy basis. Poall cultivation otherwise known as 
konda padll or hill slope shifting cultivation is being 
practised by Dombs from a very long time. First 
they clear the forest by felling trees and burning 
them. The ashes are used as manure. After the 
first rain in the month of May-June, chadi (finger 
millet), sarna (little millet) and karra (Italian millet) 
are broadcast. Redgram is also sown. The crops 
are harvested during September-October. The hill 
slopes are cultivable only for 3 to 4 years. After this 
period they search for another patch of land. The 
agricultural implements used by them are : 
1. Telmga nangar (plough used in wet cultivation, 
(Fig. 6) and 2. Paiki nangar (plough used in dry 
cultivation (Fig. 7). Following are the other impor
tant agricultural implements (Fig. 8). 

Jwadi : I t is a wooden bar of 6' length. A nail 
is fixed in the middle so as to tie the plough with the 
yoke by means of ropes. There are two holes on 
the two ends of the bar through which are passed 
ropes which are tied to the cattle. 

Salol : It is a crow bar of st' to 4' in length and 
round in shape. It is used to dig and lift stones in 
the fields. 

Tadi : I t is an iron or bamboo basket used to 
carry loose earth from one place to another. 

Katri : It is a sickle and is used for all cutting 
operations. 

According to the informants a significant num
ber of people of their caste in the areaS where the 
field studies were conducted are engaged in trade. 
They purchase pots, clothes, skins and cattle and sell 
them in the Agency areas, their usual customers 
being Kondhs. Jatapus, Gadabas and Savaras, the 
tribes inhabiting the interior portions of the Agency 
tract. They also act as middlemen between the 
wholtsale dealers and the petty traders of the plains 
and thus earn some profits. 

Theyare musicians also. Theyare invited to 
pJ.rticipate in the marriages and death ceremonies of 
the neighbouring castes and tribes like Mala, Ma
di~::l, K::.mdhs, Jatapus, Gadabas and Savaras and to 
play the musical instruments. The music.11 instru. 
ments llsed by them are shown in the figure 9. 

Statement IV brings out the occupation wise 
Jisn<iJution of Dombs according to the 1961 Census 
:mel the field study. 

Statement VI 
OCCUPATIONS OF 1)0)0{, DOMBARA, PAIDI OR PANO 

Name of the occupation Persons Male. Females 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) 

1961 Census 

Cultivation 2,950 1,454 1,496 

Agricultural Labour 4,118 1,457 2,661 
11ining, Quarrying, etc. 161 129 32 
Household Iadustry 804 469 335 

Manufacturing other tliar: 
Household Industry 57 18 39 
Con,truction 8 8 
Trade and Commerce 157 99 58 

Transport, Storage ana 
1 Communications 3S 34 

Other Services 496 390 106 

• Special OccupatioOl-

(a) Tanning, curryillg of 
hides and skim 1 

(b) Scavenging 124 118 6 

Total workers 8,786 4,058 4,728 

Non-Workers 6,257 2,892 3,365 

Grand Total 15,043 6,950 8,093 

According to Case St •• lie. 

Cultivation 1 1 
Trade in pots and eartlaeaware 3 2 1 

Rurdllabour 2 2 

Talar; 1 1 
Watchman 11 1 
Total Workers 8 5 3 
Non-Workers 20 5 15 
Cram! Total 28 10 18 

*The persons engaged in the two occupations (a) 
and (b) under Special Occupations are included res
pectively in Household Industry and Other Services. 

It may be seen from the Statement above that 
;Jccording to the 1961 Census, 58.41% of the Domb 
population are workers, 59.39% among males and 
58 ,t2~~ among females. Thus a little more than 
41 ';~. of the total population are non-workers. 
Among the workers, 46.87% are agricultural labourers 
consisting of 35.90% of male workers and 56.28% of 
female wo:'kers. 33.58~,~ of the workers are cultiva
tor,; comprising 35.83% of male workers and 31.64% 
of female workers. 9.15% of the workers are enga
ged in household industry with 11. 56% of male 
"arl.',l sand 7.09% of female wor kers. 5.64~o of the 
WI'! "(.'rS are engaged in other services consisting of 
~l.G l ': J .:;[ male workers and 2.24% of female workers. 
I.;;J" .. nf the total workers are engaged in mining, 
qu"r;'~'ing, consisting of 3.18% of male workers and 
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0.68% of female workers. 1. 79~. of the workers are 
~ngaged in trade and commerce consisting of 2.44% 
of male workers and 1.231. of female workers. 0.65% 
of the workers· consisting of 0.44% of males and 
0.83% of females are engaged in manufacturing 
other than household industry. 0.40% of wor kers 
are engaged in transport, storage and communica
tions consisting of 0.84"0 of male workers and a 
negligible percentage of female workers. 0.09% of 
workers are engaged in construction. Only male 
workers (0.20%) are found in this category. Under 
special occupations in other services, 124 pers(m~ 

(118 males and 6 females) ha ... e been returned as 
scavengers indicating their low ~ociaJ status. Of 

these 124 persons, most of them (l16 males and 
6 females) were returned from the urban areas. 

From the field study it is fou!J.d that out of 28 
persons, only 8 are workers while the remaining 20 
are non-workers. Of the 8 workers, one person is a 
cultivator, two persons are sellers of earthen pots, 
two persons are rural labourers and one is a Talari 
(village servant) and the other is a watchman in the 
Soil Conservation Department. 

The Statement given below indicates the income. 
and expenditure pattern of the 5 surveyed households 
for the one year period from November 1963 to 
OctOber 1964. 

Statement V 

ANNUAL IOlJSEHOLD INco:vm, DEBT AND EXPENDITURE OF DOMBS IN 

PEDDAVALASA A:-':D SEETHAMPETA VILLAGES 

Expenditure ,--_______ .J.__ _________ , 

Debt On fuel On Mis-
when On and light- cellane-

S. No. Name of Head of hottselaold Income taken Total On food clothing ing ous items, 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
PeddsT8Jasa village 

1. Kalligotta Venkaiah 365 368 183 40 24 121 

Seethampeta village 

2. Biddiki Mangulu 365 368 231 40 24 73 
3. NimmaJa Relli 300 200 532 365 50 24 93 

(current year) 

4. Nimmala Muni 415 414 273 25 24 92 
5. lIiddilti Pentaiah 394 70 463 365 40 24 34 

(current year) 

It is seen that in all th~ five households which 
lie in the approximate income range of Rs. 300-400, 
more than 50% of the expenditure is on food; except 
in the case of one household, the expenditure 0'1 

miscellaneous items consisting of intoxicant~, 

tobacco, etc. is the next largest. Debts were incur
red by two households mainly for meeting the da\' 
today expenditure. As only five households wert~ 
studied, reliable conclusions about the genera] 
economic condition of the community cannot be 
drawn fl0m these data. 

Life Cycle 

Birth 

Usually stoppage of menstruation is considered 
to be an indication 0 f attainment of pregnancy. As 
a precautionary step for an easy delivery, they pray 

the Sun God on an auspicious day during the sixtH 
month of pregnancy. On that day, the husband 
makes .;ome decorations known as rangavalli with 
finger millet flour at a spot on the foot path that 
leads to the village and breaks a coconut there after 
praying to the Sun God. From the sixth month 
onwards, the pregnant woman expresses likes and 
dislikes and the husband tries to fulfil them to the 
extent possible. From the seventh month onw-Hds 
the pregnant woman is forbidden from doing difficult 
duties like fetching water, pounding the grains, and 
collecting firewood from the woods. There is no 
special food prescribed for the pregnant women and 
they do not observe any ceremonies signifying the 
commencement of the pregnancy. There is a custom 
among Dombs to send the pregnan t women to her 
parent's house for confinement during the 9th 
month; she stays there for about two to three months 
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after delivery. This custom is observed only for the 
first two deliveries and for subsequent deliveries she 
stays at her husband's house only. 

The arrangements for delivery are made in one 
portion of the house. A woman from the same 
community attends to the delivery. She is not p3.id 
any remuneration except food on those days when 
she attends. If the case is of a serious nature, she 
is presented a saree Llr her services. Neither mater
nity facilities are available to people of this caste 
in both the villages surveyed nor do they go to dis
tant urban areas for this purpose. Immediately 
after delivery, a sound is produced to drive away the 
evil spirits, so that the child may not be possessed 
by ~hem. The umbilical cord is cut by the dai who 
attends on the delivery. The child and the mother 
are given hot wa.ter bath after the removal of umbi
lical cord. Turmeric powder and Kanuga oil 
(pongamia glabra) are ap?lied near about the umbi
lical cord and fomentation is given till the remain
ing part of the cord withers away. The following 
are the beliefs in practice regarding the severance 0 f 
the umbilical cord. If the child is born with the 
cord across the neck, it is believed that the child 
becomes an ardent devotee of God. If the cord falls 
on the third day, it is taken for granted that the child 
would grow healthy, strong, sturdy and will be 
lucky. But if it falls on the fourth or fifth day, 
the life of the child would be considered to be un
happy. They have another interesting belief 
regarding the disposal of the umbilical cord. In 
the case of a male child, the cord is covered in a pit 
near the platform, before the village munsiff's house, 
with the belief that the child would attain a high 
statm in society. In respect of a female child, the 
umbilical cord is kept inside the penta pogu (rubbish 
heap). There is no apparent motive behind this. 

The pollution lasts for eight days at present, 
while it used to be four or six days in the past. 
There is a mention in the Village Survey Monograph 
on K(mdiba (p. 16) that the pollution lasts until the 
severance of the umbilical cord. The difference may 
be due to local variations in the observance of the 
custom. The pollution IS restricted to family 
members only. 

The mother is given a mixture of avalu (Indian 
mustard) santi (dried ginger), gasagasalu (poppy), 
garlic and cloves with rice for ten days. 

Naming Ceremony 

On the 9th day, the child and the mother are 
given bath, and the dai is given food and liquor, as 

the day is ear-marked for naming ceremony. A 
feast is arranged to the people of the caste after 
cutting a fowl. The detached leg of the fowl is waveal 
before the child by an old woman of the caste, utter
ing the names of the ancestorS. lfthe child catches 
it consecutively for three times while a particular 
name is being uttered repeatedly for three times, 
then that name is given to the child. If the child 
does not catch the leg consecutively lor three times, 
the naming ceremony will be postponed to the next 
year. The parents consult the Desari (a person wh. 
can decide the names with the reference to the day 
and month of the child's birth) and give the name. 
The typical names for males are Venkaiah, Ramulu, 
Yallaiah, etc.; for females are Appalamma, Mutya
h.mma, Mallamma, etc. Also m.mes are given after 
the days of the week on which the child is born. 

It can be said that the procedure of observing 
the naming ceremony has not changed since a long 
time as the same procedure was recorded by 
W. Franci8 in 1907 (Madras District Gazetteers, 
Vizagapatam, p. 89). He records: 

"Childern are supposed to be born without souls and to 
be afterwards chosen as an abode by the soul of an an
cestor. The coming of the ancestor is signalized by 
the child dropping a chicken bone which has been 
thrust into its hand and much rejoicing follows among 
the assembled relations". 

Thurston (Vol. II. p. 180) also gives the Same 
information but his reason for invoking the souls of 
the deceased, otherwise known as 'Dumas' varies 
from that obtained during the present investigatio. 
and that given by W. Francis. According to the 
latter two sources, the ancestral spirits are invited 
just to name the child after one of the departed souls 
and what is more,they invite the spirits with a feeline 
of respect and affection. But Thurston feels that 
Dumas are invited rather with the sense of fear lest 
they cause some harm to the child. 

Tonsure ceremony 

Tonsure ceremony is also observed in this com
munity both for male and female children. A 
m:mth after the birth, the <;hild's head is clean 
shaven by anyone of the relatives and a feast is arran
ged to all the invitees. 

The Village Survey Monograph on Kondiba 
records a different practice regarding the ceremony 
of tonsure which is unknown to the informants of 
the present field study. According to the said 
monograph, the head of the child is partly shaved 
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,(!!ither on the fifth day or on the day on which the 
inal bath is given to the mother and the child. And 
it is also a tradition among them to partly tonsure 
the head periodically both for girls and boys till they 
reach the 12th year. The monograph also stat es that 
dlis custom of half-shaving is not followed by all. 

Ceremonies concerning the first feeding and 
-initiation of the child to learning 

There is no special ceremony attached to either 
:tirst feeding or initiation of the child to learning. 
The child is given food whenever it expresses the 
desire to take food. On an auspicious day fixed in 
consultation with the Desari, the children are sent to 
tRe schools. 

Pu.berty 

The attainment of puberty is locally known as 
minaru theeruta. The normal age of puberty is beween 
13 and 14 years. When the girl attains puberty, she 
.is asked to sit in a separate hut erected by the mother's 
brother's son with the branches of rooda tree. But in 
some cases, ;"as mentioned in the monograph on 
Kondiba (p. 19). the girl is kept separately in' the 
verandah. The pollution is observed for nine days, 
and on the tenth day the final bath is given. But in 
t.e monograph, it is recorded that the pollution is 
for five days only. On the tenth day, the Desari is 
invited to officiate the purificatory ceremony. A 
mango branch and neredi (Eugenia Jambolane) 
branch are planted in the front yard of the hut in a 
:line with the central pole. Five earthen pots full of 
water are arranged in front of the branches fixed and 
the Desari recites mantramulu (sacred Sanskrit hymns) 
and sprinkles water on the girl as well as on the pots 
with a mango leaf. Then the water in those pots is 
used for her bath. She is taken to the nearby hill 
stream along with the branches, accompanied by the 
musical instruments. An elderly woman of the com
munity accompanies her to hill stream, where a 
little area is cleaned and on it a Lingam (representa
tion of Lord Siva) prepared out of mud is placed. 
The deity -Ganga' is worshipped and is offered an 
egg in order to rescue the girl from evil spirits. 
Akshintalu (rice smeared with vermilion and turmeric) 
are sprinkled into the hill stream. The girl takes 
hot water bath and washes all the clothes and returns 
home. The barks of mango and neredi, and cow 
dung are mixed in water and the mixture is sprinkled 
in the house to purify it. The woman who attends on 
her is given a saree worn by the girl during the 
pollution period and she collects all the dried 

branches used in erecting the hut and burns them' 
On the final day, friends and relatives are invited to 
a feast and the girl is presented a new saree. Thus 
the ceremony comes to an end. For subsequent 
menses, pollution is observed for seven days. The 
woman is not allowed to touch the utensils and she 
is served food separately. On the eigth day she 
takes bath and attends to the routine household 
duties. 

Marriage 

There are only two types of marriages in this 
community, viz., marriage by negotiation and 
marriage by elopement. 

The admissible partners for the marriage are 
one's mother's own brother's daughter (menarikam), 
one's father's own sister's daughter (eduru menarikam) 
and elder brother's widow. Also girls belonging to 
the same intiperu are prohibited. Inter-caste marriages 
are never preferred. Very rarely they marry sister's 
daughter, because if they abuse the wife, that in
directly hits the mother of the wife, who is none 
other than his own sister. Polygyny is in practice. 
Betrothal ceremony is celebrated for boys and girls 
during the fourth or fifth year, provided they have 
anyone of the preferen tial mates. There is no 
spectacular ceremony attached to this occasion. The 
girl's mother comeS to the house of the boy's father 
on an auspicious day and fixes up the marriage allian
ce. Usually they prefer the marital alliances with the 
families of nearby village3. The normal age of 
marriage for a boy is between 18 and 25 years, while 
that for a gir I is between 10 and 18 years. The cele
brati.on of the marriage takes place at the groom's 
residence. 

Marriage by Negotiation 

Marriage by negotiation is mostly preferred 
among Dombs. There will be ample opportunities 
both for the unmarried youth and their, parents 
to see and know about one another as they inevitably 
meet at weekly shan dies. When the parents of the 
boys are satisfied with the girl, accompanied by the 
two elderly people of the caste, they visit the house 
of the girl on a good day and enquire about the 
consent of her parents. If they agree for the alliance, 
the bridegroom's father questions whelher the bride's 
father requires money or palavindu as bride price. 
Palavindu comprises a goat and five kunchams (about 20 
kgs.) of rice. The bride price ranges from Rs. 20 
to Rs. 60, depending on the economic status of the 
individual. The parents of the groom after com. 
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pleting the formalities return to their place. In 
consultation with Desari they fix up a day and 
present the bride price to the bride's parents. An 
auspicious day for the celebration of the marriage is 
fixed on that day. The marriage is celebrated at the 
groom's place. The groom's party consisting of five 
to ten persons start for the bride's place on the pre
ceding day of the marriage and invite the bride's 
party to the groom's house. Bef::>re starting for the 
groom's place the birde's parents give a feast to the 
groom's party and accompany the groom's party 
along with their relations and friends. At the 
groom's p],h'e, a pandal is erected by fixing up four 
posts of neredi and covering the roof with twelve bran
ches of ippa (bassia latifolia), bharaniki, neredi (eugenia 
jambolane), palakomma and palmyra leaves. A dais 
in the form of a square is arranged in the central 
portion of the pandal, where a plantain plant is 
fixed. A small earthen plate filled with oil is taken 
and a cotton wick is put into it and lighted. The 
lamp is kept at the plantain plant. The pandal is 
also decorated with mango fronds. 

As soon as the bridal party reaches the village, 
the groom's party receives them, followed by musi
cal instruments. Both the bride and groom are 
called to the marriage booth where the Desari gives 
wave offering of the light (earthen plate lamp) to 
them as a mark of blessing. All the invitees are 
given a feast. During the early hours of the follow
ing day, the bride and groom are given bath and 
dressed in new clothes. Th("y are seated on the 
dais in the pandal facing east. The nails of the 
hands and feet of the couple are removed by anyone 
of the caste. The individual who removes the 
nails is given a measure of rice and twelve paise. 
Then the Desari sprinkles turmeric water on the 
couple, after which they are given hot water bath 
and are dressed in new clothes. Bhasigams (fore
head chaplets) and kankallarns (wrist threads) are 
tied to the couple. Once again the couple is seated 
on the dais and Desari utters some mantramulu. The 
musical instruments are kept engaged and at the 
auspicious moment, the O('sari asks the groom to tie 
the marriage locket round the neck of the bride, 
when all the people present on the occasion shower 
the ak5hintalu (sacred rice) on them. Afterwards, 
all the invitees are treated to a non-vegetarian feast. 
On the same evening the parents of the bride, hand 
over the bride to the parents of the groom and 
request him to look after the bride with care and 
affection. After this request, the relatives and 
friends offer presents to the bride and bridegroom, 

both in cash and in kind. Then the bridal couple
is taken in procession to the temple where they are 
asked to worship God and seek his blessings. On the 
following morning, the bhaslgams and kankanams 
are removed by the Desar i and the ceremony comes 
to an end. The consummation ceremony is perfor
med on the third day. On the fourth day the 
bridal party leaves for their village leaving the 
bride with her husband. The expenditure for the 
marriage ranges between Rs. 250 and Rs. 450. The 
expenditure on food at the time of marriage will not 
be much as people of other castes do not take food 
from Dombs due to their low social status. 

Marriage by Elopem.en t 

Marriage by elopement is not very much in practice 
now-a-days. But wider scope is left for the youth to 
develop mutual liking as they frequently wander in 
the forest and meet at shandies. If the parents of 
any party is against their marriage, the boy and his 
fiancee fix up a day and elope to a far away place 
and get themselves married. When they return 
after a few days to their native place, the elders of 
their community levy a fine of Rs. 100 to Rs. 200 on 
the groom. The married couple get social recogni
tion, only if the groom pays the desired penalty of 
which a large amount is paid to bride's father 
towards the bride price, the balance being spent on 
community feast. 

Widow Re-Dlarriage 

Widow re-marriages are quite usual and are 
observed without any pomp. She can marry the 
younger brother of her deceased husband, if she is 
willing. Otherwise she can marry the man of her 
choice. The permission of the kulapedda (Caste 
head) is sought for. The concerned person goes to 
the widow's house and presents her a saree in token 
of their un i ty and people 0 f the cas te recognise them 
as wife and husband. No feast is given on this 
occasion. The children born to the first husband of 
the widow are kept with her and they are entitled to 
have the surname of their father while the children 
born through the second husband are given his 
Surname. 

Divorc:e 

Divorce is an accepted institution among 
Dombs. Usually the divorce is initiated by the 
males. In tha t case the woman can take a way the 
jewels, ifany, with her and she must be paid main
tenance charges until she gets re-married. The-
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'children borne through him should be kept by the The Statement below gives the distribution of 
husband only. In the case of divorce initiated by the 

Dombs according to marital Status by age as per tho woman, she has to pay the marriage expenses incurred 
:and is not allowed to claim maintenance charges. 1961 Census. 

Statement VI 

MARITAL STATUS OF DOM, DOMBARA, PAIDl OR PANO ACCORDING TO 1961 CENSUS 

Total Never Married Married Widowed Divorced 
r-----J-----~ ,-----.)",---~ 

,..-____ J- ____ ., 
,-----'-----.., ,------"---, 

Per- Fe- Per· 
Age·group sons Males males sons Males 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5\ (6) 

0-14 6,197 3,066 3,131 6,044 3,047 

15-44 6,741 2,847 3,894 980 704 

45 and Above 2,102 1,036 ] ,C65 20 17 

Age not stated 3 2 2 

Grand Total 15,043 6,950 8,093 7,046 3,769 

Age-group of 0-14 years 

The percentage of persons belonging to this age
group is 41.20, made up of 44.12% of the total 
males and 38.69% of total females. 99.38% of the 
males and 95.72% of the females in this age-group 
belong to the never married status, while only 
0.56% of the males and 4.05% of the females are 
married. 0.03% of males are each widowed and 
divorced while 0.01% of females are widowed and 
0.13% of females are divorced. 

Age-group of 15-44 years 

This age-group accounts for 44.81 % of the total 
population, consisting of 40.96% of the total males 
and 48.12% of the total females. 24.73% of the 
males and 7.09% of the females in tbis age-group 
are never married. 69.58% of the males and 83.69% 
of the females are married. 3.37% of the males and 
6.47% of the females are widowed,.while 2.32% of the 
males and 2.75% of the females are divorced. 

Age-group of 45 years and above 

13.97% of the total population, divided into 
14.91% of the total male(and 13.17% of the total 
females belong to this age.group. 1.64% of the 
males and 0.28% of females in this age-group are 
never married while 82.82% of the males and 
38.84% of the females are married. 14.29% of the 
males and 58.54% of the females are widowe'd while 
1.25% of the males and 2.34% of the females are 

Fe- Fe· 
Fe- Per- Fe- Per. Ma- ma. Per- Ma· rna-

males ,ons Males males sons les les son. les les 

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11 ) (12) (13 ) (14) (15) (16) 

2,997 144 17 127 4 3 5 1 4 

276 

3 

3,277 

5,240 1,981 3,259 348 96 252 173 66 107 

1,272 858 414 772 148 624 38 13 25 

1 

6,656 2,856 3,800 1,125 245 880 216 80 136 

divorced. The majority of females in this group 
are widowed. 

Death 

Dombs, cremate the dead. But the corpse is 
buried where the death is due to infectious diseases 
like cholera or plague and also where the deceased 
are children. Immediately after the death, all rela
tives and friends gather at the place and pay their res
pects to the deceased. A few elderly men of this 
caste go about to fetch fire wood for the cremation. 
In the case of burial, the grave is dug by menfolk 
of the caste. Cold water bath is given to the corpse 
after applying turmeric powder and kanuga (ponga
mia glabra) oi 1. The corpse is carri.::d to the crema
tion ground on a bier and is covered with a new 
cloth. Four men carry the bier followed by kinsmen 
of the deceased. The eldest son or in his absence, 
the nearest relative who is the principal mourner 
carries the fire pot and leads the procession., Musical 
instruments are also engaged. The bier is brought 
down twice on the way, in order to make sure 
whether the dead has gained life by any means. The 
pyre is arranged and the corpse is placed over it 
with the head to the west. Just before setting fire 
to the pyre, akshintalu (rice smeared wi th turmeric) 
are showered on the corpse. Similarly in the caSe 
of burial, just before placing the corpse in the pit, 
akshintalu are sprinkled on the pit. The people 
who attended the funeral or grave··yard bathe in the 
nearby hill stream and speak good of the deceased 
on their way back. They observe thc mourning 
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period for three days. The very next day after cre
mation, the chief mourner accompanied by some 
relatives, goes to the crematorium and collects the 
ashes. They observe the pollution for eleven days. 
Initial obsequies are celebrated on the third day 
and the final obsequies on the twelfh day. On the 
third day, a pig is cut and cooked and a feast is 
arranged. One of the legs of the pig is hung at the 
spot where the deceased was laid down before his 
death. On the twelfth day, the ashes of the decea
sed are mixed in the river waters, and in the case of 
bUJ'ial, the grave is dug and the bones of the decea
sed are collected and mixed in river waters, The 
bath on 12th day removes the pollution. On that 
day, a non-vegetarian feast is arranged for the 
people of the caste. There is no practice ~f con-' 
structing samadhis (tombs), in this community. 
They go to the village cremation ground and they, 
are not having a separate cremation ground. 

On the morning of the twelfth da,y, the wife of 
the deceased is given bath and is asked to wear a 
white saree and some, vermilion ,is applied on her 
forehead. She is taken to the crematorium by some 
widows of the caste, where they remove the marriage 
locket, break the glass bangles 'and wipe off the 
vermilion mark on the forehea,d. She returns home 
and takes bath once again. After praying God, she 
is given feast with non-vegetarian dishes. From 
this day onwards the widow wears brass bangles. 

Law of inheritance 

The property of the deceased father is inherite'd 
by the Sons equally but the eldest son, is given an 
extra share. This is due to the fact that the burden 
of the family maintenance faIls on him besides look
ing after the celebration of the marriages of his 
sisters and brothers. In case there are no sons, the 
property is inherited by the widowed wife. If the 
deceased husband has any brothers, the property 
will be distributed equally among the brothers of the 
deceased and the widowed \',-i[c. If there is only a 
daughter, the property is equally shared among her
self and the nearest cousins. Similar observations 
are made also in the Village Sucyey Monograph on 
Kondiba (p. 25). 

Religious beliefs and Practices 

It is an indisputable fact that the religion of 
Dombs is Hinduism. They worship Lord Rama, 
KriEhna, Narasimhaswamy and Jagannadhaswamy, 
etc. Dombs are Vaishnavitfs and sing songs in 

praise of Lord Rama during the month of KartkikrJ' 
(November-December) and Chaitra (March-April)., 
On these days they invite at least one person and' 
give food. The chief deity of Dombs is called 
Kaluga, which is considered to be an ancestral 
splnt. This is usually found in the headman's 
house of each village. The figure of the deity is 
found on a small circular copper plate which is, 
placed inside or on a new earthen pot smeared with 
turmeric powder. Goddess Takurani is not only the 
village deity but is also caste goddess of Dombs. 
As Dombs are considered to be a polluting caste, 
they are not allowed to enter the temple and hence 
they sacrifice the sheep ~md goats at a considerable 
distanc-e .from the entrance of the temple. They 
swnd in the front yard of the temple and take a 

small portion of the earth before they leave for their' 
houses. They dean the floor of the house and 
spread a cloth on which they keep the earth that they 
had brought from the temple and respect it as an 
embodiment' of Goddess Takurani. They offer all 
the preparations to Takurani before they are con
sumed. They use vermilion and turmeric on this 
occasion, as also on all festive occasions. They fix 
up the portraits of Rama, Krishna or Jagannatha., 
swamy to the W(l.Jl, which faces east and decorate 
the wall circumscribing the portraits with lines. 
drawn with lime powder and great sanctity is attri
buted to'this arrangement. Desari. a man who can 
decide good or bad ,effects of a day by observing, the-

'stars, etc., is their spiritual adviser. In some vill
ages Desari belongs to Domb caste while in some 
other villages he belongs to other easte or tribe. The' 
important pilgrimage centres they visit i.lre Puri and 
Simhachalam, 

Omens which are common to all castes are 
given sufficient importance in the daily life of
Domus. Seeing a mouse, cow or a banyan tree at 
first sight as soon as one wakes up is considered to be 
good, while the sight of monkey, cat or tamarind tree 
ii considered to be bad. !fa person, on his W'ly to any 
work, comes across a woman with a potful of water 
or a cow or a crowing cock or a jackal, the journey 
is considEred to be very much favourable, while the 
sight of a woman with empty pot or a cat or smoke or 
a single Brahmin or a widow is considered to be un
lucky. When they come across any such bad omen, 
they return home and take relit for a while praying 
God and once again start on their journey. When
ever they suff~r from chronic illness, or fever, they, 
wear mascot or talisman locally known. as raksha' 
obtained from Mantragadu (local medicine-man) 
which they tie to the upper arm or to the loin thread 
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All the important Hindu festival. viz., Samva
thsaradi or Telugu New Year'. Day (March-April), 
Sri Rama Navami (March-April), Vinayaka Chavi
thi (August-September), Dasara (September-Octo
ber), Deepavali (October.November), Nagula Chavi
thi (October-November) and Sankranti (January) 
,are observed by Dombs. In addition to these they 
also observe a few festivals which are purely local 
in observance. 

Sankra~ti is considered to be an important fes
tival for thClm and they certainly wear new clothes 
and eat flesh of sheep, goat or pig on this occasion 
and indulge in intoxicants. Females observe fasting 
on Nagula Chavithi festival (October). 

\ 
The following is an account of the local festivals 

that are observed by Dombs. 

Nandidemudu festival 

A particular ant· hill is regarded as the represfO
tation of this deity. The festival connected with 
this deity is celebrated during the month of Magha 
(January-February) on any Sunday and a neighbour
ing Tribe Bagatas and Dombs are the main partici
pants in the festival, though contributions for the 
festival is made by all people of the village. This 
festival is' mainly intended to protect the agdcultural 
operations. On this day, women clean the house, 
fetch water from the hill stream and cook food. Janni 
(the priest of Savaras or Bagatas) prepares an idol of 
the deity with the clay brought from the ant-hill, 
keeps it in a new basket and moves round the villages. 
In the beginning he goes to the house of Mut
tadarl and then to that of Bariki2 where they pour 
some oil into the lamp and shower some akshintalu on 
the deity. Then Dombs move from house to house 
and collect contributions and also offer the fowls to 
the deity when presented by the households. On the 
third day, Janni takes the idol to the ant-hill and 
sacrifices goats and fowls purchased out of the con-' 
tributions. The flesh is shared among Bagatas and 
Dombs only, though others also participate in the 
festival. Each household contributes one to two 
seers of grain to the Jtmni for his services. 

This festival is celebrated on Monday or Thurs
day during t'4e month of SrQvana (July-August). The 
deity is represented by a stone in the form of a rec
tangle which' ends in a semicircle at the upper edge 
and is installed in a stone structure ot three feet high 
under a tamarind tree. The neighbouring tribes 
like J atapus, Konda Dhoras and Savaras also cele
brate this festival. They sacrifice either a cow or a 
bull on this occasion and the expenditure is shared 
among a II the households. 

Chikkudukayala panduga and Korrakotha panduga 

At the time of harvest of chikkudukayalu (beans) 
and korra (Italian millet), a small portion of the crop 
is cut and kept on a dais where Takurani (the Caste 
Goddess) is represented by a pot in which a portion 
of earth brought from the front yard of the Takuranl 
temple is placed. Sweetmeats are prepared and offer
ed to the goddess on this occasion. They taste all 
the preparations offered to the goddess with rever
ence and sing songs in praise of the goddess. They 
believe that Takurani would shower her blessings to 
have a good harvest. There is no animal sacrifice 
during these observations. On a1l festive occasions, 
the musical instruments like thudumu, dappu and flute 
are played. 

In spite of their poor economic status, they 
observe the festivals with great zeal and devotion~ 

On each festive day, they ta~e bath during the early 
hours. As their poor economic condition does not 
permit them to have new clothes and a special menu 
on every festive occasion, they satisfy themselves with 
washed clothes and ordinary preparations. They 
also keep their houses tidy and decorate to the best 
of their ability. 

Leisure, Recreation aDd Child play 

They are neither in the habit of reading news
papers, nor listening to radios, as the facilities 
opened for them are very meagre. There are no 
fixed hours of leisure in a day. The boys usually 
play chedugudu. This is a game played with equal 
number of people on either side, who stand within 

1. Muttadar i. tbe bead ofS to)O village. and collects the laad revenue and bia post ia hereditary and the poIt ia IIDt 

aaligned to a particular cute. 

2. BAriki il the villale Klvant who ... iltl the, Muttaltar in collectinl the land revenue. 
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the marked boundary, at the centre elf which are 
drawn .three parallel lines breadthwise. The game 
starts w\len a player enters the opponents, area by 
crossin~ the three parallel lines canting gudu gudu 
or kahadi kabadi in one continuous breath and tries 
to touch anyone of the boys on the other side. If he 
comes back to his original place after touching a 
player in the opposite party and returns to his area 
before he breaks his breath then that boy who is 
touched is deemed to have been 'killed' and is asked 
to get out of the contour (of game). In turn if the 
boy, who touches another, is caught by the opposite 
party and if he cannot cross the lines to reach his 
area before breaking his breath the boy so caught is 
asked to get out q.f the boundary. This game is play-

\ ed until all the members in one party are cleared. 
Boys and girls playa game with dried mango seeds. 
They also play the game of hide and seek after taking 
meals in the nights. Both males and females are not 
accustomed to wearing footwear. 

Structure of Social Control and Leadership 

\ There exists a statutory Panchayat for the village 
Seethampeta of Palakonda taluk in Srikakulam dis
trict and there is a place for this community also in 
the organisational set up of the village. But the other 
village, Peddavalasa of Salur taluk in Srikakulam 
district does not possess a statutory Panchayat and is 
under the jurisdiction of a Muttadar. In such cases 
the Muttadar takes the responsibility of settling th~ 
disputes among all the castes and tribes in the 
village. Dombs reSiding in the interior parts of the 
agencies are basically ignorant of Panchayat Sami
this, Zilla Parish ads, etc., while those near the 
urban parts know a little of these institutions and the 
developmental activities. They also expressed their 
knowledge of the political parties. 

Dombs have the Caste Panchayat at the village 
level and every village is considered to be a separate 
entity in this regard and holds no connection with 
the Caste Pancbayats of the other villages. Hence 
the problems have to be solved at the village level 
itself. In their mother tongue the head of the Caste 

. Panchayat is known as Jathi Behra otherwise known 
:as', Kulapedda in Telugu and he is assisted by five or 
.gis elderly m~n of the caste. All problems of their 
,daily life are referred to the Caste Panchayat. Some 
'Of the important aspects that are usually referred to 
t~e Oaste Panchayat are adultery, widow remarriage, 
dIvorce, land difputes and other criminal activities. 
The Jathi Behra is considered to be the final autho
rity and is competent to impose fines to . th'e extent of 

Rs. 100; the fines are usually spent on: ,conttmlnity 
feasts. 

Divorce can be initiated either by the husband 
or the wife. If the husband knows about the illicit 
relationship of his wife, he informs the caste head 
about this and he in turn imposes a fine of Rs. 10 to 
Rs. 15 on the paramour. The husband considers it 
as first mistake and excuses his wife. If the same is 
continued further, a fine of Rs. 100 to 200 is collect
ed and sometime later the wife may be divorced. 
In the same way, if the husband is found to have 
ill icit contacts, the wife takes the matter to the 
caste head and sees that he is warned severely. Un
like in the case of women, he is not fined for the 
first time. If he does not pay any heed to the warn
ing of the caste head, his wife can divorce. him and 
the husband has to pay for her maintena~ce until 
she gets remarried. 

There are no lands assigned to this community 
either by Government or by any other communities 
in the two villages surveyed. They have not been 
benefited to any significant extent by way of the 
welfare measures. 

Inter-Com.m.unity relationship 

The neighbouring castes like Brahmin, Velama, 
Kapu, Kalinga and tribes like Jatapu, Kondh, 
Gadaba and Savara, treat Dombs as inferior to them 
as they are considered to be untouchables. The 
mere touch of Dombs is supposed to pollute the 
ahove castes. Brahmin priests do not officiate 
during their ceremonial observations .. There is no 
inter-caste or iitter-tribal dining. They do not 
accept food and water from Valmikis, Madigas and 
Malas and vice versa. They do not hesitate to render 
traditional service to all castes including Madiga, 
Mala and Valmiki. The houses of Dombs are loca
ted at one end of the village, adjacent to Mala and 
Madiga dwellings. Even barbers do not .render 
their services to this caste, while washermen serve 
them provided the soiled clothes are brought to their 
houses and take them back after they are washed. 
There is no free access to temples and common 
wells. As Dombs do not h~ve separate wells in the 
villages of Peddavalasa and'Seethampeta where case 
studies were conducted, they are allowed to take 

. water from certain wells belonging to higher castes 
but not being used by them. 

Social RefQrms and Welfare 

None of the informants are aware of family 
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planning. After explaining to them the salient"fea
tures of the scheme, they felt it to be unfair on their 
part to go against the'law of nature. They are of 
the opinion that it would be a sin on their part, if 
they ad?pt family planning. 

the persons belonging to upper strata of Hindu caset 
s,,~m. ' 

Dombs covered by field study are not aware of 
the fact that untouchability is an offence according 

to law. After explaining the Untouchability Offen

ces Act, 1955, they felt that it would be difficult to 

implement the same as the change is to be initiated 

'and'implemented\ not on paper but in the minds of 

Dombs are a particular section of Hindu society 
whose social status is very low and whose economic 
mite i,s insufficient even to provide at least a plateful 
of meals once in a day. Their traditional skill in 
the profession of weaving has not been useful to 
them after the advent of mill-made cloth and also 
they are not able to invest on this household indus
try. Thus, diverted from their traditional occupa
tion they are now struggling to adjust themselves in 
society by engaging themselvf s even in menial labour ~ 
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APPENDIX I 

DOMBOS 
I 

EXTRACT PROM THE "REPORT ()N THE SOCIo-EcONOMIC CONDITIONS OF THE ABORIGINAL TRIBES OF THE 

PROViNCE OF MADRAS" BY' AIYAPPAN ( PI'. 86-88) 

Habitat 

The Dombos, an untouchable Caste, are found 
in the Vizagapatam Agency areas along side of the 
Bagatas, G!ldabas, Jatapus and Savaras. The Dombo 
is the Oriya proto-type of the Paidi, Valmiki or 
Pano. According to a note on the Dombo in the 
Census Report of 1881, the same man is called Paidi 
by the Telugus, Dombo by the Savaras and Pano by 
the Khonds, and Pano quarters in Khond villages 
are called Dombo Sai. 

Population 

During the 1941 Census, 20,305 Dombos from 
the Vizagapatam Agency areas, 346 from the Plains, 
six from Salem and eleven from Coimbatore were 
returned. Under the name Pano, 522 were returned 
from the Vizagapatam Agency areas. If the State
ment that the Dombo goes by different names in 
different areas or is called by several names by their 
neighbouring Tribes is correct, then out of a total of 
21,190 Dombos, the vast bulk of 20,827 inhabit 
the Agency portions of the Vizagapatam district. 

Social Organization 

The Muttahdar is the head of all the people in 
the villages under hi~ jurisdiction. There is no 
indigenous Panchayat or Caste Panchayat; the Mut
tahdar decides all disputes and his word is final. 

Sub-division 

They are divided into five main divisions :

Onomia, Odia, Mandiri, Mirgan and Kohara. 

Among the Odia group, the following totemistic 
.septs are said to exist :-

Bhag (tiger), Balu (bear), Nag (cobra), Hanu
man (monkey God), Bengari (frog), Surya (the Sun), 
Matsya (fish), Jaikonda (lizard), Kochchipo (tor
toise) and Kukra (dog). 

Laagaage 

Some speak Telugu and some Oriya, which 
depend~ upon the region in which they live. 

Customs and Habits 

The Dombos are a Scheduled Caste community. 
They are all beef eaters, only the animals represent
ing their totemistic septs being taboo. All are 
addicted to drink and opium eating, and gambling 
too. 

Professionally, they are all weavers, and nowa
days, they are pushing brokers. Th~y act as 
middlemen between the hill people and the Komati 
traders or the sow cars and earn large profits in the 
transactions. 

They have a natural inclination to the art of 
music and a good number of them are said to be 
employed as musicians, pipers and drummers under 
the Maharaja of Jeypore. 

In days gone by, they used to supply the victims 
for the 'Meriah' sacrifice. They were to kidnap 
youths from the Plains and rear them for this 
purpose. Because of this service, the otherwise 
aristocratic Khond allowed liberties to the Panos 
which has led to an admixture of Pano blood in the 
Kui. The· Dombos cremate their dead. The 
Dombos are also looked down with contempt by 
other tribes as very low and arrant thieves. 

They name their children after the days of the 
week on which the individual was born. 

Marriage 

Girls are usually married after puberty. The 
usual 'menarikam' (marrying mother's brother's 
d:wghter) is common; a man can claim it as a matter 
of right. 'Eduru menarikam', i. e. marrying father's 
sister's daughter, is also allowed. The procedure 
adopted in settling marriage is similar to that of the 
Porjas. i. e. opening the negotiations with liquor 
pots. If menarikam is followed, then the number of 
liquor pots decreases and the 'jolla tanka'-the bride 
price-is also reduced. It is usual for the bridegroom 
to go to the bride's house with his relations where 
the hands of the couple are linked by elders and some 
turm~ric, coins, etc., are tied up in their clothes 
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Afta bathing the couple in Mtmjalt1urnfti, .. turm.eric 
-water-on the third day, the relations and friends are 
-.given a feast including drink. After a few days, the 
knots containing turmeric, coins, etc., are .untied, 
'when the marriage ceremony comes to a close. 

Widows are allowed to re-marry. A widow 
usually ,re-marries the younger brother of her 

. husband. 

Some of the Dombs of the Parvatipur Agen<;y 
follow ~aQ.yof the customs of the Plains castes and 
say they are t~e same as the Paidis of the adjoining 
~Plains with w~om they inter-marry. 

.... olDie •. 

The economic condition of the Dombos can be 
said to be on a: par with that of the Valmikis who 
have earned a bit of wealth by money lending. As 
stated already upder 'Customs and Habits', the Dom
bos have earned by mediation between sowcars and 
hill people . 

Their main occupation is cultivation and they 
do Podu. A vast majority of them are ryots under 
the Maharaja of Jeypore and each pays a rent of half 
a rupee irrespective of the extent of land he holds. 



Al'PENDX II 

PAIDI 

EXTRACT FROM THE "OA1TES AND TRIBES OF SOUTHERN INDIA" 
BY THURSTON (Vol. V, Madras: 1909, pp. 454-458) 

The Paidis are surr.med up, in the Madras Oen_ 
sus Report, 1891, as "a claasofagriculturallabourers 
and weavers, found in the V izagapatam district. 
Some of them are employed as servants and village 
watchmen. They are closely akin to the Panos and 
Dombos of the hills and Malas of the plains. They 
speak a corrupt dialect 0[01 iya." In the Oensus Re
port, 1901, Kangara (servant) is recorded as a syno
nym for Paidi. 

For the" following note on the Paidis of the 
Vizagapatam district, I am mainly indebted 
to Mr. C. Hayavadana Rao. There is a great 
deal of confusion concerning this caste, and 
the general impression seems to be that it is 
the same as Domb and Pano. I am informed 
that the same man would be called Paidi by 
Telugus, Domb by the Savaras, and Pano by the 
Konds. In the interior of the Jeypore Agency tracts 
the Dombs and Paidis both repudiate the sugges
tion that they are connected with each other. The 
Paidis, in some places, claim to belong to the Val
miki kulam. and to be descended from Valmiki. the 
author of the Ramayana. A similar descent, it may 
be noted, is claimed by the Boyas. In the Vizaga
patam Manual. the Paidimalal~ or Paidi Malas (hill 
Malas) are described as cultivating land, serving as 
servants and village watchmen, and spinning cotton. 
It is said that they will not eat food, which has been 
seen by Komatis. The Paidis stoutly deny their con. 
nection with the Malas. 

When a Paidi girl reaches puberty, she is kept 
under pollution for a varying number of days, and, 
on the last day, a Madiga is summoned, who cuts 
her finger and toe nails, after which she bathes. 
Girls are married either before or after puberty. The 
menarikam custom is in force, according to which a 
man should marry his maternal uncle's daughter. If 
he does so, the bride price (voli) is fixed at five rupees; 
otherwise it is ten ruper-s. The marriage ceremon_ 
ies last over four days, and are of the low country 
Telugu type. The remarriage of widows and divorce 
are permitted. 

The Paidis are Vaishnav1tes, and sing songs lD 

praise of Rama during the month Karthika (Novem-

ber-December). Each family feeds a few of the" 
castemen at least once during that month. They 
also observe the Sankramanam festival, at which they 
USually wear new clothes. The dead are either burnt 
or buried, and the chinna (small) and pedda ro?;,u (big
day) death ceremonies are observed. 

Some Paidis are cultivators, but a large number
are prosperous traders, buying up the hill produce, 
and bringing it to the low country. where it is sold, 
at markets. Their children study English in the hill, 
schools. The caste titles are Anna and Ayya. 

Some time ago some prisoners, who called them. 
selves Billaikavu (cat-eaters), were confined in the
Vizagapatam jail. I am informed that these people 
are Mala Paidis, who eat cat flesh. 

The following note refers to the Paidis who live 
in the southern part of Ganjam. Some have kettled 
as watchmen, or in other capacities, among the Sava-
ras, whose language they speak in addition to their 
own. In their marriage ceremonies, they conform 
to the Telugu type, with certain variations adopted 
from the Oriya ceremonial. On the- first day, a 
pandal (booth) is Set up, and supported on twelve 
posts. A feast is given to males during the day, 
and to females at night. Like the Oriya Dandasis, 
they bring water from seven houses of members of 
castes superior to their own. The auspicious time 
for tying the pushte (gold marriage badge) on the 
following day is fixed so as to fall during the night. 
At the appointed time, the bridegroom rushes into· 
the house of the bride, and the contracting couple 
throw rice over each other. Taking the bride by 
the hand, the bridegroom conducts her to the 
pandal, wherein they take their seats on the dais. 
The bride should be seated before the bridegroom 
and there is a mock struggle to prevent this, and to 
secure first place for the bridegroom. He then ties. 
a mokkuto (chaplet) on the bride's forehead, a thread 
on her wrist, and the pushte on her neck. After this 
has been done, the couple bathe with the water
already referred to, and once more come to the dais, 
where a small quantity of rice, sufficient to fill a 
measure called adda, is placed before them. Some 
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amusement is derived from the bride abstracti:tg a,;' 
portion of the rice, so that, when the bridegroom 
measures it, there is less than there should be. The 
marriage ceremonies conclude on the third day with 
offerings to ancestor, and ,distribution of presents to 
the newly married couple. 

The death ceremonies are based on the Oriya 
type. On the day after death, the funeral pyre is 

,extinguished and the ashes are throwi't on to a tree 
or an ant':hiJL As they are being borne thither, the 
priest asks th~ man who carries them what has 
become of the dead person, and he is expected' to 
reply that he has gone to Kasi (Banare~} or Jaganna
tham. A cloth is spread on the' spot where the 
-corpse WaiS burnt, and offerings of food are placed on 
it. On the fourth day, a pig is killed and cooked. 
Before being cooked, one of the legs is hung up near 
the spot . where the deceased breathed his' last. 
Death pollution is got rid of by touching oil and 

'turmeric, and the ceremonies conclude with a feast. 
An annual offering of food is made, in the month of 
November, to ancestors unless a' death takes place in 
the family during this month. 

The Ganjam Paidis worship the Takuranis 
(village deities), and sacrifice goats and sheep at local 
temples. As they are a polluting caste, they stand 
at a distance opposite the entrance to the temple, 
and, before they retire, take a pinch or two of earth. 
This, on their return home, they' place on a cloth 

... Gazetteer of the Vizagapatam district 

,s~d on a spot which has been cleansed, and set 
before it the vdrious articles which have been pre. 

, pared as offerings to the Takurani. When a Paidi 
is seriously ill, a mlle or fern lIe Soreere (Bejjo or 
Bejjano) is consulted. A square, divided into sixteen 
compartments, is drawn 011 the fbor with rice flour. 
In each compartment are placed a lelf, cup of Butea 
jronrlosa, a quarter-anna piece, and some food. 
Seven small bows and arrows are set up in front 
thereof in two lines. On ooe side of the square a 
big cuP. filled with food, is placed. A fowl is sacri
ficed, and its blood poured thrice round this cup. 
Then, placing water in a veisel near the cup, the 
sorcerer or sorceress throws into it a grain of rice, 
giving out at the same time the name of some god or 
goddess. If the rice sinks, it is believed that the 
illness is caused by the anger of the deity, w;ns 
name has been mentioned. If the rice floats, the 
nameS of various deities a.re called out, until a grain 
sinks. 

It is recorded * thlt in the Parvatipur country 
of the Vizagapatam district, "the Paidis (Paidi 
Malas) do most of the crime, and often commi 
dacoities on the roads. Like the Konda Doras, 
they have induced some of the people to employ 
watchmen of their caste as the price of immunity 
from theft. They are connected with the Dombus 
of the Rayagada and Gunupur taluks, who are even 
worse." 



APPBNDIXID 

PANO 

EXTRACT PROM THE "CASTES AND TRIBES OF SoUTHERN INnlA" 

BY E. THURSTON VOL. VI, (MADRAS 1909) (PP. 72-76) 

In the Madras Census Report, 1891, the 
Panos are described as "a caste of weavers found in 
the Ganjam district. This caste is no doubt identi
cal with the Panos, a weaving, basket-making, and 
servile Caste of Orissa and Chota Nagpore. The 
Panol occupy the same position among the Khonds 
of Ganjam as the Dombs hold among the inhabitants 
of the Vizagapatam hills, and the words Pano and 
Dombo are gen~rally regarded as synonyms (See 
Domh} . The members of the Sitra sub-division are 
workers in metal." It is further noted, in the Census 
Report, 1901, that the Panos are "an extensive caste 
of hill weavers found chiefly in the Ganjam Agency. 
The Khond synonym for this word is Domboloko 
which helps to confirm the connection between this 
caste and the Domhos of Vizagapatam. They speak 
Khond and Oriya." In a note on the Panos, I read 
that "their occupations are trading, weaving, and 
theft. They live on the ignorance and superstition 
of the Khonds as brokers, pedlars, sycophants, and 
cheats. In those parts where there are no Oriyas, 
they possess much influence, and are alway;; consulted 
by the Khonds in questions of boundary disputes." 
In a brief account of the Panos, Mr. C.F. Mac Car tie 
writes * that "the Panos, also known by the title of 
Dombo or Sitra in some parts, are supposed to be 
Paraya (Telugu Mala) emigrants, from the low 
country. Their profession is weaving or brass work, 
the monotony of which they vary by petty trading in 
horns, skins and live cattle, and occasionally enliven 
by house-breaking and theft at the expense of the 
Khonds, who have an incautious trick of leaving 
their habitations utterly unguarded when they go off 
to the hills to cultivate. (In the Madras Census 
Report, 1901, the Sitras are said to be supposed to be 
the progeny of a Khond man and a Haddi woman, 
who manufacture the brass rings and bangles worn 
by the Khonds.). The Panos are drunken, immoral, 
and dirty in their habits. The Khonds refuse to eat 
with them, but I do not find that this objection 
extends to drinking, at which both Khond and Pano 
display surprising capabili ties. Panos are also the 
professional musicians of the country, and attend 
weddings, deaths and sacrifices in this character, for 
"Which they are recompensed with food, liquor, and 

i 

cloths. The generality of Khond and Panos houses; 
are constructed of broad lal Slwrea robusta logs, 
hewn out with the axe and thatched with jungle 
grass, which is impervious to white-ants. In bamboo· 
jungles, of [course, bamboo is substituted for sal. 
The Panos generally affect a detached quarter, known 
as Dombo sai. Intermarriage between Khonds, 
Panos, and Uriyas is not recognised, but cases do 
occur when a Pano induces a Khond woman to go off
with him. She may live with him a$ his wife, but 
no ceremony takes place. (A few years ago, a young 
Khond was betrothed to the daughter of another 
Khond, and after a few years, managed to pay up 
the necessary number of gifts. He then applied to· 
the girl's father to name the day for the marriage. 
Before the wedding took place however, a Pano went 
to the gir }'s father, and said that she was his daughter' 
(she had been born before her parents were married) , 
and that he waS the man to whom the gifts should 
have been paid. The case was referred to a council 
which decided in favour of the Pano). If a Pano· 
commits adultery with a Khond married woman, he 
has to pay a paronjo, or a fine of a buffalo to the 
husband (who retains his wife), and in addition a 
goat, a pig, a basket of paddy (rice), and a. rupee, 
and a load of pots. There is close communication, 
between the Panos and the Khonds, as the former act 
as advisers of the latter in all cases of doubt or diffi·· 
culty. The Oriyas Jive apart from both, and mix 
but little with either, except on the occasion or 
sacrifices or other solemn assemblages, when buffaloes· 
are slaughtered for Panos and Khonds, and goats or
sheep for Uriya visitors. (It is noted, in the Ganjam 
Manual, in connection with Khond death ceremonies· 
that "if a man has been killed by a tiger, purification, 
is made by the sacrifice of a pig, the head of which) 
is cut off with a tangi (axe) by a Pano, and passed 
betwem the legs of the men in the village, who stand_ 
in a line astraddle. It is a bad omen to him, if the' 
head toucbes any man's legs). Among the products. 
of the jungles may be included myrabolams (Termi
nalia fruits). tasar silk cocoons, and dammer, all of' 
which are bartered by the finders to trading Panos. 
in small quantities, generally for BaIt'" In the 
Ganjam Maliahs, the jungles are said to be searched 



by Panos (or tasar cocoons, and, just across the the Khondl, in the Ganjam MAnual, that "the bride 
bo~er in Board, the collection of t?~se cocoo.9t i',..f: •• ,~ -" ,i! l?oked upon as a commercial Ipeculation, and is 
rtSular industry among them. Sinall portior\s'.it1f 1 l"., plid (or in gontis. A gonti is one of anything, such 
jungle are regularly reserved, and divided up Wto ,. as a buffalo, a pig, or a bra .. pot; for instance, a 
.mall allotments. Each of these is given to a P~no (! hundred gQntil, might conlist of ten bullocks, ten 
for rent, and here he cu~tivates the silkworms, and buffaloet', ten sacks of corn, ten sets of bras" twenty 
collects the silk, whicn is sent to Berha,mpur and. Iheep', ten pigs, and thirty fowls." At a Khond Pano 
SambaJpur for manufacture of silk cloth. marriage, the fingers of the contracting couple are 

The Panos. are dh,ided into two distinct sections, 
viz.' the Khonda Panos who live apti4st th~ Khonds, 
anel the 'ncaa Panos of the Plains •. The former have 
adopted ~ome of the cu,stoms of the Klllonds, 
while the !tatter follow the customs of the Uriya' castes 
which dwe~l in t~e low land. The Khond Panos 
a,e go~erne4 by the Molikos (headmen) of the Khond. 
In . lome cases, the fines inflicted for breach of 
.ca~t~" ~ules ~e rathe~ severe.. For exa~ple, j~ the 
neighbourhodd ofBa~lguqa~ a man who 18 ,convIcted 
of a,d'ultery ha~ to piy two rupees, and give' two 
b~ffaJOes to the council ~hich tries the calle~ :FUrther 

. " \ . 
, south, for a similar offence twelve buffaloes are de-

;, ma~deQ, and the culprit has to pay twice the amount 
of Jhe bride-price to the injured husband. The Deaa 
Panos :conform to the standard Uriya type of calte 
council, and have a headman eplled Behara, who is 
assisted by a Nayako, and. caste servants entitled 
BhoUobaya or Gonjari. ' 

The marriage ceremonies of the Desa Panos are 
clotely allied to thOlt of the Dandasia and Haddis, 
wher~B' those 0 r the Khonda Panos bear a close res. 
emblance to the ceremonies of the Khonds Like 
Khond girls, unmarried Khond Pano iirls sleep in 
quarters (dhangadi) specially set apart for them, and, 
as among the Khondl, wedding presentl in the form 
of Ilontis are Iliven. It il noted with reference to 

linked together, and an important item of the cere~ 
monial, whiCh adds dignity thereto, is placing in 
front of the house at which a marriage il being cele~ 
bra ted a big brass vessel containing water, with 
which the guests wash their fect. 

The Panos pay reverence to ancestors, to whom, 
when a death occurs in a family, food is offered. In 
some Pano villalea, when a child is born, it is custom~ 
ary to consult a pujari (priest) as to whether the 

. grandfather or great-grandfather is re~bom in it. If 
the answer is in the affirmative, pigs are sacrificed to 
the ancestors. Some Panos have adopted the worship 
of Takuranis (village deities), to whom rice and tur~ 
meric are offered by placing them before the image 
in the form of a figure-of-eirht. A fowl is sacrificed, 
and its blood allowed to flow on to one loop of the 
figure. In some places, Dharmadevata and Gagnasuni 
are worshipped, a castrated goat being sacrificed 
annually to the former. and fowls and an entire goat 
to the latter. 

Pano women, who live among the Khonds, tat~ 

too their facea in like manner, and in other respects 
resemble Khond women. 

I am informed that, OD. more chan one occasion, 
Panos have been known to rifle the grave of a Euro
pean, in the belief that buried treasure will be found. 



~ftftad IV 
DOMB 

EXTRACT FROM THi: "CASTES AND TRIBES OF SOUTHERN IND~·· 
BY E. THURSTON VOL. II, (MADRAS, 1"909) (PP. 173-185f 

The m¥~e Domb or Do~bo' is said to be derived 
trom the word dumba, meaning devil, in reference 
to the thieving prol'ensitie~ of the tribe. The Dom. 
bas, Mr. H. A. Stuart writes, ."are a Dravidian 
ca'ste of weavers and menials, found in the hill tracts 
of Vizagapatam. This caste appears to be an offshoot 
of the Ddm caste of Bengal, Behar, and the North
Western Provincts. ' Like the, Doms the Dombas, are 
regarded with disgust, because they eat beef, pork, 
horse flesh, rats, and the flesh of animals which have 
died a natural death, and bOth are considered to be 
Chandallis or Pariahs by the Bengalis and the Uriyas. 
The Dombs weave the cloths and blankets worn by 
the hill people, but, like the Pariahs of the plains, 
they are also labourers, scavengers, etc. Some of them 
are extensively engaged in trade, and they have, as 
a rule, more knowledge of the world than the ryots 
who deipise them. They are great drunkards." In 
the Census Report, 1871, it was noted that I'in 
many villages, the Doms carryon the occupation of 
weaving, but, in and around Jaipur, they are employ. 

, ed as horse-keepers,' tom-tom beaters, scavengers, 
and in other menial duties. Notwithstanding their 
abject position in the social scale, some signs of 
progress may be detected amongst them. They are 
assuming the' occu:pation, in many instances. of petty 

, hucKsterK, drng out a tivefihdod-by taking-advantage 
of the small difference in rates between market and 
market." 

"The Dombs," Mr. F. Fawcett writes, tllare an 
outcast jungle people, who inhabit the foreltl on 
the high lands fifty to eighty or a hundred miles from 
the east coast, about Vizagapatam. Being outcast, 
they are never allowed to live within a village, but 
have their own little hamlet adjoining a village 
proper, inhabited by people of various superior 
castes. It is fair to say that the Dombs are akin 

• Madr •• Cen'llI Report, 1"1. 

t t&aa., 1901, 

to the Panos of the adjoining Khond country, a 
, Pariah folk who live amongst the 'Khonds, and used 

to supply the human victim~, for the 'Meriah sa.cri. 
nces. Indeed, the Klionds, who hold them in con. 
temptuous inferiority, .call them, Donibas as a sort 
of alternative title to Panos. The piidis' of the 
adjoining Savara or Saora country are lals(), doubt. 
less, kinsmen of 'the Dombs,. [The sam~ man is said 
to be called Paidi by Telugus, Dombo by the. Sava. 
ras. and Pano. by the Khonds. It is noted i in the 
Census Report, 1881. that the Pano 'quarter., in 
Khond villages are call~d . Dombo, SaL] In most 
r~8pects their condition is a very poor one. . Though 
t}ley live in the best part of the Presidency for gante, 
they know absolutely nothing of punting, and can. 
not even handle a.bo,w and arrow. They have, how. 
ever, one respecta~le qml1ity, industry, a~d are the 
weavers, traders, and money-lenders of the hills, 
being very useful as middle'men between -the 
Khonds, Sauras, Gadabas, and other hilL pC()ple orr 
the one hand, and the: tr'aders ~£, the plains pn UJe 
other. I am informed, on good, auth~rity. ,tbat 
there are some Dombs who rise hig4er than this, 
but cannot say whether these are, or, are: !lot cOO.ell 
with superior races. Most liltely they are, fo; most 
of the Dombs are arrant, thieves. It was this pro
pensity for thievillg, in f<\Qt, ~hich had Jauded s'O~e 
hundreds of them in the jail at Vizagapatam when 
I visited that place, and gave me an opportunity of 
recording their measurements." The average. of 
the more important of these measurements are al' 

follows :-

Stature 
Cepha lie length 
Cephalic breadth 
Cephalic index 
Nasal index 

em. 
161.9 

18.8 
14.3 
75.6 
86.5 
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. hiS/Doted by the Mj~.ionary Gioyer .t~ttDe 
eolour er the skin of the Dombs varies from verY 
dart 'tq yellow, and; :'heir . height from that of an 
Aryan to the ·short stature of an aboriginal, and that 
there is a 4orrespt.\nding variation in fada} type. 

}<'Qj" the ,following note .~n the ,Dombs, I ant in~ 
dcbted to Mr. C. HaY3vadana Rao. They' areth~ 
w_'vers, tr41dcrs, muaicians, beggars, afd money, 
lendtx:s of t~e\ hil~s. Sdmt own cattle, and cultiva~e., 
The hill pedp1e in the i.nteriar are entireW d~pen-· 
dent on)hfnt for 'heir clothing. A few Domb fami-
1~1 are geQ¢rally found ·.to caeh village. They ac~ 
as middlemen. bt'~ween . the hill people and the 
Komati tra~rs. ,Tpeir profits arc said to be largr' 
and their ahUdren are, in some places, found attenp· 
ing hill schools. As musicians tbey play on ~he 
drum and pipe. They are the hereditary musici~ns 
of the Maharaja of Jeypore. A Domb beggar when 
engaf?ed in has professional calling, goes about from 
door to door, playing on a little pipe. Their sup. 
posed pOwctrS!over devils and.' witches resuit in their 
being consullled when troubles appellr.. Though the 
Dombs al1e regarded as a low and ,polluting clals 
they will not eat at the hands of Komatis, Bhondaris 
ol"(}hasis. Some Dombas have become converts to 
Ohristianity 'through missionary influ~ce. 

'In the Madras Cen,sus Report, 1891, the follow
ing s~ctions I of the Dombs are recorded :-Onomia, 
Odiya, Mandiri. Mirgam. and Kohara. The .sub_ 
divisiQns, however, seem to be as follows :-M,iri. 
gani, ,~obbiriya, Odiya, Sodabisiya. Mandiri, and 
Andiniya. There are also various septs, ofw.hich 
the following have been recorded among the 
Odiyas :-Bhag (tiger), Batu (bear), Nag (cobra), 
Hanuman (the monkey god), Kochchipo (tortoise), 
Bengri (frO~),. Kukra (d.g). ,Surya (Sun), Matsya 
(n~h), and Jaikonda (liz,rd). It is noted by 
Mr. Fawcett that Umonkeys,.frogs, and cobras are 
taboo, and also the sunari tree (ochna squarrosa). The 
big lizard. cobras, frogs and the crabs which are 
found in the paddy fields, and are usually eaten by 
Jungle peOJ?I~"m,ay not be eaten." 

When 'a girl,soeachel puberty, she remains out. 
side tbe hut for five1da}'S, and then bathes at the 
nearest stream, and is presented with a new cloth. In 
honour of the event, drink is distributed among her 
relatives. Girls are usually married after puberty. 
A man can Claim his paternal aunt's daughter in 
marriage. When a proposal of marriage is to be 
plad~, the suitor carries same ppts of liquor, 
u~lly wor.~.two r1.!pees, to the ,g~rl's ,house, and 

~.J~nt ~(UQ~ 

depQ$its,them,in fFonto£ it. If ~er par~nts con,~ent 
to, the ma,tch •. ~bey' .take the POtS inside, 
and drink some df the liquor. After. some time 
has elapsed mor~ liquor, wo~th five·· rupet's,' is 
ta)(~n to the. girl's house. A reduction in the 
quantity of liqour is maqe when a m'ln is proposing 
fa,r the hand of hlS paternal au:nt's' daughter, and, 
on the second occasion, theliqpur will only 'b~ w'lrth 
three rupees. A simIlar rec\\lcti~n is made in the 
jholla tonka, or bride price. On th~ ~~dding day, 
the bridegroom goes, aCGompanied by his relation!!, 
to the bride's home, where, at the auspicious 
moment fixed by the Desari, his father presents new 
cloths to himself and the bride, which th~y put on. 
They stand before the hut; and on each is pla~ed a 
cl~tb with a myrabl)lam (terminalia) seed, rice, and 
a few copper coins tied up in it. The bridegroom's 
right little finger is linked with the left little finger 
of the bride, and they enter the hut. Or1 the follow
ing day, the newly married couple rep.air to the home 
of the bridegroom. On the third day. they are 
bathed in turmeric water, a pig is killed, and a feast 
is held. On the ninth day, the knots in the c1oth~. 
containing the myrabolams, rice, and coins, are 
untied, and the m;:trriage ceremonies =ire at an end. 
The remarriage of widows is permitted, and a 
younger brother usually marries the widow of his 
elder brother. 

It is noted, in the' Gazetteer of the Viz •• 
gapatam district, that "some of the Dombu~ of the 
Paryatipur Agency fqllow many of the cmtom, of the 

l<lw.country castes, including menarikam (marriage 
V{ith the maternal uncle's daughter), and say 
they are the same as the P!lidis (or Paidi ~·Ltlas) of 
the· Plains adjoining, with whom they intermarry." 

The corpses of the more.prosperous D.l1nbs are 
usually cremated. The wood of Ihe Funari tree and 
relli (Cassia fistula) may not;be used for the pyre. 
The son or husband of a de~ea~d ,person,has his 
head, moustache, and armpits, ~ved on the tenth 
day. 

Donib women, and women of other trib~s in the 
Jeypore Agency tracts, wear silver ear ornaments 
called nagul, repr<:;senting a cobra just about to 
strike with tongue protruded. Similar ornamrilts of 
gold, called paga,pogulu (cobri.shaped ear-ring.), 
are worn by women of sO~le~Tdugu c.1stcs in the 
Plains of Vizagapatam. 

, The pers~>n!ll na!Dt's of the Do~bs are, as 
amqng other Oriyl' castes, otten those of the day 
of the wee~ OD whith the i~diiid~l w~. :bolll. 

, --:' 
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Concerning the religion of the Dombs 
Mr. Fawcett note. that "theircbiet god-probably an 
aneestral spirit- is called Kaluga. There is one in 
each village in the headman's house. The deity is 
represented by a pie piece (copper coin), placed in ' 
or over a new ,earthen pot smeared with rice and 
turmeric 'powder. During worship,· a sill{ cloth, a 
new cloth, or a wet cloth may be worn, but one must 
not dress in leaveS. Before the mangoes are eaten, 
the first~fruits arc offered to the moon, at the fuB 
moon of the month Chitra." 

"When," Gloyer writes, ,ca house has to be built, 
the first thing is to select a favourable spot, to which 
~ew evil spirits (dumas) resort. At this spot they put, 
m several place., three grains of rice arranged in such 
a way that the two lower grains support the upper 
one. To protect the grains, they pile up stones 
round them, and the whole is lightly covered with 
e~rth. When, after lOme time, they find on inspec
tIon that the upper grain has fallen off, the spot is 
regarded as unluckly, and must not be used. If the 
~osition of the grains remains unchanged, the omen 
IS regarded as auspicioul. They drive in the first 
post, which must have a certain length, say of five, 
seven, or nine ells, the ell being meallured from the 
tip of the middle finger to the elbow. The post is 
covered on the top with rice straw leaves and shrubs " , 
So that birds may not foul it, which would be regard. 
e~ as an evil omen. [In Madras, a story is current, 
WIth reference to the statue of Sir Thomas Munro 
that he seized upon all the rice depots, and starved 
the people to death by selling rice in egg-shells a.t 
one shell for a rupee, and, to punish him. the Govern" 
ment .err-cted the .tatue in an open place, so that 
the bIrds of the air might insult him by polluting 
his face.] In mealuring the house, odd num
bers play an important part. The number four 
(pura, or full number). however, forms the proper 
measurement, whereby they measure the size of the 
house, according to the pleasure of the builder. But 
now the Dissary (Desari) decides whether the house 
shall be built on the nandi, dua or tia system, nandi 
signifying one, Qua two, and ti; three. This number 
of ells must be'added to the measurement of the house 
Supposing that the length of tht house is tweIv~ ells 
then it will be necessary to add one ell according t; 
the nandi system, 10 that the length amounts to 
thirteen ells. The number four can only be used for 

. ; stables." 

"The Dumas," Gloyer continues, "are repre
se~ted as souls of th~ deceased, whicp ro~m a~u~ 
WIthout a home, '0 .a to cause to mankind all pOIsi: 
hIe harm. At the birth of a child, the Duma must 

be invited in a friendly manner to pr.ovide the child 
with a soul, and prote<:t it aga,inst evil. For tbi •. 
purpMe, a fowl is killed on the ninth da:y, a bonCl: 
(beinknochen) detached, and pressed ',in to the hand', 
of the infant. The relations lire seated in solemn 
silence, and utter the formula~- When grandfather, 
grandmother, father, or brother comes, throwaway:, 
the bone. and we will truly,believe it. No soonel" 
does the sprawling and excited infant drop the bone, 
than the Dumas are come, alld boisterous glee 
prevails. The Dumas occa.tionaUy give vent to their 
ghostly sounds, and, caule . no little consternation 
among the inmates of a house, who hide from fear. 
Cunning thieves know how to rob the superstitious 
by employing instruments with a: subdued tone 
(dumpftonende), or by emitting deip sounds from 
the chest. The yearly sacrifice to a Duma consists 
of a black fowl and strong brandy. If a member of 
a family falls ill, an extraordinary sacrifice' has to be 
offered up. The Duma is not reg~rded only I:ls an 
evil Spirit, but also as a tutelary deity. He protects 
one agains. the treacherous attacks of witches .. A 
place is prepared for him in the door-hinge, or a 
fishing-net, wherein he lives. i. placed over the door. 
The witches must count aU the knots of the QlCt, 
before they can enter. Devil worship is closely conIiec
ted with that of the Duma. 'the devil's prie!lts, and 
in rare cases priestesses, effect communion between 
the. people and the Dumas ,by a lort 0 f possession: 
'fh1ch the spirit, entering into them is 'said . . ' to gIVe rlSe to, This condition, which is produced 
by lPtoxi<:ating drink and the fumes of 'burn
ing incense, gives rise' to revolting cramp· like 
contortions and muscular quiverings. In this state, 
they are wont to communicate what sacrifices the 
spirits required. On special occasi~ns. they fall into; 
a frenzied state, in which they cut their flesh with' 
sharp instruments, or pas~ lo~g, tlii,? iron bars throug~, 
the tongue and cheeks, dUring which operation no 
blood must flow. For thil purpose, the instruments 
a~e rubbed all over with some blo.od congealing D;late-. 
na~ or sap. They also affect sitting on a Sll¢red' 
swmg armed with long iron nails. < [Mr.~G. F. Pad
dison informs me that he once saw a villager in the 
Vizagapatam district, sitting outside the house 
while groans proceeded from within. He explained. 
that he was ill, and his wife was swinging on nail. 
with their points upwards, to cure him.] The,devil 
t:al~ed Jom Duto, or me~senger of the going, is 
beheved to be a one-eyed, hmping, black individual ... 

wh~se hait is twist~d into a frightfully long hor." 
while one 'foO(is:very long, and 'tlie bther res~Dl1)ies 

the hoof 0 f a buffalo. He' ! m~k hi.. ~PIk~rance It' 



i 

the aAth-bed,\"'ln Otdet< ·tt,.<:'i1rag· hi. ·~ctim to the·~ 
realtb Of to~;" . 

, "'i"F ";;: . i ;i ,: l';.Ii~ 'l:~ .' " ''', '. ~." " . ' 
, ,Children are supposed to 1)e born' without ,souls, 

arid to be an~w~~ds'tbOjtn"aj'in Itbatfe''by the' soul 1 

of an ancestor. The comi .. ;;of' ·the),a:Dce&tor .is. 
signalised by the child dropping a chicken bone 
which ha~ been thrust into its hand, and much 
rejoicing fQl]ows among the assembled relations. 1, 

, ' 

Mr. Paddison tells me that some Dombs arc 
reputed tri be able to pour blazing oil over their 
bodies, ~ithou~ suffering any hurt; and one man is 
said to have had 1\ miraculous power of hardening 
hi. skin, so that anyone could have a free shot at 
him, wit,hout h~rting him. He further narrates 
that, at Sujanak~ta in the Vizagapatam district, the 
Dombs, notwitMtanding frequent warnings,1 pul 
devils into two successive 8ch'X>lmastera. 

Various tattoo devices, borne by the Dombs 
examined by Mr. Fawcett, are figured and described 
by him. s:'These patterns," he writes, "were said to 
be, one and all, purely ornamental. and not in any 
way connected with totems, or ,tribal emblems." 
Risley, however, 3 regards "four out of the twelve 
designs a~ pretty closely related to the religion and 
mythology of the tribe; two or totems and two have 
reference to the traditional avocations. Nos. 11 and 
12 repreSent a classical scene in pom folk-lore, the 
story of King Haria-Chandra, who was so generous 
that he gave all he had to the poor and sold himself 
to a nem at Benares, who employed him to watch 
his cremation ground at night. While he was thus 
engaged, his wife, who had also been sold for chari
table purposes, came to burn the body of her son. 
She had no money to pay her fees, and Haris
Chandra not knowing her in the darkness, turned her 
away. Fortunately the sun rose; mutual recognition 
followed; the victims of promiscuous largesse were 
at once remarried, and Vishnu intervened to restore 
the son to life. Tatu No. II shows Hads-Chandra 
watching the burning ground by moonlight; and 
wavy line is the Ganges; the dots are the trees on the 
other side; the strokes on either side of the king are 
the logs of wood, which he is guarding. In No. 12 
we sec the sun ris: •• g, its first ray marked with a 
sort of fork, and the meeting of the king and queen." 

It is recorded, in the Gazetteer of the Vizaga
patam district, that "throughout the Jeypore country 

, '--I- Qal'a*r 0' &0. Vil.,traM d_ljc* 
2 Man. 1902 
Ll~;4 

pr'bper, the Pombus (and some Gahasis) are by far 
the 'most troublesome class. Their favourite crime 
is cattle-theft 'for the sake of the skins, but in 1902, 
a Dombu gang in Naurangpur went so far as to levy 
blackmail over' a large extent of country, and defy 
for: some months all attempts at capture. The lost 
of their cattle exasperates the other hill f;)lk to the 
last degree, and, in 1899, the Naiks (headmen) of 
sixteen villages in the north of Jeypore taluk headed 
an organized attack on the houses of the Dombas, 
which, in the most deliberate manner, they razed 
to the ground in some fifteen villages. The Dombus 
had fortunately got scent of what was coming, and 
made themselves scarce, and no bloodshed occurred. 
In the next year, some of the Naiks of the Ramagiri 
side of Jeypore taluk sent round a jack branch, a 
well· recognised form of the fiery cross, summoning' 
villagers other than Dombus to assemble at a fixed 
time ar.d place, but this was luckily intercepted by 
the police. The Agent afterwards discussed the 
whole question with the chief Naiks of Jeypore and 
South Naurangpur. They had no opinion of the 
deterrent effects of mere imprisonment on the 
Dombus. 'You fatten them, and send them back,' they 
said. and suggested that a far better plan would be 
to cut off their right hands. [It is noted, in the 
Vizagapatam Manual, 1869, that in cases of murder, 
the Rajah of Jeypore generally had the man's hands, 
nose, and ears cut off, but after all that, he seldom 
escaped the deceased's relatives.] They eventually 
proposed a plan of checking the cattle thefts, which is 
now being followed in much of that country. The 
Baranaiks, or heads of groups'of villages, were each 
given brands with distinctive letters and numbers, 
and uquired to brand;the skins of all animals which 
had died a natural death or been honestly killed; 
and the possession by Dombus, skin merchants, or 
others of unbranded skins is now considered a suspi
cious circumstance, the burden of explaining which 
lies upon the possessor. Unless this, or some other way 
of checking the Dombus' depredations proves success
ful, serious danger exists that the rest of the people 
will take the matter into their own hands and, as 
the Dombus in the Agency number over 50,000, this 
would mean real trouble." It is further recorded 3 

that the Paidis (Paidi Malas), who often commit 
dacoities on the roads, "are connected with the 
Dombus of the Rayagada and Gunupur taluks, who 
are even worse. These people dacoit houses at night 
in armed gangs of fifty or more, with their faces 



blacked to prevent recognItIOn. Terrifying the· 
villagers into naying quiet in their huts, they force' 
their way into the hou se of some weahhy person (fer 
choice the local Sondi, liquor-seller and sowcar t 
usually the only man worth looting m an agency 
village, and a shark who gets little pity from hi,i 

. nfiChBel¥'1 ,~~,,~~,4i""'~h,.-ie.p ~lI,I!eft. 
rape t\1e ",omell, aad 10 off witt. every". _' •• ;# 

Th.ir favouritel:1l~b04 of ~"'ac~i;ol inr~rplatiQn 
recar4iDf,-c.oa_104 . ~tfJrwAI' ~. l ~lIqn_l •. ~ ... 
I. . • • ..:..L. b"":'l _a " ·,.IV'~". _ _. .. , .. w~: .' 
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Calte and ftib...altu Caste and lub':'caltes 

,.wi BidrikaJiya 
Bindhani 

AktiJ. Bogo 
Ak4~ant.kul.m Bohoriya 
AI1.ali _. Borogoriya 
Bagata Bosya 
BattaluneM Buna 
Bhoi Chendopan i ya 
Che!n1u Dangidiya 
Chi.nl Dengani 
Dah'n. Deli 
Dandali Dew K •• 1u·- -.. -- . 

Dhibo 
Kapu Dhima 
Kochimo Dhumanguga 
Kot. Dolla 
Kummarlu Dombo 
Kunka kulam Dubalo 
Kurakulam Duhora 
Mal. Gamulu 
Melivadi Ghodasogoda 
Melludav.ndlu Ghondula 
Munchikut,m Godomaliya Na,.vam,,,,m Gongia 
Odd. Gudiya 
Odia Guhala 
Pana Gundiya 
Reddi Gundola 
Telugu Haddi 
Vaana Haluva 
Vli,boa .. Hangola 
Valmi~i Jajapuria 

Jodi , ... 
Jogodola 

Alaba Kambi 

Anamdiya Kamuni 

Babano Khimundia 
Bajikuliya Kodu 

Koirl Bangho 
Komayl Baradikoliya 

Baroburilya Kondho 
Battar. Kuchila 
BayidobaJa Kuba 

Kumbharo Bedha ..... Kut • ....... ItUlUU,I 



Caste and lub-caltel 
-. , ., i 

"Lugajuna 
Luggabuni 
Luba 
Luhura 
~ungudia 
Madhobo 
·Mabamondi 
Mali 
Maliya 
Maniniyya 
Misalo 
Mohanandi 
Nugajuna 
Odia 
Padopotti 

t , z 

, blinl.in __ 
Panipatro 
Payinda 

, Potliui'iya· 
Rambodiya 
Rongia 
Sathobhayi 
Savara 
SengaIa 
Sitan 
Sogodiya 
Songoloti 
Soru 
Sotara 
Sunna 

I; .'. 



GHASI, HADDI OR RELLI, SAPRU 
(Scbeduled Caste) 





Ghasi, Haddi or Relli Chachandi, Chachati, RelJi, Sapru 

Name, Identity, Origin and History 

In the President's Order of 1956, ·Chachati, 
• Relli and "'Sapru are indicated separately in the 
List of Scheduled Castes of Andhra Pradesh. There 
is another entry in the same Order, namely *Ghasi, 
*Haddi or Relli Chachandi. These are all schedu
led in the same areaS. Empirical data as well' as 
published literature show that all the above com
munities are one and the same. Field study was 
conducted twice during June, 1964 and December, 
1969 at Naras~patnam, Yellamanchili and Viziana
garam of Visakhapatnam district and Srikakulam 
town of Srikakulam district. From the field 'study, 
it appears that these communities with different 
names, represent one community which is popularly 
known as Sapiri. The respondents in the field study 
wanted to be called by a common name Sabari ~hich 
they feel is their original name., Sapiri may be the 
local term for Sapru. This has also been confirmed 
from the empirical data presented in the draft note. 
Aga.in the Chachandi or Chachadi may be the local 
term for. Chachati. W. Francis states: 

"The Rellis, also known as Sachcharis and called 
Sapir is among themselves, are a caste who speak 
Uriya". (Francis. Vol. I, P. 83) 

According to E. Thurston: 

, "The Haddis may be divided into Haddis proper, 
Rellis and Chacbadis, who are endogamous divisions". 
(E. Thurston, Vol. II. P.313) 

lie also states : 

<'The Rellis are also known as Sachcbaris and they 
further call t bemlelves Sapi ri" (Vol. II, P. 3l7) 

• 
Regarding Ghasis he says: 

"The Haddis who inhabit the Southern part of 
Ganjam are known liS Gha,is hy other castes, especially 
Telugu people, tbough I hey call themselves Haddis" 
(Vol. II, P. 319) 

In the Lokur Committee report, Chachandi, 
Chachati and Haddi are mentioned as synonymous 
to Ghasi community . 

The Sapiris 'at present scarcely know any
thing about the origin of their caste. Sri Mutyala 
Simhachalam of Narsapatnam who belongs to Cha
chadi caste is, however, of the opinion that they are 
the descendants of Sabari, a celebrated woman be
cause of her immense devotion t( Lord Rama, the 
hero of the immortal epic, RalUayana. But in 
course of time the caste namt Sabari got changed 
into Sapiri. A point observed at the field survey, 
the mention of which will bl appropriate here, is 
about Paky or Muti as a Scheduled Caste that lives 
close to and several ways akin to Sapiri. Paky or 
Moti, which is now a separate caste by itself waS 
once an integral part of Sapiri in bygone days. The 
reasons for the present split up has its roots in the 
1877 famine. W. Francis also recorded that famine 
is the main cause for the splitting up of the caste 
(W. Francis, Vol. I, P.83). The Sapiris were follow
ing the traditional occupation of gardening, vege
table and fruit-selling until this famine blew its evil 
forces. The demons of famine left some of them in 
abject poverty and forced them to take up the occu
pation of -scavenging which needs no investment 
unlike the occupation of gardening, vegetab'le and 
fruit-selling. The people following th~ occupation 
of scavenging came to be known as Paky. The 
change in occupation from that of vegetable and 
fruit-selling to scavenging resulted in the preclusion 
of alliances and resulted in the separation of Paky 
from Sapiri who thus became two different entities. 
The interrogation during the sample study shows 
how the caste name is interwoven with their occupa
thn and how the different names came into exis
tence. When a Chachati is asked in Oriya to Jata 
kera? meaning' 'what is your caste?", he answers me 
haddi by which he means that he sells vegetables and 
flUits. Thus here the 'Chachadi' denotes both his 

* The communities Chachati, Ghasi, Haddi and Relli are scheduled in some olher States also 25 shown below: 

Chachati: 

Ghasi: 

Haddi: 

Relli: 

Orissa 

Bihar, I'}ujarat, Madhya Pradesh, \Llharashtra, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal and 
Tripura. It is a Denotified Tribe.> in :vfadras, Orissa and Delhi. 

Bihar. G __ jarat, Waharash tra, Mysore, Orissa, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and 
West Bengal. 

Orissa. It is a Denotified Tribe in Madras. 
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caste and occupation. When the same question is 
posed to a Pa~, he answers me gukada. In Oriya gu 
stands for dirt and kada for remover. The names 
Ghasi and Relli are also the outcome of their origi
nal occupation. Rellu means in TeIugu a kind of 
grass. Earlier they used to live on the hills. The 
chief means of their livelihood waS cutting and sell
ing grass. Later on they changed their occupation 
from grass cutting to fruit· selling. The Same view 
is expressed by E. Thurston (Vol. II, P .317). Re~ 

garding the name Ghasi, Thurston writes : 

"The name Ghasi has reference to the occupation 
of cutting grass, especially ,for horses. The occupa
tional title of grass cutter is said by Yule and Burnell 
to be "probably a corruption representing the Hindu
Itani gbaskoda or ghaskata, the digger or cutter of 
grass, the title of II servant employed' to collect grass 
for horses, one such being usually attached to each 
horse, beside. the syce or horie~keeper (groom)" 

(P. 319) 

Irrespective of the social differences and obser· 
vance of pollution, Sri Pothiraju,E~.~M.L.A., belong. 
ing to Sapiri caste said that he had requested in the 
Legislative Assembly to met:ge all the names. viz, 
Chachadi, Ghasi, Haddi, Paky, Relli,· Sachchari 
and Sapiri under one name Sabari. The result of. 
this request is not known. All these communities 
through out this report are· mentioned as Sabari or 
Sapiri (Sapru) and its satellite communities. Sapi
ris mainly eke out their livelihood by fruit-selling, 
scavenging and working as sweepers in municipali
ties. Most of them work as sweepers and scavengers 
in the day time up to 8 or 9 A. M. and from thence 
they sell fruits till the night. Some of them who 
engaged therr..selves continuously in trade and 
commerce prospered very well and possess houses 
with all modern amenities. The economic well
being of a few people is leading to a split ira the 
caste - a section which is economically sound and 
the other which includes the poor scavengers and 
sweepers. Sapiris who are eonomically well off do 
not accept food or have marital alliance with Sap iris 
of low economic standards. 

Clan and other Analogous Divisions 

The caste Index of 1891 annexed to this note 
gives the various sub-divisions among Rellis and 
Chachadis, but the following few are known to the 
informants. They are (I) Adde, (2) Adiya, and 
(3) Chachadi. In the Caste Index of 1891, Relli and 
Sabara were noted as the sub-divisions of Chachadi, 
and Chachadi was noted as the sub· division of RelJi 
whereas during field investigation Chachadi and 

Relli were found to be equivalent terms to Sabari or 
Sapiri. All the informants are ignorant of their 
gotramulu (exogamous sections) except Sri Simhacha
lam and Sri Pentaiah whose gotramulu are respectively 
Bharadwajasa and Tulsi. The intiperlu (surnames) of 
the surveyed household! of the Sapiris are given 
below: 

1. Arji 
2. Arugula 

. 3. Bairisetti 
4. Boggu ' 
5: Daaamantuia 
6. JaIagadugula 
7. ·Mangala 
8. Mangalagiri 
9. Mutyala 

10.' Parapathi 
II; Potunuri' 
12. Somi 
13 .. Tupakula 
14. Vaddadi 
15. Yerramasetti 

,In'iperu is an exogamous group of the caste 
and the marital relations between the members of 
the Slime intiperu are tabooed. Figs. 1 and 2 show the 
front and profj.le of a Relli male respectively. Fig. 3 
shows the profile of a Relli woman. 

DistributioD and population trend 

The population figures and geographical di8~ 

trib~tion of Sapru or Sapiri and its allied 'communi~ 
ties are presented in Appendix I (Statement-I.) 

In the composite Madras State, 17,775 persons 
returned themselves as Relli during 1901 Census. 
After two decades i. e., by 1921 their number increas
ed to 21,812 thus showing an increase of 22.71%. 
In 1931, besides Relli, the popUlation fi~ures of 
Chachati and tSapru were also recorded. Only 130 
Persons were returned tinder the caste Chachati. 
Here a point worth noting is that in SaIur, Srunga
varapukota, Viravilli, Palakonda, Gudem and Go1-
gonda taluks, the caste was returned under the name 
Chachadi though in Ganjam plains it was enumerated 
under the name Chachati. Since. the field study 
reveals that both are one and the same, the popula
tion figures 0 f both the castes are clubbed. Among 
Rellis, a decrease of 56.73% is found from 1921 to 
1931. It is seen from rtle Statement that Chachati, 
Relli and Sapru were inhabiting in 1931 the areas 
of Ganjam plains, Ganjam Agency, Vizagapatam 
Agency and a few other plains taluks. 



Fig. 1 Relli man Front view 



Fig. 2 Relli man - Profile 
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Fig. 3 Relli woman Profile 
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Fig. 4 HutmenH of Relli m Vijayanagaram 



Fig. 5 Hutments of Relli in Vijayanagaram 
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Fig 6 Front elevation, Ground plan and Cross Section of Middillu 
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According to the 1961 Census of Andhta Pradesh 
*Ghasi, Chachati, Relli and Sapru fo~m 0.03%, 
0.14%, 0.78% and 0.008% in Ihe total Scheduled 
Castes population of Andhra Pradesh respectively. 
The percentages of Ghasi, Chachatis and Rellis to 
the total population of Andhra Pradesh are 0.004, 
0.02 and 0.1 respectively while that of Sapru is more 
negligible. Of the total population of Ghasi, Chachati, 
Relli'and Sapru 49.51%,74.65%,54.03% and 99.28% 
respe<:tively belong to the rural areas while 50.49% 
25.35%, 45.97% and 0.72% respectively 'belong 
to urban parts. Of the four, Ghasi lives mostly in 
urban whe~eas Sapru population is more inclined to 
inhabit the rural parts. 

Of the eleven Andhra districts where these castes 
are scheduled, Ghasi was returned io seven districts 
namely Srikakulam, Visakhapatanam, East Goda
vari,West Gddavari, Krishna, Chittoor and Kuroool. 
Relli was returned in eight districts, viz. Srikaku
lam, Visakhapatnam, East Godavari, West Godavari, 
Krishna, Guntur, Nellore and Chittoor; Chachati 
in all the above eight districts except Nellore and 
Chittoor and Sapru was found in Srikakulam, 
Visakhapatnaxn, East Godavar,i and Guntur districts 
ooly. 89.1 % of Ghasis are found in Srikakulam 
district, the other districts having very small num
bers. 81.64% of Chachatis, 38.52% of the Rellis and 
64.83% of Saprus inhabit Visakhapatnam district. 
Chachati and Sapru population in the district'! of 
Srikakulam, West Godavari, Krishna and Guntur is 
very small. While the population of Relli in Srika
kulam district forms 41.75% of the total, 5.74%, 
3.28% and 2.65% of the RetIi population are found 
in the districts of Krisha, West Godavari and Guntur 
respectively. A small proportion of Relli popula
tion exists in Nellore and Chittoor districts. 

Sex-ratio 

In 1921, there were 1,090 females, for every 
1,000 males among Rellis. The sex ratios of 
Chachati, Relli and Sapru in 1931 were 609, 1,188 
and 938 respectively. In 1961, there are 1,143 
females among Ghasi, 1,053 females among Chacha
ties, 1,054, females among Rellis and 935 females 
among Saprus for every 1,000 males. The sex ratio 
for all the Scheduled Castes taken together is 980 
females per 1,000 males and 981 females per 1,000 
males for the total population of Andhra Pradesh 
State. 

Dwelliags, Food, Dre .. aad Oraameats 

Dwellings 

In the past, the settlements of Sapru or Sapiri 
and its allied communities were scattered on the 
outskirts of the common habitation area along with 
other untouchable castes like Mala and Madiga. Of 
course, this practice is on the wane now in urban 
areas though it is still oberved in rural parts. Gener
ally, in urban areas, their settlements lie in a row 
and this row is commonly named as Relliveedhi 
or lItreet of Rellis (Figs. 4 and 5). There are three 
types of houses in existence that are occupied by these 
communities, viz., middillu, chuttillu and vasillu or 
Palakaillu. The common type of house that is gener
ally in vogue is ehultillu. The description and the 
mode of construction of each type is given below. 

Middillu 

The construction of middillu is of a peculiar type 
with its double roofing. (It~ front elevation, ground 
plan and cross section are shown in Fig. 6). The 
walls of the house are usually built with mud, some
times with brick and mud and plastered with red 
earth. The middillu consists of three sections of 
different heights. Section I is 10 feet high, section 
II is 7 feet and Section III (verandah) is 4 feet high. 
All these ,sections are roofed with a thick coat ing of 
mud.over bamboos tied closely and forming different 
levels (as shown in the cross section of Fig. 1). This 
roof of bamboos with a thick coating of mud is 
always preferred as -it is not easily susceptible to fire. 
This forms the first or inner roofing. For providing 
the second roof which safeguards the inner roof the 
hind wall of the house is raised to an additional 
height of 3 feet over the original height of 10 feet 
and a frame work of bamboos on which palmyra 
leaves are laid, is placed in an inclined plane restin~ 
on the hind wall and the front wall, touching tbe 
other walls in between. A steeply sloping palmyra 
leaf covering is made to rest on the hind wall to the 
rear of the building to protect the hind wall from 
the beating of the rain. Windows 2 ft. by 2 ft. in 
size are fixed to each of the side walls to provide 
ventilation to these rooms .• The ground plan shows 
the number of rooms and the purpose for which 
they are served. An inner apartment of the abode 
is solely med for storing the mangoes or other kinds 
of fruits, as they are mainly engaged in the business 

'" The communit), Ghasi. Haddi or Rclli Chachandi is referred as Ghasi in this report for the sake of conveniecne. 
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of fruit selling. The entrance for this type of house 
is through a verandah (L) which is connected to 
kitchen (M) on one side and to dining room (B) on 
the other. 

Chuttillu 

This type of house is circular in shape, single 
roomed, palmyra-thatched and window less. A rough 

frame work of branches is erected to form the walls 
leaving a little opening for providing the door. These 
walls are smeared with locally available red mud 
ana are decorated with a row of wh'ite dots marl~ed' 
with the forefinger. Sometimes more picturesque 
and elaborate designs are drawn on the walls. Vsu-, 
ally the designs are drawn during the' festival of 
Sankranti. The roof is conical in' shape arid tte 
outer circumference of the base 'of the cone (wof) 
reaches the ground and serves as shelter for cattle., 

Vasillu or Palaka illu 

Vasillu is rectangular in shape; the four walls 
of which are of equal height, usually not less than 
5 ft. Two big poles are erected 'in the central por
tion of the house, over which a rafter is fu:ed A 
bamboo frame work is placed in all ·the, four direc
tions in an inclined plane resting on the above raf
ter and the side walls. Palmyra leaves are spread 
over this frame work of bamboos. A partition wall 
is raised in the south-eastern corner of the house, 
enclosing a portion for c00king 'purpose. ' There are 
no windows to this type of house. 

There are some features which are common to 
all types of houses. The entrance of every house is 
so low that a person has to bend his head in order to 
get in. Usually all types of houses are built with 
mud only. There is no tradition regarding the dir
ection in which the main entrance to a house should 
face. It is only ensured that the main entrances of 
all the houses face the road. Another common fea
ture is that well to-do people use cement for flooring 
while others plaster it with cowdung perivdically. 
Generally house construction is taken up during 
January to March. Mostly the owners themselves 
construct their houses and on a few occasions they 
engage hired labour too. The cost of comtructing 
a house varies between Rs. 300 and Rs. 500. 

Foundation laying ceremony is locally known 
as sankustapanadivasam. This ceremony which was 

being done in the past by themselves or in consulta
tion with caste elders is being held now-a-days on an 
auspicious day fixed by a Brahmin who also officiates 
over it. This change is undoubtedly an end-product 
of Sanskritisation. Unlike among Brahmins saflkus
tapanadivisam of Sapru or Sapiri does not involve any 
elaborate process of rituals. The ho'use builder takes 
bath and breaks a coconut before the family god. 
On that day he observes fasting till the foundation 
stone is laid. Some sweet liquid locally known as 
jawa or payasam is prepared and distributed among 
the caste people. The construction work starts from 
the next day' onwards. As soon as the basement 
work is fini~hed, the main threshold locally known 
as mukhadwaram is erected on an auspicious day. 

The ho~~e warming ceremony locally known 
v.~ 6' ;hapravcsam is ccleqra ted on an auspicious day 
fixed by a B.r;ahmin priest. On this day all the 
f~mily meo}bers of. th,e hous.e owner sit together and 
~onhip the family god and break coconuts. A 
splall pit is ',dug in the: n'orth-east corner and nine 
ctireals.viz. paddy, wheat, great millet, horsegram, 
g_reengrarn, b!ackgram; Bengalgram, cowpea and 
redgram,are kept in thi~ pit and covered. 

Food 

The staple food of Sapru and the synonymous, 
castes is ragi (Finger millet), gantelu (Bulrush mill,et), 
ri~e and wheat.. Preparing cakes out of wheat flour 
IS very common., They, are non-vegetarians. The 
flesh of fowls, kamjulu (partridges), sheep and goats is 
consumed. Eating beef and pork is not prohibited. 
All varieties of fish are eaten. Also some wild roots 
like matirigi pendalam (Yam) and ganatha dfJmpa ( a kind 
of Yam) form a part of the food. Ganatha dumpa is 
usually obtained by digging to a depth of 6 ft. while 
others can easily be obtained by digging to a depth 
of 2 ft. in the local forest. 1 hey take food thrice a 
day; in the morning, thty take chalidz (previous 
night's left over), in the noon they have their meal 
with curries and they take sangati (gruel) prepared 
with ragi flour in the evening. Some people are now 
gt'tting habituated to take coffee or tea instead of 
chalidi. 

Utensils 

Mostly earthen vessels are used for cooking 
and ~toring purposes. Some people, who are econo
mically well off, preserve the edibles in a]um:n;um 
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pots. A few of them possess brass pots to fetch 
water. Utenlils of any metal may be used. It is 
only the economic factors that limit their choice. 

Men and women prefer very coarse cloth 
woven by the local weavers, as it is durable. Those 
in urban areaS wear mill-made clothes also. The 
dress of male members is very simple and it just 
covers their nudity .. They wear gochi which is 
otherwise called by them as lilnguti. This is a piece 
of cloth not exceeding 15 centimetres in width and I 
metre in length. It is worn in such a way that both 
ends of the gochi fall over the waist-string, one in 
back and the other in front keeping the central por
tion of the gochi between the two legs. The inform
ants at the field study reported that they adopted 
this simple type of dress and are continuing the 
same even to-day because of its convenience to their 
occupation of gardening. Some of them wear dho
ties, shirts and banians. 

Women wear sarees of 7 metres in length. 
Women of old generation do not wear blouses but 
the women of the present generation wear blouses, 
bodice and petticoats. The most preferred colours 
of women's clothes are white, red and blue. They 
do not have any cerl!monial dress for any occasion. 

Hair Styles 

_ Men usually have hair-cut once in a month. 
They have their own barbers as the barbers who 
serve the caste Hindus do not cut their hair. Many 
of them shave their beards with razors. Elderly 
women tie their hair in such a way that it forms into 
a knot (Fig, 7). Younger women have a plait on their 
back. 

Ornaments 

All women and children wear necklaces of 
beads. Both men and women are found to be having 
ear rings made of brass. All women use nose rings 
on both sides. Both men and women have tattoo 
marks which are purely decorative. 

Hygienic and otber Habits 

They regularly take bath once in a day, 
usually in the evening. Toilet and washing soaps are 
in common use amo~g the well·to·do people of the 
caste. Both men and women indulge in smoking, 
and chewing tobacco. They also use intoxicants. 

Language and Literacy 

The mother tongue of Sapiri and its allied 
communities is a corrupt and indistinct form of 
Oriya. It is rather an admixture of Oriya and 
Telugu. They speak Telugu with much ease while 
conversing with outsiders. Almost all of them 
have a little knowledge of Hindi also. 

A few expressions of the dialect that they use 
are given below 

Ja Go 

Ve Come 

Ketiki Jellishu? Where are you going? 

Bateo Food 

Bha Father 

l\1a Mother 

Tu jatikera ? What is your caste? 

Me haddi I am a vegetable 
seller 

Me bmja I am selling vege-

bikkilinch tables and fruits. 

Literacy 

Sap ;ri, like many Scheduled Castes, is a com
munity that rkes out its livelihood by m1.nuallabour 
and every member of the household has, therefore. to 
contribut~ his (Ir her mite to family income. They can 
not, there fore, generally afford to send their child
ren to schools. Thii:s particularly the case in rural 
areas. The c,)rresponding picture of the community 
is, howfver, a little different in urban areas where 
many of the male members are engaged in some 
work or the other which fetc.hes for them a substan. 
tial monthly income, besides their traditional occu
pation of fruit-selling run by womenfolk. The 
st'lbility in the income and the presence of educa
tional facilities in urban areas induce them to get 
their children educated. 

Statements II and III presented in Appendix I 
give the literacy posItIOn ~f Sapru and its 
synonymous castes based upon the 1961 Census figur
es and field study. 

It can be ob~erved from Statement II that 
10.9% (19.65% of males and 3.14% of females) of 
Ghasi, 9.05~fo (13.35% males and 4.97% females) of 
Chachatis, 12.45% (21.14% males and 4.21% 
females) of Rellis and 3.59% (6.48% m'l.les and 0.50% 
females) of Saprus are literates. In comparison, 
8.4 7% (males 13.43% and fema les 3.40%) of the 
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total Scheduled Castes population in Andbra 
Pradesh are literates while the corresponding literacy 
figures for the total population of Andhra Pradesh 
and All-India are 21.2% (males 30.2% and females 
12.0%) and 23.98% (males 34.4% and females 
12.9%) respectively. Among the Scheduled Castes 
themselves, Ghasi, Chachatis and Rellis show a 
favourable attainment while the Saprus are far 
below the total Scheduled Caste literacy rate in 
Andhra Pradesh. 

Among the urban popUlation of Ghasis, Cha
chatis, Rellis and Saprus, 11.61%, 19.87%, 20.28% 
and 66.67% are literates respectively while among 
the rural population of the above castes 10.09%, 
5.37%,5.80% and 3.61% of them respectively are 
literates as seen from Statement III. The corres
ponding figures for all the Scheduled Castes in 
Andhra Pradesh in urban and I ural areaS are 21.68% 
and 6.82% respectively. 

It can also be observed from Statement II 
that 9.21% of Ghasis, 6.33% of Chachatis, 8.19% of 
Rellis and 3.11% of Saprus are literates without 
educational standards. In the category of Primary 
or Junior Basic are placed 1.39% of Ghasis, 2.59% of 
Chachatis, 3.98% of Rellis, and 0.48% of SaprllO. 
0.3% of Ghasis, 0.13% of Chachatis and 0.26% of 
Rellis are Matriculates while there are no Matricu
lates among Saprus. There are six persons holding 
University degree or Post-graduate degree (other 
than Technical Degree) and five persons having 
Technical Degree or Diploma equal to Degree or 
Post-graduate Degree among Rellis. There are 
neither Degree nor Diploma Holders among Ghasis, 
Chachatis and Saprus. 

Regarding the details of literacy as observed 
during field study, it may be seen that all the persons 
are classified under Sapiri as all of them proclaimed 
that Chachati, Relli and Sapiri are one and the 
same. During case studies it was observed that of 
the total 102 persons (50 males and 52 females), 71 
persons (29 males and 42 females) were illiterates. 
Of the total 3l)iterate persons, 8 persons are lite
rates without educational levels; 19 persons have 
Primary or Junior basic qualification and 4 persons 
have studied upto Matriculation. Of these 4 Matri
culates, one is a female. Though all the surveyed 
households are in the Urban area, the rate of lite
racy is not encouraging. The reason is that th(y 
are more. eager to fit their children in some occupa
tion or the other by which they can add something 
to their purse than to send their children to 
schools. 

Economit; Life 

Sapru and its synonymous castes are so identi~ 
fied with the occupation of fruit· selling that when
ever any other caste Hindu comes across a fruit-seIl
er, he immediately identifies the latter as a Chacha. 
di (Chachati). A common an<l pleasant sight in the 
area of sample study is a woman with a basketful! 
of variegated fruits sitting on the road side. From 
times immemorial they used to buy fruits from tri. 
besmen at a cheaper rate and sell the sa:q:te to plains
men at profitable rates. This smooth running of 
their economy was blocked by the introduction of 
Andhra Scheduled Tribes Co-operative FiI)ance and 
Developmellt Corporation in 1956, since the Corpo
ration possesses the monopoly right of purchasing 
the mlDOf forest produce of the tribals. They are, 
however, ailowed to buy only kamala fruits (santrQ 
orange) from tribals. Saprus are, therefore, now 
forced to buy the fruits from the above Corporation 
at prevailing m~rket prices. But this process of buy~ 
ing fruits from the Corporation and selling it in the 
plains does not yield considerable profits. In spite 
of recurring losses, majority of them in rural parts 
still eke out their livelihood by fruit-selling. They 
either take the mango and plantain gardens on Con
tract or they buy the fruits from the wholesale fruit .. 
sellers or the Corporation. A few of them living. in 
urban parts have taken up different ocCupations like 
that of a Postman, Clerk, Att~nder,etc., in addition to 
fruit selling which is carried on by women-folk. 
Some others are engaged in cultivation and agricul
tural labour. A few are engaged in scavenging. 
The Industrial classification of 1961 Census also 
throws light on the occupational structure of those 
commuDltles. Some of the working section of 
Chachati, Relli an;:l Ghasi are engaged in scaveng
ing. 

The Statement IV in Appendix I gives the 
occupational distribution of Ghasi, Chachati, Relli 
and Sapru as per the 1961 Cemus and the sample 
study. 

It is observed that among all these communi. 
ties, the m'1jority of the worker~ are engaged in 
trade and commerce indica ting that they are still 
mostly fruit and vegecable sellers, while considerable 
members are also found under other services and 
agricultural labour. 

According to case studies there are 46 workers 
(26 males and 20 females) out of 102 persons in the 
18 surveyed households. The 46 workers are engaged 
in 13 main occupations as given in the Statement IV 
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The subsidiary occupation of almost all the 
workers except that of Attenders, Teachers and Post
man is fruit-selling. Of the total workers of 46 per
sons, 24 persons (14 males + 10 females) are work
ing as scavengers, sweepers, drainage cleaners, gar
bage car driver and night soil cart drivers. All the 
above occupations can be broadly categorised under 
scavenging and its connected work. The workers of 
the above category are workingin Municipality. They 
are paid Rs. 115/- per month. They attend to sca
venging work till 8 A. M. and from thence sell the 
fruits till night. The main occupation of 9 females 
and one male is. fruit-selling. Three males are work
ing as Attenders, one male each is working as Teacher 
and Postman; one female is working as coolie. Two 
males are eking out their livelihood by rikshaw pull
ing. One male is doing the business of buying old 
bottles and tins and sells to shops at profitable rates. 
Three persons are mainly living by begging. 

An attempt was made to study their annual 
budget with their income, debt and expenditure pat. 
tern. But they refused to give any particulars except 
that all of them are debt stricken. 

Lite Cycle 

BirtA 

Stoppage of menstruation is generally consider. 
ed as an indication of pregnancy. They do not 
celebrate ceremonies connected with the pregnancy. 
The husband comes to know about" his wife's pre
gnancy only when the other women of his family or 
neighbourhood inform him. 

There are no taboos regarding food items dur
ing the prenatal period excepting that a pregnant 
woman is forbidden from taking [meat from the 
third month of pregnancy as it is hard to digest. No 
sexual cohabitation occurs during the advanced stage 
of pregnancy. During the postnatal period she is 
prohibited from taking food mixed with chillis. In 
order to see that no complications arise in her health 
during the postnatal period, a decoction is prepared 
with vtpa cheHo (margosa bark), leila tumma 
chekka (bark of acacia lewcophlaca.) nalleru 
(creeper) and tangedu roots (cassia auriculata). 

Usually the first delivery takes place at her 
parent's house, unlelilS the parents are too poor to 
meet the expenditure on delivery. For subsequent 
deliveries she remains at her husband's home only. 
A separate arrangement is provided with thattis 
erected so as to form a room for the expectant 

mother. An experil'nced woman of the caste attends 
on the delivery. Though the use of mouern instru
ments is unknown to her, still she could with dexte
rity, conduct delivery cases based upon her years of 
experience. unless there be some complicatioDs in 
which case the woman in labour is either taken to 

the hospital or a trained nurse is brought to the 
house. The umbilical cord is cut off by the woman
attendant with a pen.knife and buIied in the nearby 
bushes. No remuneration is p:iid to the attendant, 
but if the family is well off they give her a saree on 
the day of naming ceremony. The expenditure on 
delivery is about Rs. 50. 

The pollution observed in connection with the 
de livery is locally known as pvrutfu, and is lasts for 
nine cr ten days at the end of which the mother an~ 
the child as well as the other members of the family 
are given purificatory bath. During the observance 
of pUTudu, no religious. ceremony is performed. 

NaDling cereJllony 

Naming ceremony is celebrated on the 10th 
day. If it is not convenient on the 10th day, it- is 
perf 01 med before the first month of the child is oom
p'tted. Previously they used to consult the caste 
hf ad regarding the selection of the name to be given 
tl) the child but nowadays they are seeking the 
advice of a Brahmin priest and this custom which is 
relatively recent, appears to be an imitation of 
higl-er c' stes. On the day of naming ceremony all 
the f"'mily members and nearest agnates take oil 
baTh. The mother takes tne child on her lap and 
worst,ips the family deity. Then all members pre· 
llt'nt on the occabion call the~child by the name cho
sen and wi~h It a long and prosperous life. After
wards some .of the relatives present gifts both in the 
form of money and clothes to the child. The com
mon names that are given to males are Vijaya
nanda Rao, Thrinatha Rao, Kumaraswamy and 
Chalam etc. and names like Rajaratnamma, Mrn
riu Bhashini, Gnana Bharathi and Bodemma are 
given to fem?les. The adoption of sophisticated 
l'anskritised names is significant. The expendoiture 
on this occasion varies from Rs. 25 to Rs. 50- depend
ing on thl" economic condition of the family. 

Child rearing 

No special care is bestowed in upbringing of 
the child. The child is breast fed for It to 2 years 
and there are no particuiar methods of weaning the 
child. From the day of birth, the' child is regularly 
bathed in hot water with the flour of greengram or 
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toilet soap. This bath is given not at fixed hours of 
the day but according to their convenience. First 
feeding of the child i. e. feeding the child with 
cooked rice is not marked with any ritual and it is 
generally observed on the completion of the first 
year. 

Tonsure ceremony 

Tonsure ceremony is observed only for the 
first born and not to subsequent ones. The celebra
tion takes place during the 1st, 3rd or 5th year of 
the child.' ~ As the barbers do not serve Saprus, the 
maternal uncle of the child cuts the hair and he is 
presented Rs. 5 and a dhoti. 

No ceremony is observed in connection with 
the initiation of child to learing. The traditional 
plays or songs which generally regulate the leisure 
and recreation of children are practically non-exis
tent, in these communities. The child plays with 
the neighbouring playmates upto 5th year of age and 
afterwards he is busily engaged in helping the elders 
in their earnings. 

Puberty 

The attainment of puberty among females has 
a social significance. From there onwards a girl is 
recognised as a grown up member of the society by 
one and all. The normal age of puberty is between 
13 and 15 years. The first menstruation ofa girl is 
regarded as unclean and she is kept in seclusion. 
Seclusion is maintained for a few days in order to 
guard themselves against the evil effects of her pollu
tion. The period of pollution is 9 days among 
Saprus who originally belonged to Visakhapatnam 

proper and 5 days in the case of those whose original 

place is other than Visakhapatnam. The reason [.)r 

this variation is not known to the informants. The 

girl is made to sit on palmyra leaves over which a 

jute bag is spread. Every day she is given sumptuous 

meal ~onsisting of meat and sweet dishes. On the 

6th 9(' 10th day as the case may be, the girl's pater

nal aunt removes all the dirt and the gunny bag and 

she is presented a Saree on that day. The girl is 

given oil both and dressed in new clothes. In the 

evening all the neighbouring women are invit.~d and 

the occasion is celebrated by distributing betel 

leaves and areca nuts. In the case of second and 

-subsequent menses, the pollution lasts for 5 days and 

no segregation is maintained. 

Marriage 

The marriageable age of females is between 
13 and 16 years while that of males is between 20 
and 25 years. In this connection it may also be 
stated that according to the 1961 Census 0.78% 
among Ghasis, 1.43% among Rellis, 2.70% among 
Sapru and 2.94% among Chachati are married in 
the age-group of 0-14 years, indicating the existence 
of child marriages in these communities even now. 
Usually marriages for girls are performed only after 
the attainment of puberty. The marriage is exoga
mous. Gotram is not the criteria for fixing up the 
marriage as they have forgotten their gotramulu. So 
intiperu is the deciding factor in contracting the 
marriages and marital relations are therefore prohi
bited between the descendents of the same inteperu. 
Sapiris who are well to do economically and not 
following the occupation of scavenging do not accept 
marital alliances with the Sapiris who are following 
the occupation of scavenging. 

The permissible partners for a boy are (i) 
mother's brother's daughter, (ii) father's sister's 
daughter, and (iii) own sister's daughter. The 
custom of marrying the daraghter of mother'(brother 
is locally known as menarikam and is preferred 
mostly. There is a peculiarity among Saprus which 
deserves a mention here. Though the inter-relation
ship of any sort is forbidden between Saprus and 
Paky~, Saprus of Narasap,Hnam Can marry the 
Pakys ofVijayawada but this matrimonial arrange
ment ,does not hold good for other regions. They 
could not explain the reason for this exception. 

Two types of marri3ges are prevalent among 
Saprus viz. (a) marriage by negotiat,ion and (b) 
marriage by elopement which is locally referred to 
as gandharva vivaham. The Caste Head presides over 
the ma rriage. 

Marriage by negotiation 

The father of the young man takes the initi. 
ative and approaches the father of a young maid, 
accompanied by (he elderly members of his caste. If 
the parents of the bride are in favour of the match, 
a potful of toddy is placed in the front yard of their 
house as an indication of their acceptance, The pot 
is covered with a few regu (zizyphus jujuba) leaves. 
The respective members of the Caste Panchayat 
assemble and after announcing the informal accept
ance of both the parties, they indulge in drink. 
Formal decision is taken on an auspicious day which 
is fixed in consultation wlth a Brahmin priest. On 
that day the bridegroom's party goes to the house of 
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the ,bride. ,A piece o"r new cloth is spread on the 
floor. The father of the groom places the bdde 
price usually not less than Rs. 20, seven betel leaves 
and a good number of arecanuts OIl the new cloth 
which are taken by the bride's father. Some of these 
nuts are taken and distributed among the caste heads 
as a mark of final decision and this decision taking 
is generally termed as pradhanam. 

Marriages, for girls below 9 years of age, were 
celebra~ed for 9 days in the past. But at present the 
marriages' arf celebrated for 3 days irrespective of 
the ag<1 of the bride. The ceremony takes place at the 
bride's house. The bridegroom's party arrives on the 
first day and is received by the bride'g'party. They are 
accommodated:in a separate house. On the first day 
no ritual takes place and it is called as the day of 

. muddobada in their dialect - muddo meaning liquor 
bada meaning serving, i.e., the bridegroom's party 
is served with liquor and they take rest. A few days 
in advance, a pandal is arranged under which a dais 
locally known as peena is arranged. It is rectangular 
in shape with four petals arranged at the centre of 
all the four sides as shown below: 

I-I 

1- ~I 

I_I 
On the first day four aurandi pots (two big and 

two small) decorated in red and white are placed at 
the four corners of the dais and are filled with 
water. 

On the second day, the bride's party sends four 
aurandi pots of water to the bridegroom's residence 
with oil and soap nut powder. The bridegroom is 
anointed with oil and bath is given to him by using 
part of the water in all the four pots. Nearly half of 
the water in these pots is kept unused. Soon after 
the bath, the bridegroom sprinkles the water drops on 
his body so that the drops fall into the four P'lts. 
These pots are then taken to the bride's house and 
the water is used for her bath. Then the bride and 

bridegroom dressed in new clothes are led to the dais 
accompanied by musical instruments. The bride is 
seated by theIeft side of the groom. The caste elders 
officiate at the ceremony. Haddi meshtri (the caste head) 
ties bhasigamulu (forehead chaplets) and kankanamulu 
(wrist threads) to the couple and their hands are also 
joined together by him by means of a turmeric dyed 
thread. Then the bride's brother arrives on the 
dais, dressed up as a woman and pats the bride
groom. This custom is known as maya Seetha and is 
observed among Sapru and its synonymous castes. It 
is explained that they perform it to show that the 
bridegroom should never mistake any other woman 
for his bride. The marriage is solemnised with the 
tying of marriage locket by the groom round the 
neck of the bride. Then all the relatives and visitors 
present shower akshintalu (rice smeared with turmeric 
and vermilion) on the heads of the couple while the 
musical instruments are being played. Then the 
bride and bridegroom are seated so as to face 
each other and they pour rice on their heads. This 
ritual is locally known as talambralu. 

On the foll owing day, the caste deities, viz. 
Polamma, Kanaka less Durga are worshipped by the 
bridal couple and a pig and a sheep are sacrificed. 
A feast is held at which the meat of the sacrificed 
animals and liquor are consumed. In the evening 
the couple are taken in a procession, followed by 
musical instruments and water mixed with turmeric 
and vermilion is sprinkled on all the participants. 
Thus the marriage ceremony comes to an end. On the 
morning of the following day. the couple are taken to 
the bridegroom's place where a feast is arranged and 
on an auspicious day, the consummation ceremony is 
performed. 

There iii no difference in the actual ceremony of 
9 days marriage from that of 3 days marriage except 
that they used to keep 9 aurandi pots in the north-east 
corner of the dais for which no reason has been given 
by the informants. The total expenditure'on marriage 
usually comes to about Rs. 1,000. 

Marriage by elopem •• t 

If anyone f'ills in love with a girl, and both are 
willing to be united, then the concerned takes her 
hand and enters a room and closes the door. The 
people who are aware of this go and tap the 
door and the door is opened. As soon as the door 
is opened the girl and the boy should give something 
or other in cash or kind to those who knocked the 
door. Then all the caste people assemble and go to the 
liquor shop, give the money or articles to liquor • 
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vendor, inform him of the love affair and take 
liquor to whatever extent they like. The shop keeper 
gives the liquor in the belief that he would certainly 
get back the amount. After two or three days, the 
united lovers go and pay the amount incurred on 
liquor. So far many such instances are reported to 
have taken place. If for any other reason, the amount 
is . not paid, the match is not confirmed and the 
caste panchay~t levies fine. Marriage by elopement 
was socially abused in the past but nowadays social 
sanction for this type is easily granted. Polygyny is 
allowed in these communities. A man can have as 
many as three wives. 

Widow remarriace 

Widow remarriages are not in practice. I f any
body wants to live with a widow and gets the 
acceptance of the widow and Ca~te Panchayat, he 
can build up his new family. The relatives of the 
widow's deceased husband should be paid some money 
aa decided by the Caste Panchayat. Very rarely a 
man marries the sister of his deceased wife. 

Divorce 

A woman can be divorced on the grounds of 
adultery or want of harmony in married life etc. 
When a woman divorces her husband on her own 
accord, she has to pay back the marriage expenses. So 
also if a man initiates the divorce, he has to pay 
back the marriage expenses incurred by the bride's 
parents. A woman even when she has been divorced 
by her husband, may marry again only after paying 
a fine as decided by the Caste Panchayat. 

The Statement V in Appendix I gives thedistri. 
bution of Chachatis, Rellis and Saprus by marital 
status according to the 1961 Census and also as per 
the case studies. 

Age group of 0-14 year!:-44.53% of the total popu
l'\tion belongs to this age-group. Except 2 males and 
6 females, all persons are never married. There are 
no personS either in the category of divorced or 
widowed. 

Age group of 15-44 years:-40.87% of the total 
popUlation belongs to this group. In this age. group 
29.11% of males and 7.71% of females are never 
married whereas 67.41 % of males and 7&.92% of 
females are married. 2.53% of males and 11.57% of 
females are widowed. In the category of divorced 
there are 0.95% of males and 1.8% of females. 

Age group oj 45 and over:-14.6% of the tolal popu
lation belongs to this age group. There is no one 
in the never married group. 85.09% of males and 
38.41% of females are married; 12.28% of males 
and 38:70% offemales are widowed whereas 2.63% of 
males and 2.89% of females are divorced. 

Cbaclalti. 

A" group of 0-14 years:-45.3% of the total popu
lation are found in this age- group. 98.6% of males 
and 95.4% of females in this group are never 
married while 1.4% of males and 4.5% of females are 
married. The percentage. of widowed and divorced 
among females in tbisage group are very insignificant. 

Ageg roup oj 15-44 years:-40.7% of the total popu
lation belongs to this age group. 27.:9% of male. 
and 7.4% of females are never married while 6.8% 
of males and 84.4% of females are married. 2.3% of 
males and 6% of females are widowed while 1.8% of 
males and 2.2% of females are divorced. 

Age group of 45 and above years:-14% of the total 
population belongs to this age group. The percentage 
of never married is negligible in this age group. 
84.6% of males and 61.5% of famales are married . . 
whtle 13.2% of males and 36.4% of females are 
widowed. 1.8% of males and 1.2% of females are 
divorced in this age group. 

Relli 

Age group of 0- J4 years:-43.63% of the total Relli 
population falls in this age ~roup. In this age group 
99.08% of males and 97. 99% of females are never 
married while 0.89% of males and 1.95% of 
females are married. The percentage of widowed 
and divorced in this age-group is quite negligible. 

Age group of 15-44 J.tm: 42.18% of the total popu
lation belongs to this age-group. 73.81% of the males 
and 83.36% 0 f the females are married. 23.1 % 
of malea and 6.64% of females are never married. 
1.67% of males, and 7.76% of females are widowed 
while 1.42% of males and 2.24% of females are 
divorced. 

Age group of 45 and abov. years:-The population of 
Relli of this age-group forms 14.18% of the total. In 
this age~group 84.9% of m:lles and 53.4% of females 
belong to the married 8~tuS. 12.9% of males and 
44.23% of females are widowed, while 1.19% of the 
males and 1.84% of the females are divorced. l.(}l % 
of males and 6.53% of females in this age-group are 
never married. 
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Sap", 

Age group of 0-14 years:- 44.3% oftbe total poula
tion of Sapras belonSI to this age-group. All males in 
this age group and 94.3% of females are never ma
rtied. 5.7% of the females are married in this age
gto~p. 

A" group of 15-44 ye4rs:-41.6% of the total popu
lation .are in the age-group of 15-44 years. 26.5% of 
males ~nd 9.9% of females are never married,' while 
69.9% of males and 71.3% of females are married. 
6.6% df females are widowed. The percentage. of 
males I'nd female. in the divored and widowed status 
are ndgligibl~. 

A.ge group of 45 and aboDI years:- 14.1% of the total 
population belbngs to the age group of 45 and above. 
In this age groUp, there is none in never married 
status.' 85.7% of males and 37.5% of females 
are married while 14.3% of males and 62.5% of 
females are widowed. The number of widows 
in 'this age- group is large. 

Child :marriages 

The percentages of married in the. age group of 
0-14 years are given below for the castes Chacbati, 
Relli and Sapru and a few other Scheduled Castes to 
have a comparative picture. Theae percentages 
among Chachatis etc., Can be compared with those 
of Godari, another Scheduled Caste which is predo
minantly concentrated in Visakhapatnam district 80 

that a comprehensive picture of this custom pre
va.lent among different castes in the -same spot can 
be, had. The percentages of child marriages among 
Mala and Madiga are also presented, since they are 
found not only throughout Andhra Pradesh but 
aho they occupy the first two places among Schedul
ed Castes in respect of numerical strength. The 
details can be seen below: 

TABLE ( 

PERCENTAGE OF CHILD MARRIAGES AMONG 
MALA, MADIGA AND SAPRU AND ITS 

ALLIED COMMUNITIES 

Name of the Caste 

(1) 

Ghasi 

2 Chachati 

Percentage of married In the age-group 
. of 0-14 years ,,--.-______ -L-____ ---. 

Males Females Total 

(2) 

0.53 

1.43 

(3) 

1.52 

4.46 

(4) 

0.78 

2.'4 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

3 Relli 0.89 J.95 1.43 

4 Sapru Nil S.7S 270 

5 Godari 0.50 4.86 2.33 

{j Mala 1.41 7.40 4.40 

7 Madiga . 1.24 !U9 5.14 

Death 

The funeral ceremony in this community, consi!ts 
of many rituals. As soon as life is extinct, the 
nearest relations and friends are informed who 
assemble at the deceased's house. Just before the 
death, one of his family members puts some milk 
in the mouth of the dying person and applies some 
Vibkuthi (sacred ash) on his forehead. Usually they 
dispose off the dead body in the mornings. The 
dead are usually cremated; in the cale of unmarried, 
the body is buried. The dead body is bathed and 
dressed. A new cloth is brought and dipped in 
turmeric water and is spread over the dead body. 
Some flowers and betel leaves and areca nuts are 
placed over the body. I t is placed on a bier consisting 
of two main bamboos kept parallel acroSs which are 
ananged (i. e. in perpendicular direction to the I 
parallel bamboos) 14 small bamboo sticks in th~ 

space between the two parallel bamboos. Four 
persons carry the bier. Musical instuments are 
engaged for the procession. dn the way most of the 
relatives and friends who follow the dead utter loudly 
"Narayana, Narayana". Some cooked rice is .trewn 
across the path. The dead body is kept on the 
ground for two times before it is taken to the burial 
ground. The positions of the persons who carry 
the bier are changed at such places. 

In the case of burial, the dead body is lowered 
in to the pit dug by the caste people, in such a way 
that the face is laid downwards and xept in south
ward direction. It is stripped off all clothings and 
belongings. Some copper coins, betel leaves and 
areca nuts are placed inside the pit. 

In the case of cremation, the eldest son lits the 
fire. The ashes are collected and mixed in holy 
waters on an auspicious day fixed by the Brahmin. 
After the disposal of the dead, they take bath on the 
way and return home. The period of pollution 
is 11 days for the family members and nearelt 
relatives. On the third day they celebrate the 
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initial obsequies locally known as chinna divasam. On 
that day the son or heirs of the deceased carry some 
rice, curry. milk and curd to the burial ground. 
They make a small pit and place them there 
and return home; they believe that the soul of the 
dead will take the food so placed after their return. 
They light a lamp in the house where the dead was 
lying previously. 

. The final rites are celebrated on the day fixed 
in consultation with the Brahmin which may be 
usually the 16th or 21st day. The expenditure on 
this occasion depends upon the economic status of the 
individual. A Brahmin purohit is brought to the house, 
where he sprinkles the sacred water personally after 
worshipping the God. He is given a seer of rice, 
half-a-seer of dal, tamarind etc. which may cost Rs. 3 
to Rs.4. If the household is well off, the Brahmin 
demands even more. The funeral feast on the final 
day is attended to by almost all relatives and friends 
and a sum of nearly Rs.50 to Rs.60 is spent. The 
feast is both vegetarian and non-vegetarian. The 
function commences in the evening, though they 
may be making arrangements right from the morning. 
On the following day, the widow of the deceased is 
taken to a well where another widow breaks her 
bangles and removes the puste (marriage locket). The 
ashes are then mixed in river waters. 

Law of inheritance 

The property of the deceased is usually distribut
ed equally among all the sons. The eldest son will 
be given an additional share to look after the mother 
and unmarried sisters. If the deceased has no sons, 
the property is distributed among the wife, daughters 
and brothers of the deceased. If the wife of the 
deceased has no daughters even, the property is en
joyed by his wife and brothers. 

Religion 

The religion of Sapru and its synonymous castes 
is pronouncedly Hinduism. They have staunch belief 
in idol worship and great sanctity is att!lched to it. 
In the north·east corner of every house is arranged a 
dais on which arJ placed the idols or photos of Lord 
Rama, Krishna and Siva which are daily worshipped 
by them before they leave for their work. On special 
occasions like Sivaratri, Ugadi, Sri Rama Navami, 
Dasera and Diwali, they clean the idols they 
worship. Flowers of the season are kept over the 
idols. Incense is burnt and coconuts are broken as a 
token of their devotion. 

The celebration of Satyanarayana Vratam is obeser~ 
ved by this caste, if they havf' taken a vow to 

. perform the vratam in fulfilment of certain wishes. 
The vratham is a worship in praise of Lord Satyana
rayana. A Brahmin is invited to officiate on the 
occasion on an auspicious day. 

Saprus invoke lome village deities like Mari
damma, Nookalamma and Boda Mondamma. The 
village deities are believed to be the guardian deities 
who prevent the wrath of epidemics. The most power
ful of all the village deities is Goddess Maridamma, 
whose festival is celebrated once in two years during 
March and April. The essential feature of this festival 
is the sacrifice of fowls, sheep and buffaloes in 
propitiation of Maridamma as an expres~ion of their 
gratitude. 

Visiting the shrines at Simhachalam, Tirupati 
and Annavaram is considered as an act of piet}'. 
Sometimes they visit these piJgrim less centres to fulfil 
their vows. Occasionally marriages are celebrated 
at these pilgrim centres. 

ConceptioD of soul 

They believe in the eternity of soul especially of 
married persons. They profess that the dead, especially 
the married, though buried still remain with them 
invi2ible and guard the famliy. On the day of Maha
laya Amavasya (September-October) ancestral spirits 
are worshipped. 

Saperstitio11s beliefs 

It is observed that they hold the superstitious 
sentiments regarding the omens and some of the 
omens are considered as signs of good happenings 
and some as alarming fore-warnings of ensuing 
danger. If a cat, a widow, a single male Brahmin, 
or a person with empty pot comes in the opposite 
direction while one is going 011 some work it is con. 
sidered bad while the sight of a cow, a married 
woman, a person with a potful of water, or washer
man with a bagfuU of dirty clothes is taken to be a 
sigh of fulfilment of their work for which they are 
starting. Whenever they see a bad omen they break 
the journey or postpone the work for a while, think 
of God and start once again. The fall of lizard on 
the body is taken to be a serious omen. They go and 
enquire about the repercussions and take bath to get 
rid of pollution caused by the touch of the lizard. They 
pray to God to ward off the evil effects oflizard-touch. 
They also perform dristi ceremony (the process obser. 
ved in warding off the effect of evil eye), whenever 
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they I are llightly ill. They observe drisli by turning 
a handful of chill is and salt around the head 
of the person afflicted for three times and throw them 
in the street. The wearing of such articles as a mascot 
or a talisman around their necks obtained from 
Yerukulas (A Scheduled Tribe in Andhra Pradesh 
noted for its tradition of fortune-telling) is common 
among these people. They strongly believe that 
wearing a mascot or a talisman would guard ,them 
from the effects of evil eye. 

importa*t Featlvals 

For Saprus, like all other caste Hindus, 
festival is an occasion which evokes a lot of interest 
in them. On such an occasion they brush out their 
unendurable plight and spend the whole day in 
merriment. Special festival menu and cock-fighting 
add to the height of their enjoyment. 

The festivals that are generally observed by 
this community are Ugadi (March-April), Sri 
Rama Navami (March-April), Da8ara (September
October), Diwali (October-November), Sankranthi 
(January) and Sivaratri (February-March). They 
invariably take oil bath in the early hours of the 
morning and go in for new garments. In case of 
their inability to have new clothes, they manage 
with the old ones duly washed. Elden of the family 
perform puja. Festival menu COI;lsisting of delicious 
sweet preparations is enjoyed and a fowl or goat is 
cut specially for the occasion and the flesh is relished 
on all festival days exept on Sivaratri on which day 
the elderly members of the family observe fasting. In 
the month of Kartikam (October-November), women 
obseIve fasting for 3 days. This festival is known as 
Kartilanomulu. During the period of fasting they take 
fruits and milk. On all festival days except on Siva
ratri and Kartikanomulu, cock fights are conducted. 

Celebration of Maridamma festival which is a 
regional festival is a matter of great enjoyment for 
them. Though the festival is religious in its origin, 
social significance cannot be ignored. It provides an 
opportunity for the inter-mixing up of people of all 
the castes of the area. Their obstinacy of pollution
complex is forgotten and every caste member in 
general and Sapru in particular is an active partici
pant with devotion and social zeal. The Saprus 
prepare a flag.stafflocally known as dunna or villu. The 
individual who carries this staff is called Oriya Raja 

I 

or Oriya Dora. They dance in the evening and this 
dance is locally known as Manmatha Natyam (dance 
performed by the God of Love). 

Lelsore, ~ecre.tioD and Child Pia, 

The leisure hour in the day is between 12 noon 
and 1 p.m., when they take food and rest for a while. 
Some educated people read newspapers too during th is 
leisure hour. No particular games are specially taught 
to the girls or boys. They play such common games 
al game of marbles of hide and seek and of sticks. 

Cock. fights are very common among Saprus. Well 
known breeds are dinki and punju which are 
bought at a good price. Sharp knives are tied to the 
combatan ts spurs, and the duration of fight is usually 
short. Another source of entertainment for them is 
gambling. 

Structure of Social Control, Pre.tile and 
Leadership 

The Saprus covered by field study are quite aware 
of the working of the village panchayats as one of 
their caste members, Parapathi Paidayya is &. sitting 
member of the village panchayat. Saprus of urban 
area are not indifferent to·the functions of Samithis 
and Zilla Parishads but the rural section of the caste 
has neither the time nor the interest to enquire about 
the developmental activities of the above administra
tive units as they are toiling from dawn to dusk in 
the itinerant business of selling fruits and vegetables. 

Caste Panch.fat 

The Caste Panchayat of Saprus with its structural 
basis and network of organisation at different levels 
shows its efficacy in regulating the behaviour of the 
caste. It is said to be existing at three levels viz. 
village level, taluk level and district level. At each 
level there are three important office-bearers namely, 
(I) Haddi Meshtri (2) Munasab and(3) Meshtri Godari 
who should invariably be present at the time of 
hearing the disputes. They II\ust be consulted in fixing 
up the marriages and atleast one of them should be 
present at the time of marriage celebration. The 
caste heads are enjoying the traditional powers and 
privileges to impose punishments and ostracise the 
disobedient and the delin~uent. These posts are 
hereditary. The present recognised head of the caste 
at the district level is Sri Mutyala Pothiraju, an Ex
M. L. A. All kinds of disputes among the caste are 
referred to the caste panchayat. The dispute is, 
at first, brought before the Caste Panchayat at 
village level. The dispute is referred to the higher 
levels if the problem does not get resolved at the first 
level, or if the judgment at this level is not to the 
satisfaction of the aggrieved parties. Most of the 
problems are solved by the Caste Panchayat itself, 
and in a very few cases caste members proceed 
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to the Court of Law which shows that Saprul are 
aware of the existence of Courts of Law and the 
means of approaching them. The reason offered for 
not abiding by the decision of Caste Panchayat at 
times is that at certain times the verdict of Caste 
Panchayat is too severe to be obeyed. 

Though the system of Caste Panchayat is effective 
in maintaining the solidarity of the caste, the preva
lence of a tyrannical attitude among the office bearers 
of the panchayat is resented by the caste people. 
Sometimes heavy fines are levied by these caste heads 
as against the helpless who have to, in fact, forego 
their belongings in order to pay the fines. The fines 
so collected are spent for the enjoyment of the com
munity people, 

Sapru and its synonymous castes have not been 
assigned any lands either by the Government or by 
any private body. 

hater-community relationship 

Saprus, still suffer low social status. Informants, 
however, state that there is a great deal 0 f change in 
the behaviouristic pattern of higher castes towards 
the untoucb~bles from the last two decades. Their 
free movement is unconsciously accepted in urban 
areas but in villages they are silently suffering from 
the following social disabili ties in spite of the pro
mulgation of the Untouchaqility Offences Act: 

(1) They have to stand at a distance whenever they 
talk to people belonging to higher castes. 

/ (2) They have to fetch water from the well specially 
intended for them. 

(3) They are not allowed to enter temples. 

(4) Barbers do not serve them and they have their 
own barbers. The washermen serve them 
only if they take the soiled clothes to washer
man's house and get them back after wash
ing. This practice is found even among the 
Saprus of urban area. 

The inter-caste relation among the Sapru, 
Madiga, Mala, and Paky is not cordial. Though 
all of them are equal in the eyes of higher castes, 

Saprus do not take either food or water from Mala, 
Madiga and Paky. Except Paky other castes do not 
accept anything from Sapru. There is a peculiar 
inter-relation between Pakys of Vijayawada and 
Chachatis of Narsapatnam, mention .of which is 
already made while describing marriage ceremony. 
The split caused by the improve~nt of the economic 
position of a section among Saprus is widening. 

Another change that is found both in the urban 
and the rural areas is that they are now consulting 
the Brahmin for fixing up the auspicious day for any 
ceremonial occasion. They used to consult only 
their caste head in the past. 

Some significant changes have taken place in the 
socio-economic life of Sapru and its. synonymous 
castes. They attribute their economic depression to 
the introduction of the Andhra Scheduled Tribes 
Cooperative Finance and Development Corporation! 
While the Corporation undoubtedly is protecting 
Tribal economy from being exploited by others, it 
seems to have badly hit the Scheduled Castes under 
study who had lived by selling the fruits and other 
produce that they purchased from the Tribals. Of 
course Saprus are permitted even now to buy !tamala 
fruits (santra orange) directly from the tribals but 
the profit on it is too meagre to enable them to make 
their living. Another factor that aggravated their 
suffering is that they are too indolent to change their 
traditional occupation. 

There are certain spots in their culture where the 
drive for change is already accelerated. Their tradi
tional concepts in the matter of marriage are relaxed. 
Nowadays when a boy marries a girl of his choice, 
social approval is easily given without much hesi
tancy. The duration of marriage celebration is also 
reduced to 3 days while it was 9 days in the past. 
Their desire to foHow the ritual procedure of higher 
castes on certain occasions is much visible now a 
days. 

The village organisation of these castes has im
proved to some extent. Some of the members 0 f the 
statutory village panchayat are from these castes. The 
caste panchayat of this community is very effective. 
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APPENDIX- I 

[ Statements relating to I. Ghasi, Haddi, or 
Relli chachandi, 2. Chachati, 3. ReUi and 

4. Sapru from the 1961 Census SCT Tables ]. 
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STATEMENT-I 
POPULATION OF CHACHA TI OR CHACHADI, RE LLI AN D SAPRU OR SAPIRI 

Total Ghasi. Haddi or Relli Chachandi Chachacti or Chachadi 
Details Rural 

,-_______ .A.. ________ ""'\ ,.---.-----.).....---------, 
Urban Person~ Males Female. Persons Males Females 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

MADRAS STATE 

1) 1901 *Total 

2) 1921 

3) 1931 130 81 49 

(i) Ganjam Plains except 27 9 18 

Chicacole. Farlakimedi 

and Tekkali 8 2 6 

(ii) Chicacole 8 2' 6 

(iii) Parlakimedi 

(iv) Tekkali 

(v) Ganjam Agency 

(vi) Salur. Surungavarapukota. 
Viravilli, Palakonda, 26 14 12 

Gudem and Golgonda Taluks 

(viii) Vizagapatam Agency 69 56 13 

1961 Census (Andhra Pradesh) Total 1,725 804 921 6,829 3,326 3,503 
Rural 854 405 449 5,098 2,581 2,517 
Urban 871 399 472 1,731 74S 986 

Srikakulam District Total 1,537 705 832 22 12 10 
Rural b79 314 365 22 12 10 
Urean 858 391 467 

Visakhapataam District Total 172 88 84 5,575 27.06 2,869 
Rural 172 88 84 4.252 2,142 2,110 
Urban 1,323 564 759 

East Godavari District Total 3 3 1,182 583 599 
Rural 3 3 804 415 389 
Urban 

West Godavari District Total 20 12 8 
Rural 20 12 8 
Urban 

Krishna District Total 19 10 9 
Rural 

Urban 19 10 9 

Guntur District Total 11 3 8 
Rural 

Urban 11 3 8 

Nell.re Di~triet ~Total 6 2 4 
Rural 
Urban 6 2 4 

Chittoor District Total 2 2 57 25 32 
Rural 
Urban 2 2 57 25 32 

Kurnool District T('!al 10 5 5 
Rural .!. 

Urban 10 5 j 

-Contd. 
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S TAT E MEN T - I-Coneld. 

Total Relli Sapru or Sapid 
Details Rural ,-_____ ~-~-I~---~ -----1 ,-________ .J... ___ --_~ 

Urban J'ersons Males Females Persons Males Females 
(I) (2) ('I) (10) (11 ) (12) (13) (14) 

MADRAS STATE 

1) 1901 *Total 17,775 

2) 1921 21,812 IO,43~ 11,373 

3) 1931 9,4:W 4,310 5,129 124 64 60 

(i) Ganjam Plains exeept 
Chicacole, Parlakimedi 
and Tekkali 3,84 1,623 2,218 

(ii) Chicacole 2,082 947 1,135 

(iii) Parlakimedi 

(iv) Tekkali 1,295 622 673 

(v) Can jam A~ency 208 100 108 

(vi) Salur, Srungavarapukota, 
Viravilli, Palakouda, 

Gudem and Golgonda Taluks 34 20 14 124 64 60 

(viii) Vizagapatam Agency 1,979 998 981 

1961 Census (Andhra Pradesh) Total 38,845 18,914 19,931 418 216 202 
Rural 20,988 10,541 10,447 415 215 200 
Urban 17857 8,373 9,484 3 1 2 

Srikakulam Dittrict Total 16,218 7,991 8,227 4 1 3 
Rural 12920 6,498 6,422 4 1 3 
Urban 3,298 1,493 1,805 

Visakhapatnam Diltrict Total 14,963 7,199 7,764 171 148 123 
Rural 7,481 3,764 3,717 268 . 147 121 
Urban 7,482 3,435 4,047 3 1 2 

East Codavari District Total 3,067 1.488 l,579 14J 67 74 
Rural 370 179 191 141 67 74 
Urban 

West Godavari District Total 1,274 617 657 
Rural 138 64 74 
Urban 1,136 553 583 

Krishna District Total 2,159 1,042 1,117 
Rural 76 34 42 
Urban 2,155 1,080 1,075 

Guntur Dislrict Total 1,029 478 551 2 2 
Rural 3 2 1 2 2 
Urban 1,0'6 476 550 

Nellore District Total 
R"ral 
Urban 

Cbittoor District Total 
Rural 
Urban 

Kun 001 District Tolal 
Rural 
Urban 

"The Total include both Chacl.di (95) and Chachati (35) 
SOURCE :- I. Census of India 1901, Va. XV Madras-Part I-Report, page 175 

2, Census of India, 1921, Vol. XIII Madras-Phrt II-Imperial and provincipaJ Tables, pale 116 
. 3. Census of India 1931 Vol. XIV Madras-Part I-Report pp. 350. 353,355 and 358 . 
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S TAT E MEN T -II 

LITERACY OF CHACHATI OR CHACHADI, RELLI AND SAPRU OR SAPIRI 

Educational levels 

(11 

1961 Census - .ndhra Pradesh 

Illiterate 

Literate (withoqt educational level) 

Primary or Junior Basic 

Matriculation or Higher Secondary 

University degree or Post graduate degree other 
than Technical degree 

Technical degree or diploma equal to Degree or' 
Post graduate degree 

Total 

According to case studies 

Illiterate 

Literate (without educational level) 

Primary or Junior Basic 

Matriculation or Higber Secondary 

Total 

Ghasi, Haddi or RelU Cbachandi ,-_______ ..A...-______ --, 

Persons Males Females 

(2) (3) (4) 

1,538 646 892 

159 133 26 

24 21 3 

4 4 

1,725 804 921 

Statement - II ( Concld) 

Relli 

Educational levels 
r------.--.A.---------, 

Persons Males Females 

(1) (8) (9) (10) 

1961 Census - Andhra Pradesh 

Illiterate 34,007 14,915 19,092 

Literate without educational level) 3,182 2,543 639 

Primary or Junior Basic 1,545 1,354 191 

Matriculation r Higher Secondary 100 91 9 

University degree or Post graduate degree other 
6 (; than Technical degree 

Technical degree or diploma equal to Degree or 
5 5 Post graduate degree 

Total 38,845 18,914 19,931 

According to case studies 

Illiterate 

Literate (without educational level) 

Primary or Junior Basic 

Matriculation or Higher Secondary 

Total 

Chachati or Chachadi 
r--------l.----.----, 

Persons Males Females 

(5) (6) (7) 

6,211 2,882 3,329 

432 279 153 

177 158 19 

9 7 2 

6,829 3,326 3,503 

Sapru or Sapiri 
,--------..I..----.~ 

Persons Males Females 

(11) (12) (13) 

403 202 201 

13 1:1 1 

2 2 

418 216 202 

'71 29 42 

8 2 6 

19 16 3 

4 3 1 

102 50 52 
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S TAT E MEN T - III 

LITERACY OF GHASI, HADD!, CHACHATI, RELLI AND SAPRU ACCORDING TO 1961 CENSUS 

Scheduled Caste 

(1) _ 

Ghasi, Haddi or Relli Chachandi 

Chachati 

Rellis 

Sapru 

Scheduled Calte 

(1) 

Ghali, Haddi or Relli Chachandi 

Chachati 

Rellis 

Sapru 

Illiterates 
r------------ ------'------- -- -----------

Urban Rural 
r- -- - _____ .-1.. _____ - __ -, r--------.-I..----- ----, 

Total Males Females Total Males Female. 

(2) 

770 

1,387 

14,236 

1 

(3) 

314 

549 

5,451 

(4) 

456 

838 

8,785 

STATEMENT - I1I-Concld. 

(5) 

768 

4,824 

19,771 

400 

(6) 

332 

2,333 

9,464 

201 

436 

.. ,491 

10,307 

199 

Literatel ,.--________________ J.... 
---, 

Urban Rural 
,,--________ J_ ___ ____ .. ~ 

r-------_.J...,-------~ 
Total Males Females Total Males Females 

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13 ) 

101 85 16 86 73 13 

344 196 148 274 248 26 

3,621 2,922 '99 1,217 1.077 140 

2 2 IS 14 1 
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STATEMENT-IV 
OCCUPATION OF CHACHATI, RELLI AND SAPRU 

Name of occupation 

(1) 

1961 Census - Andhra Pradesh 

Cultivation 

Agricultural labour 

Mining. qultft'ylng etc •• 

Household industry 

In manufacturing other than household indUltry 

Construction 

Trade and commerce 

Transport, storage and communications 

Other services 

Total workers 

Non-workers 

Grand Total 

Special occqpation : 

TaI).ning and currying of hideJI and skins 

Scavenging 

According to case studies 

Scavening 

Sweeper 

Drainage cleaner 

Coolie 

Selling fruit. 

Purchase of bottles and tins and selling them at 
profita ble 

Rikshapuller 

Rubbish car driver 

Night Soil cart driver 

Attender 

Teacher 

Postman 

Begging 

Total workers 

Non-worker. 

Grand Total 

Ghasi, Haddi or Relli Chachandi ,-_______ J-_______ 
, 

Persons Males Females 

(2-) (3) (4) 

61 33 28 

144 49 9S 

14 10 4 

24 23 1 

3S 35 

123 4S 78 

26 2S 1 

372 199 173 

'99 419 380 

926 38S 541 

1.,725 804 921 

201 97 104 

Chachati or Cha'Chadi --...L __ - ____ """"\ 

Persons Males Females 

(3) (6) (7) 

192 124 68 

S16 295 221 

131 107 24 

30 21 9 

39 31 8 

1 l' 

1.710 872 838 

86 98 8 

733 387 346 

M38 1,916 1,52' 

3,301 1.410 1.981 

6.829 3.326 3,503 

1'94 1{)9 

-Contd. 



CKACHATIOR CHACHADI, RELLI 
, 

Statement - IV (Concld) 

Name of occupation 

(I, 

1961 Census - Andhra Pradesh 

Cultivation 

Agricultural labour 

Mining, qua:rrying etc., 

Homehold industry 

Manufa.eturing other than household industry 

Construction 

Trade and commerce 

Transport, storage and communications 

Other services 

Total workers 

Non-workers 

Grand Total 

Special occupation: 

Tanning and currying of hides and skins 

Scavenging 

According to case studies 

,scavening 

Sweepctr 

Drainage cleaner 

Coolie 

Selling fruits 

Purchase of bottles and tins and selling t hem at 
profitable 

Rikshapuller 

Rubbish car driver 

Night Soil cart driver 

Attender 

Teacher 

POltman 

Begging 

Total workers 

Non-workers 

Grand Total 

Relli ,..-_____ .. __ _.t_ ______ ~ 

Persons Males Females 
(8) (9) (10) 

953 585 368 

4,468 2,341 2,137 

572 389 183 

318 215 10.3 

318 260 53 

2' 23 6 

7,013 3,258 3,755 

900 870 30 

4,378 2,390 1,988 

18,944 10,331 8,613 

19,901 8,583 11,318 

38,845 18,914 19,931 

101 41 60 

1,913 521 1,392 

• 

5-5 

Sapru or Sapiri 
,---------'---------, 

Persons 

(11) 

5 

29 

13 

2 

174 

(i 

229 

189 

418 

7 

8 , 
10 

2 

2 

3 

3 

46 

56 

102 

Males 

(12) 

5 

I; 

9 

2 

88 

2 

121 

95 

216 

3 

4 

4 

1 

2 

3 

t 

3 

26 

24 

50 

Females 

(13) 

14 

4 

86 

4 

108 

94 

202 

4 

4 

2 

1 

9 

20 

32 

52 
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STATEMENT-V 

MARITAL STATUS GF CHACHATI OR CHACHADI, RELLI AND SAPRU OR SAPIRI 

Ghasi, Haddi or Relli Cbacbandi 

Age-Group 

(I) 

1961 Census Andhra Pradesh 

0-14 

15 - 44 

45 and over 

Age not stated 

All ages 

According to Case studies : 

0-14 

15 - 44 

4S and Over 

All age. 

Age-group 

(1) 

1961 Census Andhra Pradesb 

0-14 

15 - 44 

45 and over 

Age not .tated 

All ages 

According to Case studies : 

0- 14 

15-44 

4S and Over 

All ages 

Total Never Married Married ,-____ -L ______ ...--... ,-__ _J.._ __ --., 
,.--_.' ---

Persons Male. Females Males Females Males Pemales 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

768 374 394 372 388 2 6 

70S 516 389 92 30 213 307 , 

252 114 138 97 53 

1.725 804 921 464 418 312 366 

S TAT E MEN T -, V-Contd. 

Chacbati or Cbachadi 

Total Never Married Married ,--____ --A-_____ -, ,.---.L ___ ., __ --_.L----.. 
Person Males Females Males Females Males Female. 

(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) 

3,090 1,543 1,547 1,521 1.475 22 69 

2,781 1,336 1,445 373 107 908 1,220 

958 • 447 511 2 5 378 314 

',82' 3,126 3,503 1.896 1.587 1.308 1.603 

Wldow .. d ,,--__ -L ___ 

Males Females 
(9) (10) 

8 45 

14 81 

22 ]26 

Widowed 
,-_--L---, 
Males Females 

(20) (21) 

31 87 

59 186 

90 274 

Divorced 
,- _ _.t_ ___ 

Males Females 
(11 ) (12) 

3 7 

3 4 

6 11 

Divorced 
,---_.L __ -.., 

Males Females 
(22) (23) 

2 

24 31 

8 6 

32 39 



Age~group 

(1 ) 

1961 Census Andhra Pradesh 

0-14 

15 - 44 

45 and over 

Age net staud 

All ages 

According to Case studies: 

0-14 

15 - 44 

45 and over 

All ages 

Age-group 

()) 

1961 Census Aodhra Pradesh 

0-14 

15 - 4. 

4S and over 

Age not stated 

Age ages 

According to Case studies 

0- 14 

15-44 

45 and Over 

All ages 

CHACHATI OR CHACHADI, RELLI 

S TAT E MEN T - V - Contd. 

R ell i 

TOlal Never Married Married 
,..-_____ _A___ _____ ~ ,--__ .J,_ ____ __ __ .J... ___ ....." 

Persons Males Fameles Males Ftmales Males Females 
(24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) 

16,950 8,391 8,559 8,314 8,387 75 167 

16.383 7,839 8,544 1,811 567 5,786 7,123 

5,507 2,683 2,824 27 15 2,278 1,508 

5 4 3 

38,845 18,914 19,931 10,152 8,972 8,140 8,799 

S TAT E MEN T - V - Goneld. 

Sapru or Sap r i 

Total Never Married Married 
r- _______ L ~ ------~ _--L ___ ....." 

~-..).._----
Persons Males Females Males Females Males Females 

(35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) 

185 98 87 98 82 5 

174 83 91 22 9 58 74 

59 35 2 ... 30 9 

418 216 202 120 91 88 88 

16 7 9 7 9 

23 14 9 8 1 6 8 

4 2 2 2 

43 23 20 15 10 7 10 

57 

Widowed Divoreced 
r-----'----- r--_J..._-~ 

Males Females Males Females 
(31) (32) (33) (34) 

4 1 

131 663 111 191 

346 1,249 32 52 

478 1,916 144 244 

... -

Widowed Divorced 
. __ __.L __ ~ ,..--_J... __ --., 

Males Females Males Females 
(42) (43) (44) (45) 

1 6 2 2 

S 15 

6 21 2 2 
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A.PPENDIX II 

EXTRACT OF THE CASTE INDEX FROM CENSUS OF INDIA, 1891 (VOLUME;.... XV) 

Caste and Sull-Castes 

Chacchadi 

Akulanadla 
Atachacchadi 
Badima 
Chapuriya 
Chinnadi 
Danara 
Desasta 
Gampa 
Kapu 
Khadala 
Kota 
Kshatriya 
KulallOkurulu 
Odde 
Odra 
Pakidora 
Paki 
Relli 
Sabara 
Satra 

Sekari 

Sekari 

Siluka 

Sivachara 

Telaga, Uppara, Yagada 

Caste and Sub-Castes 

Relli 

Adde 
Adiya 
Aku 
Boya 
Chacc'hadi 
Gajulu 
JamaIu 
Kanna 
Kapu 
Mula 
Nakutaku 
Jujalu Baniya 
Odde 
Odia 
Paka'nadu 
Panta 
Pedda 
Sabahka 
Saka 
Sanarelu 
Sekarultt 
Telugu 
Vodlachac' ch adi 



A P PEN D I X - III 

I Extracts relating to Gbasi, Haddi or Relli 

Chachandi from old published Volumes and 
old Cens .. Report. ). 
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AN EXTRACT FROM CASTES AND TRIBES OF SOUTHERN INDIA BY E. THURSTON, VOLUME. II, P.P. 313-320 

Haddi.1 The Haddis are a low class of Oriyas, 
corresponding to the Telugu Malas and Madigas, 
and the Tamil Paraiyans. It has been suggested that 
the name is derived from haddi, a latrine, or hada, 
bones, as members of the caste collect all sorts of 
bonel, and trade in them. The Haddis play on 
drums for all Oriya castes, except Khondras, Tiyo
ros, Tulabinas, and Sanis. They consider the Kond
ras as a very low class, and will not purchase boiled 
rice sold in the bazaar, if it hall been touched by 
them. Castes lower than the Haddis are the Kondras 
and Jaggalis of whom the latter are Telugu 
Madigas, who have settled in the southern part of 
Ganjam, and learnt the Oriya language. 

The Haddis may be divided into Haddis proper, 
Rellis, and Chachadis, which are endogamous divi
sion. The Haddis proper never do sweeping or 
scavenging work, which are, in some places, done 
by Rellis. The Relli scavengers are of len called 
Bhatta or Karuva Haddis. The Haddis proper go by 
various names, e.g., Sudha Haddi, Godomalia Haddi, 
etc., in different localities. The Haddis work as 
coolies and field labourers, and the selling, of fruits, 
such as mango, tamariIld, Zizyphus Jujuba, etc., is a 
favourite occupation. In some places, the seiling of 
dried fish is a monopoly of the Rellis. Some times 
Haddis, especially the Karuva Haddis, sell' human 
or yak hair for the purpose of female toilette. 1 he 
Haddis have numerous septs or bamsams, one of 
which, hathi (elephant) is of special interest, because 
members of this sept, when they see the foot-print.~ Of 
an elephant, take some dust from the Spot, and make 
a mark on the forehead with it. They also draw the 
figure of an elephant, and worship it when they per
form sradh (memorial service for the dead) and 
other ceremonies. 

There are, among the Haddi communities, two 
caste officers entitled Behra and Nayako, and diffi
cult questions which arise are settled at a meet
ing of the officers of several villages. It is sa id that 
sometimes, if a member of the caste is known to have 
committed an offence, the officers select some 
members of the caste from his village to attend the 
meeting, and borrow money from them. This is spent 
on drink, and, after the meeting, the amount is re
covered from the offender. If he does not plead guilty 

at once, a quarrel ensues, and more money is borrow .. 
ed, so as to increase the debt. In addition to the 
Behara and Nayako, there are, in some places, other 
officials called Adhikari or chowdri, or Bodopo~ 

richa and Bhollobhaya. The caste title is NayakCl. 
Members of higher castes are sometimes, especially 
if they have committed adultery with Haddi women, 
recieved into the caste. 

Girls are married after puberty. Though con
trary to the usual Oriya custom, the practice of me
narikam, or marriage with the maternal uncle's 
daughter, is permitted. When the marriage of a 
young man is contemplated, his father, accompanied 
by members of his caste, proceeds to the home of the 
intended bride. If her parents are in favour of the 
match a small space is cleared in front of the house, 
and cow-dung water smeared over it. On this spot 
the young man's party deposit a pot of toddy, over 
which women throw ZiZyphus Jujuba leaves and rice, 
crying at the same time Ulu-ula. The village offici
als, and a few respected members of the caste, 
assemble in the house, and, after the engagement has 
been announced, indulge in a drink. On an auspici~ 
ous day, the bride groom's party go to the home of 
the bride, and place, on a new cloth spread on the 
floor, the bride-price (usually twenty rupees),- and 
seven betel leaves, myrabolams (Terminalia fruits), 
areca nuts, and cakes. Two or three of the nuts 
are then removed from the cloth, cut up, and distri
buted among the leading men. After the wedding 
day has been fixed, an adjournment is made to the 
toddy shop. In some cases, the marriage ceremony 
is very simple, the bride being conducted to the 
home of the bridegroom, where a feast is held. In 
the more elaborate f )rm of ceremonial, the contracting 
crJuple are seated on a dais, and the Behara or 
Nayoko, who officiates as priest. makes fire (homam) 
before them, which he feeds with twigs-of Zizyphus 
Jujuba and Eugenia Jnmbolana. Mokuttos (forehead 
chaplets) and wrist~threads are tied on the couple, 
and their hands are connected by the priest by means 
of a turmeric dyed thread,land then disconnected by 
an unmarried girl. The bride's brother arrives on the 
scene, dressed up as a woman, and strikes th~ bride
groom. This is called solabidha, and is practiced by 
many Oriya castes. The ends of the clothes of the 
bride and bridegroom are tied t<>gether and they 
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are conducted inside the house, the mother-in-law 
throwing Zi;:.yphus leaves and rice over the~. 

Like other Oriya castes, the Haddis observe 
pollution for seven days on the occasion of the first 
menstrual period. On the first day, the girl is 
seated, and, after she has been smeared with oil and 
turmeric paste, seven women throw .ZiZYPJUlS leaves 
and rice over her. She is kept either in a corner of the 
house, (II' in a separate hut, and has by her a piece of 
iron and a grinding stone wrapped up in a cloth. If 
available, twigs of Strychnos Nux-vomica are placed 
in a corner. Within the room or hut, a small frame 
work, made of broom-sticks and pieces of palmyra 
palm leaf, or a:. bow, is placed, and worshipped daily. 
If the girl is engaged to be married, her future 
father-in-law is expected to give her a new cloth on 
the seventh day. 

The Haddis are worshippers of various Takura
nis (village deities), e.g., Kalumuki, sathabhavuni, 
and Baidaro. Cremation of the dead is more common 
than burial. Food is offered to the deceased on the 
day after death, and also on the tenth and eleventh 
days. Some Haddis proceed, on the tenth day, to 
the spot where the corpse was cremated or buried, 
and, after making an effigy on the ground, offer 

. food. Towards night, they proceed to some distance 
from the house, and place food and fruits on a cloth 
spread on the ground. They then call the dead man 
by his name, and eagerly wait till the insect settles 
on the cloth. As soon as this happens, cloth is folded
up, carried home, and shaken over the floor close to 
the spot where the household gods are kept, so that 
the insect falls on sand spread on the floor. A 
light is then placed on'the sanded floor, and covered 
with a new pot. After some time, the pot is removed, 
and the sand examined for any marks which may be 
left in it. This ceremony seems to correspond to the 
jola jola handi (pierced pot) ceremony of other castes 
(III Bhondari). 

"The Rellis," Mr. H. A. Stuart writes,. "are a 
caste of gardeners and labourers, found chiefly in the 
districts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam. In Telugu 
the word relli or rellis means grass, but whether 
there is any connection between this and the caste na
me I cannot say. They generally live at the footof the 
hills, and sell vegetables, mostly of hill production." 

For the following note on the Rellis of Vizaga
patam, I am indebted to Mr. C. Hayavadana Rao. 

• Madras Census Report. 1891. 

t Occasional Essays on Native South Indian Life. 

The Rellis are also known as Sachchari, and they 
further call themselves Sapiri. The caste recognises 
the custom of menarikam, by which a man marries 
his maternal uncle's daughter. A girl is usually 
married after puberty. The bride-price is pa id some
time before the day fixed for the marriage. On that 
day, the bride goes, with her parents, to the house of 
the bridegroom. The caste deities Odda Pollamma 
(commonly known as Sapiri Daivam) and Kanaka 
Durgalamma are invoked by the elders, and a pig 
and sheep are sacrificed to them. A string of black 
beads is tied by the bridegroom round the bride's 
neck, and a feast is held, at which the sacrificed ani
mals are eaten, and much liquor is imbibed. On the 
following morning, a new cloth, kunkumam (red 
powder), and a few pieces of turmeric are placed in a 
small basket or winnow, and carried in procession, to 
the accommpaniment of music, through the streets by 
the bride, with whom is the bridegroom. The cere
mony is repeated on the third day, when the marriage 
festivities come to an end. In a note on the Rellis 
of Ganjam, Mr. S. P. Rice writest that "the bride
groom, with the permission of the Village Magistrate, 
marches straight into the bride's house, and ties a 
wedding necklace round her neck. A gift of seven 
and a half rupees and a pig to the castemen, and 
of five rupees to the bride's father, completes 
this very primitive ceremony." Widows are 
allowed to remarry, but the string of beadM is not 
tied round-the neck. The caste deities are usually 
represented by crude wooden dolls, and an annual 
festival in their honour, with the sacrifice of pigs 
and sheep, is held in March. The dead are usually 
buried, and, as a rule, pollution is not observed. 
Some Rellis have, however, begun to observe the 
chinnarozu (little day) death ceremony, which 
corresponds to the chinna dinamu ceremony 0 f the 
Telugus. The main occupation ofthe caste is gard
ening, and selling fruits and vegetables. The 
famine of 1875-76 reduced a large number of Rellis 
to the verge of starvation, and they took to scavenging 
as a means of earning a living. At the present day, 
the gardeners look down on the scavengers, but a 
prosperous scavenger can be admitted into their 
society by paying a sum of money. or giving a feast. 
Pollution attaches only to the scavengers, and not to 
the gardening section. In the Census Report, 1901, 
the Pakais or sweepers in the Godavari district, who 
have, it is said, gone thither from Vizagapatam, are 
returned as a sub-caste of Reili. The usual title of 
the Rellis is Gadu. 
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The Haddis who inhabit the southern part of 
Ganjam are known as Ghasis by other castes, espe
cially Telugu people, though they call themselves 
Haddis. The name Ghasi has reference to the occu" 
pation of cutting grass, especially for horses. The 
occupational title of grass·~utter is said by Yule and 
Burnell. to be "probably a corruption representing 
the Hindustani ghaskoda or ghaskata, the digger or 
cutter of grass, the title of a servant employed to collect 
grass for horses, one such being usually attached to 
each horse, besides the syce or horse"keeper (groom). 
In the north, the grass cutter is a man; in the south 
the office is filled by the horsekeeper's wife." It is 
noted in 'Letters from Madras" tthat "every horse 
has a man and a maid to himself; the maid cuts grass 
for him; and every dog has a boy. I inquired 
whether the cat had any servants, but I found he was 
allowed to wait upon himself". In addition to 
collecting and selling grass the Ghaisis are employed 
at scavenging work. Outsiders, even Jaggalis 
(Madigas), Paidis, and Panos, are admitted into the 
Ghasi community. 

The headman of the Ghasis is called Bissoyi, 
and he iJ assisted by a Behara and Gonjari. The 
Gonjari is the caste servant, one of whose duties is 
said to be the applica tion of a tamarind switch to the 
back of delinquents. 

• Hobson-Jobson. 

t Letters from Madras. Bya Lady. {843. 

Various exogamous septs or bamsaml occur 
among the Ghasis, of which naga (cobra), asvo 
(horse), chintala (tamarind), and lairi (parched rice) 
may be noted. Adult marriage is the rule. The 
betroth:ll ceremony, at which the kanyo mulo, or 
bride price, is paid, is the occasion of a feast, at 
which pork must be served, and the Bissoyi of the 
future bride's village ties a konti (gold or silver 
bead) on her neck. The marriage ceremonial corres
ponds in the main with that of the Haddis else
where, but has been to some extent modified ,by the 
Telugu environment. The custom, referred to by 
Mr. S. P. Rice, ofsuspending an earthen pot filled 
with water from the marriage booth is a very general 
one, and not peculiar to the Ghasis. It i~ an imi
tation of a custom observed by the higher Oriya 
castes. The striking of the bridegroom on the back 
by the bride's brother is the solabidha of other castes, 
and the mock anger (rusyano) in which the latter 
goes away corresponds to the alagi, povadam of 
Telugu castes. 

At the first menstrual ceremony of a Ghasi girl, 
she sits in a space enclosed by four arrows, round 
which a thread is passed seven times. 

The name Odiya Toti (Oriya scavenger) occurs 
as a Tamil synonym for Haddis employed as sca
vengers in Municipalities in the Tamil country • 
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(Scheduled Caste) 





Fig. 1 Matangi Male Profile view 
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Fig. 2 Matangi Female Profile view 



Fig. 3 A group of Matangis of all ages 
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Fig. 4 A group of Matangi females in their usual pattern of dress 



MATANGI 

Name, Identity, Origin and History 

Matangi is a Scheduled Caste according to the 
President's Modification Order of 1956. This caste 
is Scheduled in the Andhra region (Srikakulam, 
Visakhapatnam, East Godavari, West Godavari, 
Guntur, Chittoor, Anantapur and Kurnool districts). 
According to 1961 Census there are 642 persons 
returned under Matangi. The caste is studied twice 
at Adoni town of Kurnool district during November, 
1962 and November, 1969 respectively where it is 
mainly concentrated. The origin of Matangi is very 
interesting. Originally the caste was an institution 
among Madigas ~md -Malas though mostly found 
among Madigas. Matangi ill a virgin who is dedi
cated to goddess lVlatangi (one of tl;le names of 
goddess Kali) and who rema-iris unmarried through
out her life but begets children by serving the entire 
caste. In the paH the institution commanded a good 
respect and reverence. A, Matangi was a p~iestes~; 
she had to worship the goddesses Yellamma and 
Maremma durin~ ]aturalu.. The didicated woman 
was even considered as an incarnation of the goddess 
Matangi. Even the spitting by Matangi on the 
assembled people of Madiga or Mala during the 
jataralu of village festivals was never considered as in
sult, but was appreciat~!i ~s 1;,aving a purifying effect. 
When she served·-thc· men of Mad~ga: or 'Mala' -she
was never regarded as a prostitute. The children of 
Matangi who were born to the Madiga/Ma!amen were 
never looked down socially but respected as children 
of either Madiga or Mala as the case may be. The 
custom of ded~cating the girls to the goddess came 
into the lives of Madiga or Mala in order to provide 
male heirs to those families which were having only 
female issues Such families used to take a vow that 
they would dedicate one of their daughters to goddess 
Matangi in the hope that the male children born to 
the dedicated women would at least be of some help 
to them during their old agt. and protect them and 
perform religious ceremonies after their death. The 
dedicated woman used to beget children by serving 
the male members of Madiga or Mala community. 
The ceremony of dedication used to be performed 
during the villagejataralu of Yellamma and Maremma. 
The ceremony of dedication is officiated by an 
elderly man of the community who ties a small piece 
of sacred leather locally known as tholu billa with a 
thread around the neck of the particular virgin who 
would become Matangi Kanya ( virgin known as 

Matangi). A vow of life long celibacy is also admi
nistered on her. She is hence forth known as 
Matangi. Though unmarried no stigma had atta
ched to the fact that she used to lead the life of a 
prostitute throughout her life. She has no widow
hood. She is for ever Muthaiduva (woman in mari
tal status). In the past her children were got married 
according to the traditional style of Madiga and 
Mala customs, as the case may be. At present they 
are married according to the customs of Matangi 

. caste. If a 'Matangi' takes a vow to offer her chil
dren to goddess Matangi her children also become 
Matangis. Her children are considered as heirs to 
her father. Originally the dedicated women used to 
perform some religious duties rela ting to the villa ge 

. -jataralu. of Maremma, Yellamma etc. besides serving 
the easte men of Mala and Mad iga. After somctime 
the dedication was not mainly for heirs but in fulfil
ment of the other wishes of the parents. In course 
of time the religious sanctity of the custom was very 
much neglected •. The Matangis remained merely as 
Basavirandru, a class of prostitutes. The other names 
by which the Matangis are referred to are 
Madiga Bhogamvallu and Kalamanthulu (prostitutes 
of Madigas) or Mala Bhogamvallu (prostitutes of 
Malas ). They are sometimes referred as peta
Basavirandru (prostitutes of limited area or uri
BilSavirandru (prostitutes of entire village). The 
institution gradually' waned away forming into an 
endogamous entity and thus became a caste by itself. 
It does not have marital relations either with 
Madiga or Mala. Only reminiscent of their institu
tion, very few women are found as 'Matangi' by 
occupation in the Matangi caste. The present 
Matangi does not carry any religious duties. The 
ceremony of dedicating l'vIatangi is the &ame as in the 
past. The children of Matangi caste are considered 
as the members of Matangi caste and not as the 
heirs of Mala or Madiga as in the past. The Matangis 
of Adoni where field study was carried out, are 
known as Madiga Matangis or Bainovallu. As 
stated earlier, Madiga Matangi is an independent 
caste not having marital contacts with Madigas 
(Figs. I, 2, and 3). But the Lokur Committee men
tioned it as a synonym to Madiga Dasu. 

Regarding the origin of Matangi the following 
story is collected during the field study. Once 
Rel).uka, the wife of sage Jamadagni, during her 
pregnancy, desired to eat brinjals and pot<'itoes 
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She asked many people but could not get them: 
Later she came over to Prataparudra of Orugallu. 
He had a beautiful garden of vegetables. She asked 
the gardener to give her some vegetables which he 
refused. She got wild. That very night she went 
to the garden and destroyed it completely and carried 
away some ~egetables. Throughout the way she 
went on dropping these brinjaIs and potatoes and 
renched a lonely hut of a Matangi and disappeared. 
The next day, Prataparudra finding the entire garden 
destroyed reached the house of Matangi, mistaking 
her (the Matangi woman) to be responsible for the 
mischief, ordered her earS and hair to be cut. The 
servants carried out the orders. The Matangi woman 
approached Renuka &ond said that she was innocent. 
Renuka revealed that it was she who was respomible 
for the en tire thing and restored the ears and hair of 
the Matangi by her divine power. Renuka wanted 
to curse them for having denied her the much 
desired vegetables. Henceforth to appease Renuka, 
the Madigas became ardent worshippers of Matangi 
and Renuka whom they worship as Yellamma. 

The above story may appear contrary to histori
cal facts as the sage Jamadagni belongs to the' epic 
p~riod, whereas the king Prataparudra ruled the 
Kakatiya kingdom during the 14th century. 

The origin of Matangi accQrding to Thurston is 
as follows: 

.. The origin of the supremacy of the Matangi is 
obscure, and shrouded in legends. According to one 
of them, the bead of Renuka, the wife of the sage 
Bbrigu, who was beheaded by her lord's ordn., fell 
in a Madiga house, and grew into a Madiga woman. 
According to another legend. a certain king prayed to 
be bleued with a daughter, aDd in answer the gods 
sent him a golden parro( which soon after perched on 
an ant-hil. and disappeared into it. The disappointed 
father got the ant-bill ellcavated, and was rewarded for 
his pains by finding his daughter rite, a maid of divine 
beauty, and she came to be worshipped as the Matangi. 
It is internting to note tbat Matanga!, were an ancient 
line of kings 'somewhere in the south', and the Madi
ga8 call themselves Matangi Makkalu or children of 
Matangi or Durga. who is their goddess". (E. Thurston. 
Vol. IV. P. 297-298). 

ClaD, Family and Other Analogous Divisions 

There are no sub-sects among Matangi. The 
caste is divided into a number of gotralu and each 
gotra is subdivided into intiperulu or surnames. Some 

of "'the . gotralu are Kochhari," Bandaru, Pandari, 
Vannela, Namala, Vaddimanu, UJiddari and Kotta. 
cheruvu. Marriages in the same gotra are not allow
ed. Marriage is exogamous with reference to the 
gotra. During the survey ten families were surveyed. 
The structure of family among Mat;mgis is patrilo,,: 
cal. Soon after the marriage a woman goes and 
stays with her husband and she assumes the name of 
the inti peru of hee husband. Of the total 10 families 
3 are Joint Families,'" 7 are Simple families.t It is 
observed that their trend is more towards the simlJle 
family. 

Distribution and PopUlation Trend 

According to the 1961 Census, 642 Matangis 
were returned in Andhra Pradesh. 0 f them 61.06% 
are males and 38.94% are females. Of the' total, 
635 persons are found in rural area whereas only 7 
persons are found in I.!rban area. There are 638 
femalts for every 1,000 males. The'sex ratio i. 'e. 
number of females per 1,000 males is very low for 
which the proper reason is not known. The caste 
f(Jrms~O.Ol% in the total Scheduled Caste!>' Pupulation 
of the State. It forms a very negligible percentage 
in the total population of the State. According to 
the President's Order of 1956 the caste is Scheduled 
only in Andhra and Rayalaseema Regions of Andhra 
Pradesh. fhe districtwise distribution of the caste 
is as follows: 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Statement I 
POPULATION OF MATANGI ACCORDING TO 

1961 CENSUS 

District Persons Males Falllaies 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

l'rikakulam 7 5 2 
Visakhapatnalll 1 
East Godavari 105 77 28 
West Godavari 36 22 )4 
Guntur 10 4 6 
Chhtoor 151 81 70 
Anantapur 104 72 32 
Knrnool 228 130 92 

Total 642 392 250 

Considerable number of Matangis ale found in 
Kumool, Chittoor, East Godavari and Anantapur 
districts while in the remaining districts there are 
very few of them. The age-group wise distribution 
of Matangi is as follows: 

* Joint family: Married couple with married sons/daughter and with married brothers/sisfera. 
t Simple family: Consists of these individuals who are bound together by a procreative urge grouped with their children 

into a protective-cum-productive association. 
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Statement II 
DISTRIBUTION OF l\lATANGIS BY AGE GllOUPS 

I ACCORDING TO 1961 CENSUS 

Age-group Total Males Females 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 
0-14 211 155 56 

J5-44 313 159 154 
45 and ~bove 118 78 40 

Total: 642 392 250 

Of the above age~groups, the age-group of 15-44 
years has nearly half of the total of the caste. 
During the field study it was informed' by the infor
mants that many, of them have migrated to Bombay 
and settled there: to eke out their livelihood by: diffe
lent means. According to the 1961 Census, the 
main occ,upation of Matangis is Agricultural labour. 
The traditional occupation of Matangi according to 
sample survey is begging by singing songs. About 
half of the male workers are earning their bread by 
working as Railway porters ac~ording to the case 
studies. 

Dwellings, Food, Dress and other Material 
objects 

Matangis live along with Madigas. Matangis 
of Adoni live in Midde type of houses. The houses 
have stone walls and are roofed with country stone 
slabs. The house contains only a single room in 
which a small portion is reserved for cooking purpose. 
Thhe are no front or open yards to most of the 
huuses. Traditionally the main gate faces towards 
east. The surveyed houses were constructed 
some generations ago. No elaborate ceremonies are 
observed for house construction. A coconut is broken 
when the roof is built. Caste people are invited for 
food on the housewarming day. Housewarming 
day is fixed in consultation with an experienced 
man of Matangi caste. Though their locality 
is somewhat unclean, they keep their houses as neat 
as possible. The floor is plastered with cow dung 
twice a week. They white wash the walls of the 
house once in two years. There is no separate well 
for each household. They get water from a com
mon well which is meant for Matangis and Madigas. 

The staple food of Matangis consists of Korra
huvva ( Italian millet) or Jonna Totti (great millet ). 
The side dishes are chutney and curry of any vege
tables and Tasam (a liquid preparation with tama
rind). Rice is taken occasionally since it id costlier 
than Jonna and Korra. All kinds of meat, fowli and 

fish are taken. Beef is taken where as pork is 
prohibited. They relish the flesh of dead animals 
which died a natural death. On festival occasions 
they prepare special preparations like Payasilm (a 
sweet preparation with milk) and Purnom (a sweet 
with Bengalgram and ]aggery). They take food 
thrice in a day. Early in the morning they 
take the left overs of the previous night and go 
for their work. In the afternoon they take their 
second meal and the third meal is consumed in the 
evening. 

They use earthen pots for cooking, German 
silver plates and tumblers for eating and drinking 
purposes respectively. They never purchase fire
wood but collect it from the nearby hills. They use 
kerosene buddi (a small wick lamp) for lighting pur
pose. They store the grains, if any, in the big 
earthen pots. 

The normal dress of a woman is a saree and a 
jacket and that of a male is a dhoti and a shirt 
(Fig. 4). Boys wear knickers whereas girls wear 
langalu and jackets. They do not have any separale 
dress for any special occasion. For festivals they 
either wash their clothes and wear them or those 
who can afford, go in for new ones. No change in 
the dress habits of the present generation of 
Matangis from those of their ancestors is reported. 

Males do not wear any ornaments. Some women 
have Pngadala saram (a chain made of corals), Mukkera 
(nose ring) and Kadiyamu/u (anklets). The married 
women wear pusle (marriage locket), black beads, 
Mattei" (toe rings) and bangles. The widowed 
women are not allowed to wear the ornaments which 
are worn by married woman. The ornaments are 
made of either silver or brass. Gold is used 
very rarely. 

Tattooing is very common among them. They 
believe that tattoo marks serve not only a decora
tive purpose but they also give relief t8 the bodily 
pains (Fig. 5). 

Sanita tion and Habi til 

Matangis live along wi th the other Scheduled 
Castes like Madigas. The houses are agglomerated. 
The lanes are not clean. The sight of rubbish heaps. 
is very common in the streets. As far as the houses 
are concerned they maintain them very neatly. They 
regularly take bath once in a day according to their 
convenience. They go to the hospitals only in cases 
of serious illness. Chewing tobacco and betel leaves 
is a common habit among men. Use of snuff powder 
is also found among some male members. A few 
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females chew tobacco and betel leaves. Children 
play games in the evening along with the children of 
Madiga. 

Language aDd ed_cation 

The mother tongue of Matangis is Telugu. A 
few Matangi~ can speak Canarese also. No other 
language is ,known to them. Perhaps due to the 
pIoximity of Mysore State, the flow of Canarese words 
is more in the Telugu language spoken by the 
Matangis of Kumool district. 

As per the 1961 Census figures, of the total popu
lation of 642 Matangis, 583 persons (3:F males and 
246 females) are illiterates. The percentage of lite
racy (0.9%) is very low among Matangis. Of the 
59 literate persons, 52 (48 males and ,4 females.) are 
literate without educational standards and 7 males 
have studied upto Primary or Junior basi~. Accord
ing fo case studies of the total 50 persons (23 males, 
27 females) of 10 surveyed households, only three 
persons are found as literates lIP to Prim~ry or Junior 
basic education. It was observed ·that they are reluc
tant to send children to school because' they' would 
be deprived of labour by which llot' only the children 
earn for themselves but in certain caSes fOarn enough 
to support the family also. 

EcoDomic Life 

Matangi, pr~or to its transformation into a caste 
was an institution, the main 'occupation of which 
was prostitution. They used to enjoy the ;nam lands. 
Toburston writes: 

,"There are soroe permanent inam (rent-free) lands 
belonging to this shrine, and there i. always a Madiga 
-Vestal virgin' known as Matangi, who is the high 
priestess, or rather the embodied representative of the 
BrahIllan-Chuckler goddess, and who enjoys the fruits 
of the inams". (E. Thurston, Vol. IV, P. 303). 

At present. the name of Matangi, denotes the 

name of a caste and not the institution and no house. 

hold among the surveyed 'possesses inam landa, 

Presently the traditional occupation of Matangis is 

begging by singing songs. While begging, the Ma

tangis play the musical instruments like Sruthi, and 

Jhonki (Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9). They play these instru. 

ments at the time of the marriages of other castes 

also for which they are paid in cash. According to 

the 1961 Census the main occupation is agricultural 

labour. The following Statement gives the occupa

tional pattern of Matangis according to 1961 Census. 

Statement III 

OCCUPATION OF MATANGIS ACCORDING TO 
THE 1961 CENSUS 

No. of penon. 
Occupation Total ,------l..-_ .... 

Males Female .. 
1. Cultivation 126 9'1 29 
2. Agricultural 

labour 253 106 149' 
3. Mining, Quarry. 

ing, Livestock, 
Forestry, Fishing, 

_ ·Hunting, Plantations, 
Orchards and allied 

, activities., 8 '8 
-4. Household Indus-

t'ries. 42 .41 1 
.5. Trade and Commerce 3 J 
6. Other Servicn 7 6 1 

To.tal workers 439 2'8 181 
Non~workers 203 134 69 
.. Total 642 392 250 

Special occupation 
(included in one of 
the:acove cate~o,ies) 
Tanning and curry-
ing of hides. and 
sk.ins 69 69 

The percentage of total workers to the total 
popUlation of the Caste is 68.38. Of the total 
: workers, 57.6% are engaged in agricultural labour. 
28.7% of the workers are engaged in cultivatic)n. 
'In the special occupation of tanning and currying 
of hides and skins, 69 males are found. 

Of the total 50 persons in the 10 surveyed house~ 
holds of calle studies, '35 persons are workers and 15 
persons are non-workers. The Matangis of Adoni 
are eking their livelihood by begging, general labour, 
agricultural labour and by working as Railway 
coolies. Only one woman is living by Matangi 
profession. The number of persons engaged in 
different occupations according to the case studies is 
as follows: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Statement IV 

OCCUPATION OF MATANGIS ACCORDING 
TO CASE STUDIES 

No. of persona 
Occupation Total 

,-____ .J.. ___ ...., 

Male. Female. 
Begging 16 7 9 
Daily labour 10 2 8 
Railwav Porteu 7 7 
Agricultural Labour 1 1 
Matangi 1 1 

Total worken 35 17 18 
Non-worker. 15 6 9 

Total 50 23 27 



Fig. 5 Tattooill~ 



i. 
Fig. 6 Matangis with thir Sruthi and JhOtlki 

J.. 



/ 

Fig. 7 Matangis with their Sruthi and Jhonki 



Fig. 8 A close view of PeddaJhonki 



Fig. 9 A close view of sruthi 



Fig. 10 Their guardian deity Maremma 
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Though begging is their traditional occupation, 
they do not depend mainly on this source. They go 
for agricultural labour or other general labour. 
During sowing and harvesting periods they have 
plenty of work in the agricultural fields. They can 
hope for full time employment during thiss eason. The 
average rate of daily wages for male would be Re. 1 
or Rs. 1.25 and for females Re. 0.75 or Re. I. Some 
of the members attend the groundnut mills and cotton 
mills in the urban areas at Adoni, which forms a 
regular Source of income for most part of the year. 
During spare time and 011 days when they have no 
work, some of them go to nearby open fields, procure 
fuel and sell them in the town. 

During the sample study an attempt wag made 
to study their annual budget with their income. and 
aebt position. But the householders are very reluc
tant to give the particulars further. The study period 
was too short to collect details by the ~bserv~tion 
method. 

Matangis of sample study report that they were 
given inam lands by British Government, which are 
taken away, later illegally by the village officen. 
(Matangis of Adoni report that, in their neighbouring 
villages 24 acres at China Pendlikallu, 20 acres at 
PedJapendlikallu, and 40 acres at Pattapuram were 
taken away by the Karnams and Munsiffs or land 
lords). They feel that Government should interfere 
in this matter and do justice for them. 

Life Cycle 
Birth 

The customs and habits relating to the birth 
of an individual of Matangi are same as in Madiga· 
callte. The parturient woman is taken to her parent's 
house for first delivery. Subsequent deliveries take 
place at her husbands home only. They do not 
observe any special ceremvnies during the pregnancy. 
A portion of the room is set apart by a curtain for 
delivery. An experienced woman of the caste 
attends to the delivery. They do not go to the hos
pitals. The period of pollution is 3 days. Some 
observe it for 10 days and take bath on the 11th day. 
The total expenditure on a delivery is about Rs. 20. 

The naming ceremony for the child is celebrated on 

lIth or 16th or 30th day after the delivery. No 
rituals are performed during the naming ceremony. 
An elderly member of the caste filst calls the selec. 
ted name. The caste people are invited to food. 
The common names of males al e Mareppa, Nara
!appa, Veerappa, Valigappa, and Marigadu. The 
common female names are Maremma, Veeramma, 

Seethamma and Yellamma, Usually 'Appa' and 
I Amma' are suffiXed- to tne names of males and fema
les respectively. The expenditure on naming cere
mony will be a bout Rs. 20. TOllsure ceremony is 
observed for every child during the first year or the 
third year at home. An old Matangi male is invited 
to bless the child while the maternal uncle or barber 
is asked to cut the hair. Solid food is given to .he 
child before the 9th month. 

Puberty 

Girls attain puberty at the age of twelve or 
thirteen years. Period of pollution is 5 to 9 days The 
girl is asked to sit in a corner of the room during 
the pollution period. She is served wi th sweets and 
special preparations.· On the 6th or 10th day bath 
is given and Nalugu ceremony is celebrated. All the 
caste women in marital status participate in the 
ceremony and bless the girl. On the same day the 
caste women are invited for food. For subsequent 
periods, segregation is observed for 5 days. 

Marriage 

Marriage by negotiation is a common practice. 
The custom of child betrothal is in existence. The 
betrothal ceremony is observed at the age of 10th or 
II th year of the girl. The normal age of marriage for 
a boy is 16-18 years and for a girl is 10-12 years. The 
permissible partners are maternal uncle's daughter, 

paternal aunt's daughter and sister's daughter. 
Marrying the younger sister of the wife, or brother's 

widow is not allowed. The marriage is endogamous 

with reference to calte and exogamous with refe

rence to gotTa. Premarital Sex life is allowed. Bride 

prIce locally called Voli is in existence. It is fixed 

to Rs. 22 which is paid to the father of the bride. 

The venue of marriage is groom's house and an 

elderly person of the caste presides over the marriage. 

The procedure of marriage is same as in the case of 

Madigas. The marriage is celebrated for 3 days. 

The couple are taken in procession to the nearest 

temple in a cart followed by the playing of musical 

instruments like sruthi and Jhonki. The total expen

diture on the marriage is Rs. 1,000 roughly. Though 

monogamy is followed as a rule, the existence of 

poylgamy is also observed here and there. Con

summation takes place immediately after marriage, 

if the girl had attained puberty. If the girl attains 

puberty after marriage, the ceremony takes place on 

the 16th day after the attainment of puberty. 
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lIh'orce and Widow Re-marriage 

Divorce is granted by Kula Pancha)'at both for 

men and women on the grounds of sterility, adultery 
on the woman's part, quarrelsome nature and impo
tency etc. In case of divorce the father has to take 

charge of all the children. The baby on the breast 
will be taken away after the weaning period. A 
divorced woman can remarry any person, Bhe likes. 
Widow remarriage is also permitted. 

The following Statement gives the marital status 
of Matangis according to the 1961 Census. ' 

Statement V 
MARITAL STATUS OF MATANGIS ACCORDING TO 1961 CENSUS 

Tot,l Never Married, 
Age Group ,-----.}.._---, r-----.J--------, 

Male. Females Males Females 

0-14 155 S6 153 S3 

15-44 159 154 S4 9 

45 and .bove 78 40 I 

Total 392 250 207 63 

There are only 5 married persons in the age 
gl'OUp of 0.14 years. According to case studies the 
Matangis of Acloni prefer child marriages. The 
Matangis of other places are perhaps not in favour 
of child marriages. There is only one divorced 
person in this caste. 

Death 

The dead are buried. Soon after a perl!Oll dies, 
all his relatives are informed and their arrival is 
awaited. The dead body is given bath and is wrap
ped in new clothes. Coconuts are broken. The 
bier is prepared and the corpse is placed in a sitting 
posture. The Ions, nearest relatives and friends are 
the pall bearers. The eldest son leads the procession 
followed by relatives and friends. The period of 
mourning is 16 da}'s for the nearest relatives or the 

members of the family, 9 days for the first cousins 
and 3 days for the rest of the relatives. Later at the 
burial ground a pit is dug and the corpse is kept in a 
liying posture and the pit is covered with earth. 
Chinna Divasam (initial obsequies) is observed on third 
day. Pedda Divasam (final obsequies) is observed on 
16th day. Non-Vegetarian food like the meat of 
sheep, goat or hen is cooked and served for those 
who attend that function. On that day they indulge 
in native lictuors also. No annual ceremony is held. 
They do not have any conception of heaven or hell 
but believe that the dead join their elders. Some 
people construct domes for the dead depending on 
their economic position. 

Married Widowed Divorced. 
,---_.J....-:-------. r-----.J.... __ ---, r----.}.._----. 

Male. Females Males Females Male. Females 

2 3 

101 129 3 16 

64 21 14 18 

167 153 17 34 

Ifa Matangi, (a woman following occupation of 
prostitution) dies, she is buried with all the pomp 
and dignity for which a regular Muthai4uvu is eligible 
since she leads a life of lv[uthaiduvu (she has no widow
hood as she remains a virgin). The corpse is 
bathed in water and a mark of devara hQttu in the neck 
or namam for the forehead is applied. The rest of the 
customs are same for all. If a husband dies, the. 
pustt and other marks of a married woman are 
removed by an old woman who is also a widow. On 
the 16th day the old woman breaks the bangles and 
removes the ornaments of marital status. The total 
expenditure on death ceremonies comes to about 
Rs.200 .. 

Religion and Festivals 

Matangis are Hindus and observe Hindu cus
toms in all aspects of their life. They worship Hindu 
gods, celebrate Hindu festivals and regard Hindu 
temples as sacred abodes of the Supreme Being 
governing th~ entire Universe and worship with a 
feeling of sanctity and spirit of devotion. They keep 
some wooden images of Rama, Krishna and Venka.
teswara in a corner ~f the house and worShip. The 
caste deities are all female dei tiel namely Yellamma, 
Maremma, Holigamma, Uligamma and Lakshmamma. 
Goddess Yellamma is considered as the incarnation 
of Renuka Devi, wife of sage Jamadagni. One of 
the pilgrim centres 0 f the Matangis is Adoni where 
the temple of Uligamma is situated and which is 
visited by all the Matangis. They believe that the 
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deities Maremma and Yellamma would guard their 
caste and protect them against the wrath of epide-
mics (Fig. 10). . 

They observe Maremma Jatara once in three years. 
Generally this jatara is observed in the month of 
April. Animals like hens, rams and goats are sacri
ficed during the jatara. Madigas and Malas also 
participate in this jatara. The participants indulge 
in drinking intoxicants. They sing and dance 
throughout the celebrations of jatara. This is also an 
occasion for celebrating the dedication of the Matan
gis to the deity. 

All Hindu festivals are celebrated by Matan
gis according to their capacity. The important 
aspects of the day would be that they enjoy a festive 
meal with rice, pappu (cooked dal) or Parama71nam (a 
sweet liquid preparation with milk and rice). Those 
who can afford wear new clothes. Others sati5fy 
themselves by wearing washed clothes. Usually meat 
is not cooked on the festival day, but it is prepared on 
the next day. They take it as an occasion for drink
ing which is their chief source of enjoyment. 

The important festivals. which are observed by 
Matangis are Telugu New Year's day (March-April) , 
Vinayakachavithi (August - September), Dassera 
(September-October) and Deepavali (October-No .. 
vember). Nagulachavithi (October-November) is a 
feltival which is observed exclusively by women folk. 
Matangis participate in the Mohammedan festival of 
Muharram or Peerla Panduga purely because of their 
friendy contacts with Mohammedans. It is observed 
for IOdays. Playing Kolatam is a special feature during 
thejatara of Maremma, and festivals of Ugadi and 
Dassara. 

Matangis like other castes have Some supersti
tious beliefs. If they come across a widow, a cat, 
or if they happen to hear the sound of sneezing while 
going on any work,.they go back home and start for 
their mission after some time, because thry consider 
them as bad omen!!. They consider the sight of a 
married woman, cow or a woman with flowers as 
auspicious. When they suffer frbm illness, they wear 
mascots or talumans which they obtain from Sadhus. 

Structure of Social Coatrol 

At every village level there is one Kulapancha_ 
yal which regulates the behaviour of the caste. The 

agency of Kula panchayat is powerful that no one 
can escape from its control. The Kula Panchayat 
consists of 7 members and one Chairman who is 
known as Kula pedda. The post of Kula pedda is 
hereditary. The rest of thl: members are selected 
once in 5 years. Generally, experience and know
ledge of worldy affairs, are the qualifications for 
membership. The decision of the Kula panchayat 
is unanimous and is obeyed impl icitly. There are 
750 villages under the purview of Kula Panchayat. 
Most of the disputes will be solved by the Kula 
Panchayat and in case of its failure to arrive at a 
decision, the dispute will be referred to the Court of 
Law. Any kind of dispute that requires a solution 
will be referred first to the Kula Panchayat. It 
levies fines on the convicted and the money 80 colle
cted is spent on a community dinner. The traditional 
Panchayat still holds good control over the caste. 

The Matangis of Adoni know about the town 
Municipality and a Councillor of Adoni Municipa
lity belongs to this caste. 

Inter Communal Relationship 

Inter corr.munal relationship is harmonious. 
The Scheduled Castes like }lala and Madiga partici
pate in jataraill along with Matangis. During the 
agricultural operations borrowing domestic require
ments from Malas or Mad igas is very common. 
Still some differences are maintained. Matangis of 
Adoni do not take food from Mala or Madiga. An 
experienced Ma tangi male acts as a prieat during the 
ceremonies. Some people who can pay, invite a 
Brahmin priest. Brahmin priest officiates the marri
age ceremonies of Matangi sitting at a distance. 
Barbers and washermen also serve them. They are 
not suffering from the Social disabilities like untou
chability. They are having free access to temples 
and can draw water from 1\ common well. Matangis of 
Adoni express that their brethren in the interior 
villages are suffering from social stigma or'untoucha
bility. 

They do not know any thing about social laws 

like the Child Marriage Restraint Act, the Preven

tion of Untouchability and the Land Reforms Act. 

Three acres of land is assigned by Government to 7 

members of Matangi caste of Adoni and it is being 

cultivated jointly by them. 
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ANNEXURE I 

FRAMEWORK FOR. ETHNOGRA.PHIC STUDY 

1 

II 

Naine, Identity, Origin, and History 

Name; Synonym; sub-caste/'sub-tribe as in 
President's Order and in other published Sour
ces such as Census Reports, Monographs etc. 
grouping with other castes and tribes during 
various Censuses. Affinity with other castes 
and tribes according to recognised authorities. 

2 Etymological significance of the name; names 
by which the community is referred to by (a) 
others aud (b) itself. 

3 Identification of the community by occupation 
or any other way oflife. 

4 Myths and legends connected with the ongm 
and history of the community and its segment; 
historical references and popular beliefs about 
history and migration of the community. 

Distribution and PopUlation Trend 

Area where found; population and 
ration in the State and outside; 
aspects of the areas of concentration. 

concent
physical 

2 ,Numerical strength in 1961 and population 
variations during 1901-1961; sex ratio; age
groups and rural-urban distribution in 1961. 

III Physical Characteristics 

1 Racial Stock; appearance and affinity with 
other known communities. 

IV Family, Clan, Kinship and other Analogous 
Divisions 

1 Family, size (observed and published), types, 
residence after marriage, descent, lineage and 
its economic and religious function and in .. 
heritance. 

2 Clan/gotra and sub-clans; names, etymological 
meaning, clustering of clans, belief and my
thology about origin, status among clans, cl;n 
and regulation of marriage (preference and 
prohibition), occupation and clan, clan and 

rituals, clan and food (restrictions, prescrip
tions etc. 

3 Others: Phratry, Duel organisation, like moei
ties etc., as in 2 above. 

V Dwelling,Dress, Food Ornaments and other 
Material Objects Distinctive of the 
Community 

Settlement: Village site, location, settlement 
pattern (agglomerated, nucleated, dispersed, 
sprinkled, isolated, amorphous, star-shaped, 
horse-shoe-shaped, linear, rectangular, circular 
or ring-shaped, etc) and variations; regional 
pattern vis-a ... vis pattern Qf the community. 

2 Neighbourhood pattern on the basis of religion, 
caste (Caste Hindus, untouchables) and tribes 
etc., with segregations, if any, and the basis 
thereof. 

3 Dwelling unit: compound, entrance, source of 
water, the USe of different parts of the house 
(latrine, cattle shed, isolation huts etc.); shape 
(square, round, irregular etc.); storeys; nature 
of floor, plinth; wall; roofing, thatching; ven
tilations and doors materials used; decora
tions and embellishments; temporary struc
turell. 

4 Dress including head gear and foot wear used 
ordinarily, on ceremonial occasions and special 
occasions, sex-wise and according to majority 
or minority; dress of priests and office bearers: 
variations. 

5 Ornaments: lISe; material used; from where 
obtained; variations according to sex and age. 

6 Personal decoration: tattooing; mutilation 
(chipping of teeth, etc.): hair cutting: how 
done, purpose, attitude and variation accord
ing to sex and age. 

7 Food and drink: Materials (staple and other), 
prescriptions and prohibitions. fuel. utensils 
and mode of preparation: practices connected 
with serving and taking of food: preservation 
of food rituals, if any. 
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8 E.quipments connected with economic pursuits, 
religion and ritual; how procured, material 
used, construction and purpose; 

9 Other household equipments. As above. 

10 Equipments connected with recording of time, 
~pace and weight and their methods of use: As 
above. 

VI. Environmental Sanitation, Hygienic 
Habits, DbeaH and Treatment 

1 Environmental sanitation, settlement, disposal 
of night soil, garbage etc. 

2 Hygienic habit: cleanliness of body, teeth, 
dress, house, utensils etc. 

3 Diseases: Incidence: local names; interpreta
tion of the causeg; symptoms; diagnosis and 
cure-persons and methods involved. 

of. Modern systems of medicine and atti tude of 
the community towards it. 

VII. Language and Education 

Ancestral Language·: Classification according 
to Grierson; bilingualism and multingualisffi; 
regional language. 

3 Information collected during 1961 Census on 
language and literature. 

... Education and literacy: Traditional and 
modern attitude, information collected during 
1961 census-literacy and level. of education. 

VIII Economic Life 

Economic re8ources: Land, community land, 
individual ownership and types of land pos
sessed and land utilized. 

Forest wealth : Flora and fauna; nature and 
extent of right in the forest; forest utilization. 

3 Fishery, Livestock and others. 

4 Working force : Sexwise, urban and rural 
variations and comparison of the same with 
the region. 

5 Non-workers. 

6 Ind4strial classifications: Details as collected 
in the field and comparison with that of the 
1961 census figures, traditional occupation and 
changes in the pattern; m~in and subsidiary 
occupati(JOs. 

7 Forced labour, bonded labour, patron-client 
relationship (jajmani), mode of payment, 

8 Seasonal migration connected with occupation 
recruitment, formation of working groups. 

9 Nomadic movement: Cycle and occupational 
pattern. 

10 Shifting cultivation: method, implements and 
. equipments, produce, participation, cycle of 

rotation, measure to regulate shifting cultiva. 
tion and its impact. 

11 Terrace cultivation: As above. 

12 Income and expenditure: Sources of income, 
extent, expenditure on food, clothing, house, 
education, social functions and others. 

13 Other aspects of economic life. 

IX Life Cycle 

A Birth 

Beliefs and practices connected with cOJlcep
tion, barrenness, still birth, miscarriage, abor
tion, child death, regulation of sex,etc. 

2 Prenatal and natal practices: Residence, diet, 
work, toboos, etc., delivery place, assistance 
equipments used in delivery, position during 
delivery, severance of umbilical cord (who 
does and how done), disposal of placenta. 

3 Post natal practices: Confinement and segre
gation, ceremonial pollution, diet for mother 
and child, rituals. 

4 Protection and care of child and training. 

5 Attitude towards birth of child, preference 
about sex, preference about number, segrega
tion of sex, etc. 

B. Initiation 

Initiation ceremony; descriptions. 

2 Premarital sex relations within the commu
nity, outside the community, sanctions and 
taboos. 
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C. Marriage 

Age at marriage for both sex; prohibited 
degrees of relationship, preferences, widow 
re~arriage (preferences and taboos). 

2 Civil status and social status. 

3 Types of marriage: Monogamy, polygamy 
(Polyanpry and polygyny). 

4 Selection of spouse : Qualitie3 valued ~(for 
bride and groom) mode of selection, procedure. 

5 Modes of· acquring made : By negotiation, 
force, intrusion, elopement, etc. 

6 Terms of settlement: Payment of bride price, 
dowry, service, exchange, adoption, etc. 

7 Ceremonies connected with marriage : Details 
including who presides over the marriage and 
services of functional castes. 

8 Statistical data as per 1961 Census. 

9 Divorce: Reasons and procedure. 

D. Death 

Concept about death, measures to ensure future 
well being of the soul, measures to avert harm 
by the spirits. 

2 Methods of disposal: Burial, cremation, ex
posure, floating on water, etc. 

3 Preparation for disposal of dead, informing 
friends and relatives, treatment of the dead 
body, digging of pit etc. for disposal; how 
carried, who carry, who accompany, place of 
disposal, methods of disposal, norms and 
taboos. 

... Ceremonifs connected with disposal. 

5 Death rites: Details. 

6 Monuments: Tombs, megaliths, etc. 

7 Pollution: duration, restrictions in work, food, 
dress, shaving, hair cropping, sex life etc.; 
removalof_pollution. 

B Mourning: mourners and duration. 

X Religion 

Deities : supreme deity, benevolent deities, 
malevolent spirits, presiding· deities of village 
and other aspects of life including occupation, 
clans, gotras etc. 

2 Place of the deities in the regional pattern and 
Brahmanical and other traditions. 

3 Rituals and concepts associated with the pan
theon. 

4 Spots associated with the deities, pilgrim 
centres and methods of worship. 

5 Religious functionaries. 

6 Calendar of fe~tivals and their observance. 

7 Concept of soul, hell, heaven, rebirth, trans
migration of soul, etc. 

8 Sects and denominations: Name, distribution, 
beliefs and practices etc. 

9 Statistical information. 

XI Leisure, Recreation and Child Play 

Use of leisure time: For male, female, children 
and adult; seasonal variation in leisure time. 

2 Recreations their mode and extent, for males, 
females and children. 

3 Leisure and recreation with reference to work. 

XII Relation among Different Segments of the 
Co:m:munity 

Recognised segments-name, basis (territorial, 
ceremonial, social, prestige, religion, sect,· 
education, age etc.); Inter-relationship among 
various segments; status of the segment; status 
of women. 

XIII Inter-co:mmunity Relationship 

1 Ceremon ial relationship: 
traditional service by 
washermen etc. 

Service by Brahmins, 
castes like barbers, 

2 Pollution by touch or proximity to high Caste 
Hindus, use of well, admission to temple. 

3 Secular relationship: Model for other commu
nities; dominance due to economic resources, 
political status, social status, etc. 
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4 Bridge role, buffer role, alliance and antago" 
nism of the community. 

XJV. Structure of Soeial Control, Prestige and 
Leadership 

Social control: Levels of Social control, com
munity levels, regional level, hereditary, 
special functionaries etc. social control by 
other agencies. 

2 Mode of acquiring offices. 

3 Control exercised by traditionally recognised 
leaders, functionaries of statutory bodies of the 
region, powerful individuals belonging to the 
community, etc., at the regional level and 
local level. 

4 Relationship between spheres of social control 
and agencia; of social contra). 

5 Leadership: For social ohange, for technologi. 
cal change, for political 'action and for other 
organised activities at the community level, 
regional level and locali level. 

6 Social prestige: Method of gammg Social 
prestige (by performi?g ritual, merit of feast, 
associating with hi s,torica I association etc.) 
symbols of social pre~tige. 

XV Social Reform and Welfare 

Social reform m?vements: Intensity; reasons 
(for raising Sodal status. establishing tradi. 
tional norms, for westernisation, etc.); history 
and import of the movements. 

2 Social welfare I Agency, religious organisation 
community as a whole Govt. Official and non
official, role of the social welfare meaSUJes and 
impact. 

XVI References cited and other Bibliography. 



ANNEXURE II 

LIST OF SCHEDULED CASTES AND SCHEDULED TRIBES IN ANDHRA PRADESH 

List of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in Andhra Pradesh State as notified by the President 
of India in the "Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes List Modification Order, 1956" is given below. 

I. Throughout the State 

*1 Chalavadi 

, *2 Chamar, Mochi or Muchi 

*3 Madiga 

*4 Mala 

SCHEDULED CASTES 

II. In the districts of Srikakulam., Vilakhapatnam, East Godavari, West Godavari, Krishna, 
Guntuf, Nellore, Chitto or, Cuddapah, Anantapur and Kurnool. 

*1 Adi Andhra *15 Jambuvulu 

*2 Adi Dravida 16 Madasi Kuruva or Madari Kuruva 

*3' Arundhatiya *17 Mala Dasu 

4 Bariki 18 Madiga Dasu and Mashteen 

5 Bavuri t19 Matangi 

t6 Chachati 20 Munda1a 

7 Chandala *21 Paky or Moti 

*8 Dandali *22 Pambada or Pambanda 

t9 Dom, Dombal'a, Paidi or Pano 23 Pamidi 

tlO Ghasi, Haddi or Relli Chachandi *24- Panchama or Pariah 

*11 Godagali t25 Relli 

*12 Godari 26 Sam ban 

13 Gosangi t27 Sapru 

*14 Jaggali *28 Thoti 

III. In the districts of Mahbubnagar, Hyderabad, Medak, Nizamabad, Adilabad, Karimnagar, 
Warangal, Khammam and Nalgonda. 

1 Anamuk *15 Mala Dasari 

*2 Aray (Mala) 16 Mala Hannai 

*3 Arwa Mala *17 Ma1ajangam 

4 Beda (Budga) Jangam 18 Mala Masti 
*5 Bindla 19 Mala Sale (Netkani) 
6 Byagara 20 Mala Sanyasi 

*7 Chambhar *21 Mang 

*8 Dakka1 (Dokkal war) *22 Mang Garodi 

*9 Dhor *23 Manne 
10 Ellamalwar (Yellammalawandlu) 24 Mashti 
11 Holeya *25 MehtaI' 
12 Holeya Dasari *26 Mitha Ayyalvar 

*13 Kolupu1vandlu *27 Samagara 
*14 Mahar *28 Sindhollu (Chindollu) 
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ANNEXURB II-(Concld.) 

SCHEDULED TRIBES 

1. Throughout the State 

*1 Chenchu or Chenchwar 

*2 Koya or Goud with its' sub-sects Rajah or Rasha Koyas, Ling-adhari Koyas (ordinary), Kottu Koyas, 
BhineZKoya and Rajkoya. 

II. In the districts of Srikakulam, Visakhapatnam, East Godavari, West Godavari, Krishna, 
Guntur, Nellore, Chittoor, Cuddapah, Anantapur and Kurooo!. 

1 Bagata 11 Kulla 

2 Gadabas 12 Malis 
*3 Jatapu! 

4 Kammara 

5 Kattunayakan 

*6 Konda Dhoras 

7 Konda Kapus 

8 Kondareddis 

9 Kondhs: (Kod i and Kodhu) Desaya 

Kondhs, Dongria Kondhs, Kuttiya Kon

dhs, Tikiria Kondh,s and_\Yenity Kondhs 

10 Kotia-Bentho,Oriya, Bartika, Dhulia or 

Dulia, Holva, Paiko, Putiya,~Sanrona and 
Sidhopaiko 

13 Manna Dhora 

14 Mukha Dhora or Nooka Dhora 

15 Porja (Parangiperja) 

16 Reddi Dhoras 

17 Rona, Rena 

18 Savaras: Kapu Savaras, Maliya Savaras or 

Khutto Savaras 

*19 Sugalis (Lambadis) 

*20 Yenadis 

*21 Yerukulas 

III In the districts of Mahbubnagar, Hyderabad, Medak, Nizamabad, Adilabad, Karimnagar, 
Warangal, Khammam and Nalgo~da. 

1 Andh 

2 Bhil 

*3: Gond (including Naikpod and Rajgond) 
4 Hill Reddis 

5 Kolam (including Mannervarlu) 

6 Pardhan 

7 Thoti 

IV. In the Agency tracts 

1 Goudu (Goud) 

2 Nayaks 

3 Valmiki 

*Surveyed by the Census Office, A. P. t Present Monograph 




